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Abstract

We have investigated several topics in the area of manganites including oxygen

disorder, grain boundaries, low field magnetoresistance, magnetoresistive anisotropy

and magnetic properties. Studied materials were in the form of polycrystalline sam-

ples and epitaxial thin films. The studied compounds were Sm1−xSrxMnO3 (SSMO)

and La1−xCaxMnO3 (LCMO).

1. We have studied the effects of oxygen disorder and grain boundary disorder in

SSMO system close to half (x≈0.5) hole doping level. The temperature depen-

dencies of resistivity and magnetoresistance were measured as a function of the

vacuum annealing time. We observed a logarithmic increase of the resistivity

as a function of vacuum annealing time. We have shown that an increasing

grain boundary disorder softens the magnetic phase transition from a first or-

der phase transition into a second order transition. Furthermore, the peaks in

the resistivity and specific heat are broadened and there is an increase in the

charge-carrier scattering rates in the metallic state. On the other hand, the

polaronic hopping activation energies in the insulating state changed slightly as

a function of grain boundary disorder. The origin of these phenomena is dis-

cussed. Magnetoresistive anisotropy has been studied as a function of the grain

size. Results showed a strong grain size dependence of anisotropic electrical

transport in granular samples of manganites.

2. We investigated the anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) in ultrathin LCMO

manganite films grown on various substrates. It was found that depending on

the strain state, the AMR in some of these systems exceeds 100% and can

even change sign. These changes are very dramatic when compared to the few

percent change in AMR in conventional ferromagnets. The mechanism behind

these changes in the AMR is discussed. We have studied the effects of strain

on resistive peak broadening with a simple percolation model. We have shown

that strain associated with a lattice mismatched substrate in thin films can



cause new electronic behavior, not found in bulk materials or thicker films of

the same chemical composition. Resistivity of the ultra thin films exhibit strong

relaxation effects when measured as a function of time in a constant magnetic

field.
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Chapter 1

Overview

Over the last several decades, many materials exhibiting complex properties have been

discovered, such as high temperature superconductors (cuprates) and Mn-based com-

plex magnetic oxides (manganites). In particular, manganites such as RE1−xAxMnO3

(RE and A are trivalent rare earth and divalent alkaline earth elements respectively)

attract a great interest of the scientific community because of the rich physics which

they exhibit: ferromagnet-antiferromagnet, charge-orderdisorder, and metalinsulator

phase transitions, anomalous thermal lattice expansions, and particularly colossal

magnetoresistance (CMR). Many of these interesting properties are result of close

interplay of lattice, charge, and spin degrees of freedom.

Despite the fact that microscopic physics involved in manganites is not fully un-

derstood, the physical properties of manganites show extremes of functional behav-

ior such as CMR. CMR has been the driving force in manganite research with the

expectation of possible magnetoresistance based device applications. For potential

applications the understanding of the basic properties and controlling the properties

which are suitable for applications is essential. In order to contribute to the studies

aimed at the understanding of these complex materials for potential applications such

as magnetic read heads or sensors we have studied over 300 samples of manganites in

the form of bulk and epitaxial thin films.[5]

The dissertation consists of 14 chapters.
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Chapter 1 is the overview of the thesis; the content of the each individual chapter

is briefly summarized here. The last part of this chapter lists the publications of the

author.

In Chapter 2 we have given a brief history of the manganites along with their

importance for the scientific community. This chapter also involves the main mo-

tivations of the thesis. We can summarize some of our motivations in addressing

the following questions: i) What is the effect of the oxygen disorder on transport

properties of manganites in the low magnetic field regime? ii) What is the effect of

the grain-boundary induced disorder on transport properties and the magnetic phase

transitions of manganites in the low magnetic field regime? iii) How could the low

magnetic field anisotropic magnetoresistance be improved in manganite films? iv)

How does the lattice disorder affect the low field anisotropic magnetoresistance in

manganite films? In this chapter we also discuss the magnetic phase diagrams of the

La1−xCaxMnO3 and Sm1−xSrxMnO3 systems, two important prototype examples of

manganites studied in the dissertation.

In Chapter 3 we reviewed the main contributions to the theory of manganites.

First part of the chapter is devoted to Jahn-Teller and Crystal Field effects. Then

we will describe the phase separation scenario and finally we will review the Current

Carrier Density Collapse (CCDC) theory.

In Chapter 4 we described our experimental set up and measurement techniques.

In Chapter 5 we have shown the effects of vacuum annealing and oxygen redistri-

bution induced disorder on the magnetotransport of Sm0.55Sr45MnO3 manganite near

the metal-insulator transition. Oxygen redistribution in the sample was obtained by

annealing at 325o C in vacuum. The temperature dependencies of resistivity and

magnetoresistance were measured as a function of the vacuum annealing time. We

observed a dramatic increase in the magnitude of the resistivity peak at the metal-

insulator transition and a reduction of its width after an initial short-time annealing,

followed by a logarithmic increase of the resistivity with annealing time. In this chap-

ter we also gave a brief compositional dependence of the temperature dependence of
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the resistivity of the Sm1−xSrxMnO3 system.

In Chapter 6, the effects of the grain-boundary-induced lattice disorder on the

resistivity, the magnetization, and the specific heat of a prototypical manganite

Sm0.55Sr45MnO3 near half doping were investigated at temperatures near the metal-

insulator transition. An increasing lattice disorder softens the magnetic phase transi-

tion from a first order phase transition into a second order transition. Furthermore,

the peaks in the resistivity and specific heat are broadened and there is an increase

in the charge carrier scattering rates in the metallic state. On the other hand, the

polaronic hopping activation energies in the insulating state changed slightly as a

function of grain boundary disorder. The origin of these phenomena is discussed.

In Chapter 7, we have shown that polycrystalline Sm0.55Sr0.45MnO3 samples ex-

hibit large anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR). The magnitude of the AMR strongly

depends on the grain size of the samples. The AMR in the bulk samples exhibits size-

able low field and low temperature AMR which is in contrast to single crystal samples

and epitaxial films. This suggests that the well established spin polarized transport

model for understanding of low temperature and low field magnetoresistance in man-

ganites is essentially anisotropic. Our results indicate that AMR in manganite sam-

ples could be tuned for large temperature ranges at low magnetic fields by controlling

the crystallinity and defect structure.

In Chapter 8 we have shown that the SSMO films grown on the LaAlO3 and

SrTiO3 substrates exhibit insulating behavior with negligible magnetoresistance effect

in contrast to bulk samples of the same composition. On the other hand, when

these films were buffered with a thin layer of Nd0.55Sr0.45MnO3, a large low field

magnetoresistance behavior along with the bulk like properties were observed. Our

results suggest that low field magnetoresistance and magnetoresistive anisotropy could

be improved dramatically in hetero-structured manganite films.

In Chapter 9, magnetotransport properties of strained La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 (LCMO)

thin films with thickness between 10 and 1000 nm were investigated at temperatures

near the metal-insulator transition and in magnetic fields up to 0.7 Tesla. The reduc-
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tion of the thin film thicknesses which in turn produces an increasing epitaxial lattice

strain dramatically increases the in-plane magnetic anisotropy and the magnetoresis-

tivity.

In Chapter 10, we investigated the anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) in ul-

trathin La-based manganite films grown on various substrates. It was found that

depending on the strain state, the AMR in some of these systems exceeds 100% and

can even change sign. These changes are very dramatic when compared to the few

percent change in AMR in conventional ferromagnets. The mechanism behind these

large changes in the AMR is discussed

In Chapter 11, the lattice-disorder-induced changes in the magnetoresistivity and

the magnetoresistive anisotropy of epitaxial ion-beam-milled LCMO films were in-

vestigated. The results suggest that, for films less than 20 nm thick, an increase

of the magnetoresistivity and a reduction in the magnetoresistive anisotropy of the

ion-beam-milled films are governed mostly by the point defect induced deformation,

in contrast to the as-grown films where an increase of both the magnetoresistivity

and the magnetoresistive anisotropy is determined by the epitaxial strain.

In Chapter 12, the effect of the lattice disorder on the resistivity of La1−xCaxMnO3

(LCMO) near x=1/3 at the metal-insulator transition was studied by using a perco-

lation model based on the CCDC theory. The percolation model was applied to

calculate the temperature dependence of the resistivity ρ(T) of the mixed state,

where metallic ferromagnetic and insulating paramagnetic clusters simultaneously ex-

ist. The temperature dependence of the fraction of the metallic phase was obtained

by assuming a Gaussian distribution of random transition temperatures, whose width

increases with an increasing lattice disorder. The resistivity ρ(T) calculated from the

model reproduces well the experimental ones for LCMO crystals and disordered films.

In Chapter 13, we have shown that strain associated with a lattice mismatched

substrate in the ultra thin films can cause new electronic behavior, not found in the

bulk materials or the thicker films of the same chemical composition of LCMO. Re-

sistivity of the ultra thin films exhibit strong relaxation effects when measured as a
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function of time in a constant magnetic field. Moreover, the ultrathin films ages dra-

matically faster than the thicker counterparts causing an upturn in the temperature

dependence of the resistivity at lower temperatures where material is supposed to be

ferromagnetic metal.

Chapter 14 is a general summary of all chapters and we have shown some highlights

of important results that we were not able to include to the dissertation in detailed

way.

1.1 List of Publications

• ”Effects of correlated disorder on the magneto-transport in colossal magnetore-

sistance manganites”

M. Egilmez, Z. Salman, KH Chow, J Jung, PSS-Rapid Research Letters, 4, 94

(2009)

• ”Correlation of structural phase transition and electrical transport properties

of manganite films on SrTiO3”

M. Egilmez, MM Saber, I. Fan, KH Chow, J Jung Physical Review B, 78 172405

(2008).

• ”Dramatic strain induced modification of the low field anisotropic magnetore-

sistance in manganite films ”

M. Egilmez, MM Saber, AI Mansour, Rongchao Ma, KH Chow, J Jung Applied

Physics Letters, 93, 182505 (2008).

• ”Influence of photoexcitation on the diamagnetic muonium states in Ge studied

via their precession signatures”

I Fan, KH Chow, B. Hitti, R. Scheuermann, AI Mansour, WA MacFarlane, BE.

Schultz, M. Egilmez, J Jung, YG Celebi, HN Bani-Salameh, BR Carroll, JE

Vernon, RL Lichti. Physical Review B, 78 153203 (2008).

• ” Softening of the First-order magnetic phase transition and magneto-transport
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properties of Sm0.55Sr0.45MnO3 manganite”

M. Egilmez, Z. Salman, A. I. Mansour, K.H. Chow, and J. Jung Journal of

Applied Physics, 104 093915 (2008).

• ”Oxygen-isotope exchange and cation disorder effects on magneto-transport

properties of (Sm1−yGdy)0.55Sr0.45MnO3”

M. Egilmez, I. Isaac, D.D. Lawrie, K.H. Chow, and J. Jung Journal of Materials

Chemistry, 18 5796 (2008).

• ”Percolative model of the effect of disorder on the resistive peak broadening in

La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 near the metal-insulator transition”

M. Egilmez, K.H. Chow, and J. Jung, Applied Physics Letters, 92, 162515

(2008).

• ”Metal-insulator transition, specific heat, and grain-boundary-induced disorder

in Sm0.55Sr0.45MnO3”

M. Egilmez, K.H. Chow, J. Jung, I. Fan, A.I. Mansour, and Z. Salman, Applied

Physics Letters, 92, 132505 (2008).

• ”Lattice-strain control of magneto-resistivity and magneto-resistive anisotropy

induced by ion-beam-milling in La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 films near the metal-insulator

transition”

M. Egilmez, A.I. Mansour, M.M. Saber, K.H. Chow, and J. Jung, Applied

Physics Letters, 92, 022501 (2008)

• ”Optically induced dynamics of muonium centers in Si studied via their preces-

sion signatures”

I. Fan, K.H. Chow, B. Hitti, R. Scheuermann, W.A. MacFarlane, A.I. Mansour,

B.E. Schultz, M. Egilmez, J. Jung, and R.L. Lichti, Physical Review B, 77,

035203 (2008).

• ”Magnetoresistive anisotropy and magnetoresistivity in strained La0.65Ca0.35MnO3
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Chapter 2

Introduction

Manganites such as RE1−xAxMnO3 (RE and A are trivalent rare earth and divalent

alkaline earth elements, respectively) are members of set of compounds where the

effect of correlations among electrons play a crucial role. This broader framework is

widely known as the area of the strongly correlated electrons.[1] At present, there

is enormous amount of interest in the study of manganites. However, it is widely

recognized that the first paper reporting results for manganites was presented in 1950

by Jonker and Van Santen.[2] In that original paper, La was substituted by Ca, Sr or

Ba for polycrystalline samples of LaMnO3. The main result was the appearance of

ferromagnetism in those compounds. They also discovered that the resistance below

the magnetic ordering temperature (Curie temperature, Tc) exhibits a positive ther-

mal coefficient indicating metallic like behavior and negative gradient above Tc. This

is called metal insulator transition (MIT) which brings a maximum resistance around

Tc. Additionally, Jonker and Van Santen found that the manganites crystallize in a

perovskite structure.[2]

Despite much progress, the implications of MIT behavior were only explored in

1993, when a reduction of resistance was observed in thin films of La2/3 Ba1/3 MnO3

under application of a relatively small magnetic field.[3] This reduction was only 50%

of the zero field resistance. A year later it proved to be possible to reduce the resis-

tivity by several orders of magnitude.[4] The term colossal magnetoresistance (CMR)
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was born. The new term is a superlative of giant magnetoresistance (GMR), which is

observed in the resistance of ferromagnetic/non magnetic heterostructures by switch-

ing an external magnetic field. Giant magnetoresistance is caused by introducing

interfaces in spin polarized conductors and it is restricted below Tc, whereas CMR

is a intrinsic property which originated from magnetic ordering and usually confined

to the vicinity of Tc or the metal insulator transition temperature TM . Notice that

GMR was one of the most successful inventions in the history of science; after less

than a decade of their discovery GMR sensors dominated in the market of computer

technology. Obviously, success of the GMR motivates the new studies on CMR ma-

terials.

2.0.1 Motivations

As we mentioned above, currently manganite research is a hot topic for experimental

and theoretical condensed matter physicists aiming to improve our understanding

of the behavior of electrons in crystals. There are three main reasons that make

manganites an important area of research for scientists all around the world :

1. The first obvious reason is the unexpectedly large magnetotransport properties.

Upon application of relatively small magnetic fields, the resistivity changes by

several orders of magnitude, an effect that carries the name ”Colossal Magne-

toresistance ”(CMR)”. An illustrative representation of this effect is shown in

Fig. 2.1 for (Sm1−yGdy)0.55Sr0.45MnO3. Note that the resistance change with

field so called magnetoresistance in this case could reach up to 30000%. The

magneto-resistance is defined as −MR = [ρ(H)− ρ(0)/ρ(H)], where ρ(H) and

ρ(0) are the resistivities in an applied field H and in a zero field, respectively.

2. A second motivation to study the manganites is contained in their rich phase

diagram, exhibiting a variety of phases, with unusual spin, charge, lattice and

orbital order. These four active degrees of freedom lead to a rich phenomenology

and an overabundance of phases that have been identified experimentally using
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Figure 2.1: An illustrative representation of the Colossal Magnetoresistance effect
in (a) (Sm)0.55Sr0.45MnO3 (b) (Sm0.5Gd0.5)0.55Sr0.45MnO3. TM corresponds to metal
insulator transition temperature. Figure is reproduced from Egilmez et al.[5]
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a variety of techniques. Phase competition at the boundary between these

phases produces interesting phenomena like CMR.

3. The physics involved in manganites makes connection with physics unveiled in

high temperature superconductors (HTS); evidence suggests that even in the

best crystals available, manganites are intrinsically inhomogeneous. The states

formed in these compounds are dominated by coexistence of competing phases.

The study of in homogeneities in manganites will also likely lead to important

information about similar phenomena found in other materials such as HTS.

Although my research program contains all the motivations mentioned above, it

is mainly concentrated on electrical and magnetic properties of manganites with the

objective of understanding the basic properties and controlling the properties which

are suitable for applications. For this purpose, over 300 samples of manganites were

studied during the course of this dissertation. In particular, dissertation addresses

important issues in manganite physics namely: i) What is the effect of the oxygen dis-

order on transport properties of manganites in the low field regime? ii) What is the ef-

fect of the grain-boundary induced disorder on transport properties and the magnetic

phase transitions of manganites in the low field regime? iii) How could the low field

anisotropic magneto-resistance be improved in manganite films? iv) How does the

lattice disorder affect the low field anisotropic magnetoresistance in manganite films?

In order to address these questions we have studied Sm1−xSrxMnO3, Nd1−xSrxMnO3,

Gd1−xSrxMnO3, La1−xSrx MnO3 and La1−xCaxMnO3 types of manganites. However,

the dissertation mostly consists of experimental results from the La1−xCaxMnO3 and

Sm1−xSrxMnO3 systems, two intermediate bandwidth manganites: therefore in the

coming sections of the chapter we will briefly discuss the magnetic phase diagram for

these two important systems.
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2.1 Phase diagrams

2.1.1 La1−xCaxMnO3

In this subsection, the magnetic phase diagram of La1−xCaxMnO3 will be discussed.

This compound presents some characteristics of large bandwidth manganites, such

as the presence of a robust ferromagnetic metallic phase. However, it also has fea-

tures that indicate strong deviations from double-exchange behavior, including the

existence of charge/orbital-ordered phases. For this reason, the manganite commu-

nity consider that this compound should be labeled as of ”intermediate bandwidth”,

to distinguish it from the truly low-bandwidth compound Pr1−xCaxMnO3 where a

metallic ferromagnetic phase can only be stabilized by the application of magnetic

fields.

La1−xCaxMnO3 has been analyzed since the early days of manganite studies[2, 6],

but it is only recently that it has been systematically scrutinized as a function of hole

density and temperature. In particular, it has been observed that La1−xCaxMnO3

has a large MR effect. For example, Fig. 2.2 reproduces results from Schiffer et al. at

x=0.25 showing the magnetization and resistivity as a function of temperature, and

the existence of a robust MR, larger than 80%.[7] The drop in ρdc with decreasing

temperature and the peak in magnetoresistance are correlated with the ferromagnetic

transition in the magnetization. The insulating behavior above the Curie temperature

is very prominent and the explanation of its origin is among the most important issues

to be addressed in theories of manganites. Below Tc the presence of ferromagnetism

was tentatively attributed to the double-exchange mechanism, but further work re-

viewed especially phase separation scenario and (bi)polaronic models has actually

revealed a far more complex structure with coexisting phases even in this metallic

regime.[1, 8, 9] In fact, hints of this behavior may already be present in Fig. 2.2 which

already reveals a MR effect as large as 30% well below Tc. In addition, it is also in-

teresting to observe that hydrostatic pressure leads to large changes in resistivity

comparable to those found using magnetic fields.
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Figure 2.2: The magnetization, resistivity, and magnetoresistance of La1−xCaxMnO3

(x=0.25), as a function of temperature at various magnetic fields. The inset is ρ at
low temperatures. Reproduced from Schiffer et al.[7]
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Figure 2.3: Phase diagram of La1−xCaxMnO3 , constructed from measurements of
macroscopic quantities such as the resistivity and magnetic susceptibility, reproduced
from Cheong and Hwang.[11] FM: Ferromagnetic Metal, FI: Ferromagnetic Insulator,
AF: Antiferromagnetism, CAF: Canted AF, and CO: Charge/Orbital Ordering. FI
and/or CAF could be a spatially inhomogeneous states with FM and AF coexistence.

The qualitative features of Fig. 2.2 contribute to the understanding, at least in

part, of the CMR effect found in thin films of this same compound.[4] In LCMO

films it has been shown that, in addition to hole doping, or magnetic field, substrate

induced strain also has significant impact on the physical properties of the films.[10]

The complete phase diagram of La1−xCaxMnO3, based on magnetization and re-

sistivity measurements, is reproduced in Fig. 2.3, taken from Cheong and Hwang.[11]

Note that the FM phase actually occupies just a fraction of the whole diagram, illus-

trating once again that DE does not provide a full understanding of the manganites.

For instance, equally prominent are the charge ordered (CO) states between x=0.50
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and 0.87. The CO state at x=0.50 was already described by Wollan and Koehler

as a CE-state, and the characteristics at other densities are discussed below. In the

regime of CO-states, studies by Ramirez et al. of the sound velocity, specific heat, and

electron diffraction were attributed to strong electron-phonon coupling, in agreement

with the predictions of Millis et al.[12, 13] The canted state at x close to 1 could be a

mixed-phase state with coexisting FM-AF characteristics based on recent theoretical

calculations by Dagotto’s group. The low hole-density regime is quite unusual and

nontrivial, and it appears to involve a charge-ordered phase, and a curious ferromag-

netic insulator. Actually at x=0.10, there is no large Magnetoresistance effect using

fields of 12 T, according to Fig. 6 of Ibarra and De Teresa.[14] The same reference

shows that at x=0.65, well inside the charge-ordered state, a 12 T field is also not

sufficient to destabilize the insulating state into a metallic one. Thus, to search for a

large magnetoresistance effect, the density must be closer to that leading to the FM

metallic regime.

In Fig. 2.3 note also the presence of well-defined features at commensurate carrier

concentrations x=N/8 (N=1,3,4,5 and 7). The Curie temperature is maximized at

x=3/8 according to Cheong and Hwang, contrary to the x=0.30 believed by many to

be the most optimal density for ferromagnetism. Cheong and Hwang also remarked

that in the large-bandwidth compound La1−xSrxMnO3 the Curie temperature is also

maximized at the same x=3/8 concentration, implying that this phenomenon is uni-

versal. It is important to realize that within a simple one-orbital double-exchange

model, as described later, the optimal density for ferromagnetism should be x=0.50.

The fact that this is not observed is already indicative of the problems faced by a

double-exchange description of manganites. Note also that Zhao et al. and Franck

et al. found a giant oxygen isotope shift in Tc of about 20 K at x=0.2, showing the

relevance of electron-phonon couplings in manganites.[5]

The charge-ordering temperature TCO peaks at x=5/8 (the same occurs in (Bi,

Ca)-based compounds), while at x=4/8=1/2 there is a sharp change from ferromag-

netic to antiferromagnetic ground states. The whole phase diagram has a pronounced
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Figure 2.4: The charge and orbital ordering configurations for La1−xCaxMnO3 with
x=0, 1/2, and 2/3.Open circles are Mn4+ and the lobes show the orbital ordering of
the eg-electrons of Mn3+. Figure reproduced from Cheong and Hwang.[11]

electron-hole asymmetry, showing again that simple double-exchange models with

only one orbital are not realistic. At x=1/8 the low-density charge-ordered state

appears to have the largest strength, while on the other side at x=7/8 charge or-

dering disappears into a mixed FM-AF state. Finally, at x=0 the ground state is

an A-type antiferromagnet (see also original citation.[15]) with ferromagnetic spin

correlations on a plane and antiferromagnetism between planes, while at x=1 it is a

G-type antiferromagnet (AF in all directions), both of them insulating.

Some of the arrangements that have been identified from Fig. 2.3 are shown in

Fig. 2.4 reproduced from Cheong and Hwang.[11] At x=0, the A-type spin state is

orbitally ordered as it appears in Fig. 2.4 (a). At x=0.5 the famous CE-type arrange-

ment Fig. 2.4 (b) already found in early studies of manganites is certainly stabilized.
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Figure 2.5: Temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity for Sm1−xSrxMnO3

crystals. Arrows indicate Curie temperatures, up triangle is indicative of the Neel
temperature. Figure reproduced from Ivanov et al.[19]

This state has been observed experimentally using resonant X-ray scattering (see

original citation.[16]). At x=2/3, and also x=3/4, a novel ‘bi-stripea arrangement is

found (see original citation[17]). The x=0.65 state is very stable upon the applica-

tion of a magnetic field.[14] The origin of the term bi-stripe is obvious from Fig. 2.4

(c). However, theoretical work (see original citation[18]) has shown that it is more

appropriate to visualize this arrangement as formed by FM zigzag chains running in

the direction perpendicular to those of the charge stripes of Fig. 2.4(c).
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2.1.2 Sm1−xSrxMnO3

Sm1−xSrxMnO3 (SSMO) exhibits a number of intriguing physical properties. For

example, the inverse magnetization of this compound shows a clear deviation from the

CurieWeiss law.[10] Its paramagnetic region above Tc is magnetically heterogeneous,

as indicated by neutron diffraction and µSR experiments.[20] The magnetostriction

measurements revealed that the magnetotransport properties of SSMO, compared

to the other manganites, are extremely strain sensitive.[21] These properties suggest

that the SSMO is very susceptible to the presence of any external stimuli including

structural disorder, magnetic field, strain and so forth. The region in the phase

diagram of the SSMO where the CMR effect could be observed accompanied with a

metal insulator transition is relatively narrow (0.3<x<0.52).

Fig. 2.5 shows the temperature dependence of resistivity of SSMO. As it is clear

from the figure the metal insulator transition is observed in SSMO around intermedi-

ate doping levels such as 0.3<x<0.52. The complete phase diagram of the compound

is given in Fig. 2.6. As it can be seen from the phase diagram SSMO exhibits a number

of intriguing magnetic behaviors ranging from orbital-charge order to ferromagnetism.

The Sm0.55Sr0.45MnO3 manganite is of particular interest since this composition is bor-

dering the charge/orbital order instability, being one of the most striking examples of

manganites in which the multiphase competition has been comprehensively verified

by experiment.[23] The phase diagram which shows where colossal magnetoresistance

persists is reproduced after Tomioka et al. in Fig. 2.7. The multiphase coexistence

is also clear in this phase diagram. However, there is a limited number of studies

dedicated to this important composition. In the first part of the dissertation we will

present our results on bulk samples of this important composition. Moreover, we

made the thin films of this composition. This is particularly important since we are
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Figure 2.6: Phase diagram of Sm1−xSrxMnO3 crystals. The phases are denoted by:
P/I: paramagnetic insulator, CAF/I: canted AF insulator, F’/I: possible inhomoge-
neous or canted F insulator, F/M: F metal, LCO/I: local charge ordering insulator,
AF1/I: antiferromagnetic (A-type) insulator, AF2/I: antiferromagnetic (C-type) insu-
lator, WF/I: weak F insulator. Cross points are taken from Martin et al.[22], all other
pointsthis work, linesguide for the eyes. Figure reproduced from Ivanov et al.[19]
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Figure 2.7: The electronic phase diagram of Sm1−xSrxMnO3 0.30<x<0.60. The fer-
romagnetic metal, the A-type antiferromagnetic state and the charge/orbital-ordered
insulator are denoted as FM, AF (A-type) and CO/OOI, respectively. The transi-
tion temperatures from (to) the FM, AF, and CO/OOI are denoted as open (closed)
squares, triangles, and circles, respectively. Figure reproduced from Tomioka et al.[23]
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the first group to make SSMO films with bulk like physical properties.
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Chapter 3

Basic properties and theoretical

understanding of manganites

3.1 Introduction

Over the past decade, there has been significant interest in the understanding of the

fascinating properties of manganites, such as the metal-insulator transition (MIT) and

the colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) effect. According to the double-exchange (DE)

model, the MIT and the CMR are a consequence of the DE mechanism combined with

the Jahn-Teller electron-phonon interaction with d states, leading to the conclusion

that the low and high temperature phases are a spin polarized ferromagnetic metal

and a polaronic paramagnetic insulator, respectively. Tunneling experiments and

Monte Carlo simulations suggest that the ground states of manganites tend to be in-

trinsically inhomogeneous due to strong tendencies toward phase separation, typically

involving ferromagnetic metallic and antiferromagnetic charge and orbital ordered in-

sulating domains. This implies that disorder is an important inherent element of the

CMR effect. Indeed, it has been demonstrated in various experimental studies, that

lattice disorder introduced into manganites through chemical substitutions, pressure,

strain, and electric field induces dramatic changes in their ground state properties.

More recently, the Current Carrier Density Collapse theory (CCDC), on the other
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hand, postulates that the MIT and the CMR are caused by a magnetic breakup

at Tc of heavy bi-polarons (which are formed by pairing of oxygen p holes in the

paramagnetic phase).

In this chapter we will review the main contributions to the theory of manganites.

The first part of the chapter is devoted to Jahn-Teller and Crystal Field effects. Then

we will describe the phase separation scenarios and finally we will review the Current

Carrier Density Collapse theory.

3.2 Crystal field effect and Jahn Teller distortions

The magnetic properties of many crystals containing rare earths can be deduced

by considering the rare earth ions to be behaving as completely free ions without

interacting with each other or their surroundings. However, for magnetic ions in

certain crystals one can not ignore these kind of interactions such as manganites. To

understand the effect of the local environment due to the crystal on the energy levels

of an atom, it is necessary to first review the shapes of the atomic orbitals. The

angular dependences of the electron density of the s, p and d orbitals are shown in

Fig. 3.1. As seen from the Fig. 3.1 only s orbitals are spherically symmetric and the

p and d-orbitals have a pronounced angular dependence.

The manganese (Mn) ion in the manganites is surrounded by the oxygen octa-

hedron. The 3d orbitals on the Mn site placed in such an octahedron coordination

are subject to the partial lifting of the degeneracy by the crystal field as shown in

Fig. 3.2. The lower lying orbitals, t2g, are dxy, dyz and dzx, while the higher lying

ones, eg states, are dx2−y2 and d3z2−r2 . The crystal field splitting between the t2g and

eg state is about 1 eV. In the Mn3+ based compounds, the Mn site shows the elec-

tronic configuration of t32g e1
g (total spin number S=2). All 3d electrons are subject

to electron repulsion interaction or the electron correlation effect,and tend to localize

in the ”carrier undoped” or the mother all Mn3+ based compound, forming so called
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S

Figure 3.1: The angular distribution of the s, p and d orbitals. dz2 orbital is
sometimes refereed as dz2−r2 .
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Mott insulator. However, the eg electrons can be itinerant and hence play a role of

conduction electrons, when electron vacancies or holes are created (doping with, Ca,

Sr, Ba..) in the eg orbital states of the crystal.[1, 3] The latter hole doping procedure

corresponds to creation of mobile Mn4+ species on the Mn sites. By contrast, the t2g

electrons, less hybridized with 2p states and stabilized by the crystal field splitting,

are viewed as always localized by the strong correlation effect and as forming the local

spin (S=3/2) even in the metallic state.

There is a further possible splitting of the t2g and eg energy levels if manganese

undergoes a Jahn-Teller distortion. Under such a distortion, both the t2g and eg

sets of orbitals are split in energy, with the mean of each set remaining constant.[3]

A schematic representation is shown in Fig. 3.2. The Jahn-Teller distortion is only

energetically favorable if either of the t2g or eg sets is partially occupied. This only

occurs for Mn3+ with its single eg electron. In a Jahn-Teller distortion the Mn-O

bond length is increased in the c direction and increased slightly in the a-b plane.

The Mn-O bonds (i.e. the bond angle or length) are mainly responsible for the

electrical transport throughout the sample. In an octahedral environment, the orbitals

in the Mn t2g triplet (xy, yz and zx symmetries) have poor overlap with the oxygen

2p orbitals and are all strongly localized. However, the eg orbitals (d3z2−r2 and dx2−y2

symmetries) are more diffusive and point towards the O 2p orbitals. The probability

of overlap between a Mn eg orbital and an O 2p orbital is sufficiently large for a

hopping mechanism to be a possible method of conduction. The closer the Mn-O-

Mn bonds are to being linear and the shorter the Mn-O distance, then the better

the overlap between the relevant orbitals, and the higher the probability of hopping

occurring. The length and angle of the Mn-O-Mn bonds is affected by the radii of the

rare earth and alkaline element. When an eg electron moves between adjacent Mn

ions the Jahn-Teller induced lattice distortion moves with it. This coupling between

the lattice distortion and the eg electron is known as a polaron. As we will discuss

later (see section current carrier density collapse model) in the paramagnetic state of
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Figure 3.2: Crystal field splitting of five-fold degenerate atomic 3d levels in to lower
t2g and higher eg levels. Jahn-Teller distortion of MnO6 octahedron further lifts each
degeneracy as shown in the figure. Figure is reproduced from Tokura.[3]
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all manganites electrical conduction will be provided by polaronic hopping.

3.3 Double exchange model

The important consequence of the apparent separation into the spin and charge sectors

in the 3d orbital states is the effective strong coupling between the eg conduction

electron spin (S=1/2) and t2g localized electrons total spin (S=3/2). This on site

ferromagnetic coupling is nothing but Hund’s rule. The exchange energy JH (Hund’s

rule coupling energy) is as large as 2-3 eV for the manganites and exceeds the inter-site

hopping interaction.

This large Hund’s energy only provides the hopping condition for an eg electron

which has same spin polarization of localized t2g electrons, this is called double ex-

change interaction.[4] Basic mechanism in double exchange interaction is shown in

Fig. 3.3. In terms of Anderson-Hasegawa relation, t0ij defines the hopping interaction

of the eg electron between the neighboring sites, i and j.[5] In the case of strong cou-

pling limit with JH/tij −→ ∞, the effective hopping interaction tij can be expressed

as:

tij = t0ij[cos(θi/2)cos(θj/2) + exp[i(φi − φj)]sin(θi/2)sin(θj/2)] (3.1)

where the core spins are treated as purely classical object described by unit vectors

at site i and j specified by polar angles θi, φi and θj, φj. By neglecting the Berry

phase term exp[i(φi − φj)] (see book by Tokura[3]), it leads to:

tij = t0ijcos(θij/2) (3.2)

In other words, the absolute magnitude of the effective hopping depends on the

relative angle (θij) between the neighboring spins as seen in Fig. 3.4. A very qual-
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Figure 3.3: Schematic features of the double exchange mechanism.
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θij

tijMn3+ Mn4+

Figure 3.4: Schematic features of the double exchange mechanism. Representation
of the hopping exchange integral.

itative picture of the double exchange scenario is plotted in Fig. 3.3.[3] This figure

illustrates the mother compound which has a antiferromagnetic spin alignment be-

tween the neighboring manganese ions (top panel). By creating electron-vacancy sites

(or hole doping) the eg electron can hop depending on the relative configuration of the

local spins. The ferromagnetic metallic state is stabilized by maximizing the kinetic

energy of the conduction electrons (θij=0, T¿Tc). When temperature is raised up to

near or above Tc, the configuration of spin is dynamically disordered and accordingly

the effective hoping interaction is also subject to disorder and reduced on average.

This would lead to the enhancement of the resistivity near and above Tc. Therefore,

large magnetoresistance can be expected around Tc, since the local spins are easily

aligned by an external field and hence the randomness of the eg hopping interaction

is reduced. This is the simplest explanation of the magnetoresistance observed for

the manganites around Tc.

The magnetoresistance and spin polarization are more complicated in manganites

and the double exchange scenario fails to explain some features of some manganites

such as multiphase coexistence or insulating like optical conductivity.

In the following part of the chapter we will review important theoretical models

which tend to explain the physics of manganites. These models could be summa-
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rized in two main groups namely: Phase separation models based on Monte Carlo

simulations[6] and polaronic conductivity based models[7] (i.e. Current carrier density

collapse theory).

3.4 Simple realistic model for manganites

In general a Hamiltonian for manganites consists of five terms: (i) A kinetic energy

term for eg electrons, usually denoted by Hkin or T . The t2g electrons are assumed

to be localized, and only their spin degree of freedom is kept. In addition these spins

are assumed to be classical.(ii) The Hund coupling between the eg electrons and the

t2g spins. (iii) The anti-ferromagnetic Heisenberg exchange coupling between nearest

neighbor spins, HAF . To induce this term it is necessary to allow for the t2g electrons

to move between the nearest neighbor (super-exchange interaction). However, once

the effective Heisenberg interaction is derived, the t2g kinetic energy can be dropped.

(iv) The coupling between the electrons and the Jahn-Teller distortions of the local

MnO6 octahedron, Hel−ph. The actual implementation can involve cooperative or

non-cooperative phonons. The phonons are usually assumed to be classical. (v)

The coulomb interaction among the eg electrons, Hel−el. In this term, interactions

beyond the on site terms should in principle be included, but often ”screening” or

”polarization” is involved to truncate the interaction to just the on site contribution.

Then the total Hamiltonian could be written as:

H = Hkin + HHund + HAF + Hel−ph + Hel−el (3.3)

Simplifications to this Hamiltonian and its application to manganites could be

found in detail in the book by Dagotto.[8] Hkin and He−e terms are straight forward

and could be found in any quantum mechanics text book.[8] Lets now look in more

detail to other terms especially their simplified version in the manganite case.
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3.4.1 Coulombic terms

The complicated interactions contained in the Hamiltonian presented above are vir-

tually impossible to handle accurately, even with many body techniques. Removal

of the degeneracy in d-orbitals by crystal field splitting and the Jahn-Teller effect

is a simplification in coulombic terms since the problem will deal with two orbitals

(eg and t2g) rather than five orbitals. The eg multiplet is higher in energy than the

latter. The t2g electrons at each site are not effected by hole doping. Their population

remains constant and the well known Hund rule of atomic physics enforces alignment

of the three t2g spins into a S=3/2 state. Then the t2g sector of the problem could

be replaced by a localized spin at each manganese ion. Moreover, the value 3/2 for

net spin is high enough that the use of ”classical spins” could be regarded as a good

approximation. In fact the spin the most quantum is 1/2, with only two allowed

projections along the z-axis. As the spin magnitude grows, the magnitude of pro-

jections increases and the limit of a classical spin (with no restrictions on the z-axis

projections) is approached. The only important interaction between the t2g and eg

sectors can involve at most the spin, not the charge and it is contained in the Hund

interaction of the multi orbital Hamiltonian which favors a ferromagnetic alignment.

This phenomenological term is estimated to be:

HHund = −JH

∑

i

siSi (3.4)

where si =
∑

γαβ c‡iαγσαβciβγ is the spin of the eg electrons, γ is restricted to the

eg sector, JH (>0) is the Hund coupling between localized t2g spins and mobile eg

electrons, and σ = (σx, σy, σz) are Pauli spin matrices.[6]

3.4.2 Heisenberg term

In the limit when the all eg electrons are removed from the system (x=1), the model

becomes trivial since the interaction between localized spins is only mediated by the

eg electrons. Without mobile electrons, the localized spins simply become ”free” or
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noninteracting. But it is well known that manganites have G-type Antiferromagnetic

(AF) state at x=1 (as happens in CaMnO3). Then, the localized spins must have an

antiferromagnetic coupling among themselves to account for the G-type state. This

is expected, since the t2g electrons can induce an AF Heisenberg interaction through

virtual hopping between nearest-neighbors, leading to well known super-exchange

mechanism. The account for this effect the term

HAF = JAF

∑

i,j

SiSj (3.5)

is introduced, where JAF is the AF coupling between nearest neighbor t2g spins. The

value of JAF should be small compared with hopping amplitudes of eg electrons, and

the Hund coupling as well.[6]

3.4.3 The electron-phonon coupling

Another important ingredient in manganites is the lattice distortion coupled to the

eg electrons. In particular, the double degeneracy in the eg orbitals is removed by

the Jahn-Teller distortion of the MnO6 octahedron.[6] The primary formalism for the

study of electrons coupled to Jahn-Teller modes has been set up by Kanamori[9] His

studies mainly focused on cases where the electronic orbitals are degenerate in the

undistorted crystal structure, as in the case of Mn in an octahedron environment of

oxygen atoms. As explained by Kanamori, the Jahn-Teller effect in this context can be

stated as follows: when a given electronic level of a cluster is degenerate in a structure

of high symmetry, this structure is generally unstable, and the clusters will present

a distortion towards a lower symmetry ionic layout. In the case of Mn+3, which

is doubly degenerate when the oxygen is undistorted, a splitting will occur when

the crystal is distorted. The distortion of the MnO6 octahedron is ”cooperative”

since once it occurs in a particular octahedron, it will affect the neighbors. The basic

Hamiltonian to describe the interaction between electrons and Jahn-Teller modes was

written by Kanamori and it is of the form
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HJT
i = g(Q

2iT
x
i + Q

3iT
z
i ) + (kJT /2)(Q2

2i + Q2
3i) (3.6)

where g is the coupling constant between the eg electrons and distortions of the MnO6

octahedron. Q
2i and Q

3i are normal modes of vibration of the oxygen octahedron that

remove the degeneracy between the electronic levels, and kJT is the spring constant

for the Jahn-Teller mode distortions. The pseudo-spin operators are defined as

T x
i =

∑
σ

(d†iaσ
dibσ + d†ibσdiaσ

), T z
i =

∑
σ

(d†iaσ
dibσ − d†ibσdiaσ

) (3.7)

In the expression of HJT
i , a T y

i term does not appear for symmetry reasons, since

it belongs to the A2u representation. The non-zero terms should correspond to the

irreducible representations included in Eg × Eg namely Eg and A1g. The former

representation is described by using the pseudo spin operators T x
i and T z

i as discussed

here, while the latter, corresponding to the breathing mode, is discussed in detail in

review by Dagotto.[6]

Following Kanamori, Q
2i and Q

3i are given by

Q
2i =

1√
2
(X

1i −X
4i − Y

2i + Y
1i) (3.8)

and

Q
3i =

1√
6
(2Z

3i − 2Z
6i −X

1i + X
4i − Y

2i + Y
5i) (3.9)

where X
µj, Y

µj and Z
µj are the displacement of the oxygen ions from the equilibrium

positions along the x, y and z direction respectively. The representation for the µ of

coordinates is shown in Fig. 3.5.

To solve this Hamiltonian, it is convenient to scale the phononic degrees of freedom

as

Q
2i = (

g

kJT

)q
2i, Q3i = (

g

kJT

)q
3i (3.10)
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Figure 3.5: MnO6 octahedron at site i. The labeling for oxygen ions is shown.

where g/kJT is the typical length scale for the Jahn-Teller distortion, which is

of the order of 0.1Å (roughly 2.5% of the lattice constant) When the Jahn-Teller

distortion is expressed in the polar coordinates as

q
2i = qisin(ξi), q3i = qicos(ξi) (3.11)

the ground state is easily obtained as (−sin[ξi/2]d†iaσ
+ cos[ξi/2]d†ibσ)|0〉 with the

use of phase ξi. The corresponding eigenenergy is given by -EJT , where EJT is the

static Jahn-Teller energy, defined by

EJT = g2/2kJT . (3.12)

Note here that the ground state energy is independent of phase ξi. Namely,

the shape of the deformed isolated octahedron is not uniquely determined in this

discussion. In the Jahn-Teller crystal, the kinetic motion of eg electrons, as well as

the cooperative effect between the adjacent distortions, play a crucial role in lifting

the degeneracy and fixing the shape of the local distortion. To complete the electron-

phonon coupling term, it is necessary to consider the breathing mode distortion,

coupled to the local electron density as

Hbr
i = gQ

1iρi + (1/2)kbrQ
2
1i (3.13)
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where the breathing mode distortion Q
1i is given by

Q
1i =

1√
3
(X

1i −X
4i + Y

2i − Y
5i + Z

3i − Z
6i), (3.14)

and kbr is the associated spring constant. Note that, in principle, the coupling

constants of the eg electrons with the Q1, Q2 and Q3 modes could be different from

one another. For simplicity, here it is assumed that those coupling constants takes the

same value. On the other hand, for the spring constants, a different notation for the

breathing mode is introduced, since the frequency for the breathing mode distortion

has been found experimentally to be different from that for the Jahn-Teller mode.

Note also that the Jahn-Teller and breathing modes are competing with each other.

As was shown above, the energy gain due to the Jahn-Teller distortion is maximized

when one electron exists per site. On the other hand, the breathing mode distortion

energy is proportional to the total number of eg electrons per site, since this distortion

gives rise to an effective on site attraction between electrons. By combining the Jahn-

Teller mode and breathing mode distortions, the electron-phonon term is summarized

as

Hel−Ph =
∑

i
(HJT

i + Hbr
i ) (3.15)

Using these terms one can solve the Hamiltonian which describes the fundamental

properties of manganites. The most common approaches are summarized below.

3.4.4 One orbital model

A simple model for manganites to illustrate the CMR effect is obtained by ne-

glecting the electron-phonon coupling and the Coulomb interactions as described by

Dagotto[6]. Usually, an extra simplification is carried out by neglecting the orbital

degrees of freedom, leading to the FM Kondo model or one-orbital double-exchange

model, which will be simply referred as the one-orbital model. In this model, generally

the Hamiltonian is written as
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HDE = −t
∑

〈i,j〉,σ
(a†iσajσ + H.c.)− JH

∑

i
siSj + JAF

∑

〈i,j〉
SiSj (3.16)

where aiσ is the annihilation operator for an electron with spin σ at site i, but

without orbital index. Note that HDE is quadratic in the electron operators, indi-

cating that it is reduced to a one-electron problem on the background of localized

t2g spins. As pointed out by Dagotto this is a clear simplification for numerical

simulations.[6] Neglecting the orbital degrees of freedom is clearly an oversimplifica-

tion, and important phenomena such as orbital ordering cannot be obtained in this

model. However, one orbital model is still important, since it already includes part

of the essence of manganese oxides including metal-insulator competition and phase

separation of different phases.

3.4.5 JH = ∞ limit

Another simplification without the loss of essential physics is to take the widely used

limit JH = ∞, since in actual material JH/t is much larger than unity, where t is

the hopping amplitude. In such limit, the eg electron spin perfectly aligns along the

t2g-spin direction, reducing the number of degrees of freedom.

3.4.6 Jahn-Teller phononic and Coulombic models (Two-orbital

model)

Another possible simplification could have been obtained by neglecting the electron-

electron interaction in the full Hamiltonian but keeping the Hund coupling finite,

leading to the following purely Jahn-Teller phononic model with active spin degrees

of freedom:

HJT = Hkin + HHund + HAFM + Hel−ph (3.17)

Often this Hamiltonian will be referred to as the ”two-orbital model”. Dagotto

used Monte-Carlo techniques to solve this kind of Hamiltonian numerically. Qual-
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itatively, the negligible values of the probability of double occupancy in the strong

electron-phonon coupling region with large JH justifies the neglect of Hel−el since the

Jahn-Teller energy is maximized when one eg electron exists at each site. Thus, the

JT-phonon-induced interaction will produce physics quite similar to that due to the

on-site correlation.

It would be important to verify this last expectation by studying a multi-orbital

model with only Coulombic terms, without the extra approximation of using mean-

field techniques for its analysis. Of particular relevance is whether phase separation

tendencies and charge ordering appear in this case, as they do in the JT-phononic

model. This analysis is particularly important since, as explained before, a mixture

of phononic and Coulombic interactions is expected to be needed for a proper quanti-

tative description of manganites. For this purpose, yet another simplified model has

been analyzed in the literature; HC = Hkin + Hel−el. Note that the Hund coupling

term between eg electrons and t2g spins is not explicitly included. The reason for

this extra simplification is that the numerical complexity in the analysis of the model

is drastically reduced by neglecting the localized t2g spins. In the FM phase, this

is an excellent approximation, but not necessarily for other magnetic arrangements.

Nevertheless, the authors believe that it is important to establish with accurate nu-

merical techniques whether the phase separation tendencies are already present in

this simplified two-orbital models with Coulomb interactions, even if not all degrees

of freedom are incorporated from the outset. Adding the S=3/2 quantum localized

spins to the problem would considerably increase the size of the Hilbert space of the

model, making it intractable with current computational techniques.

3.4.7 Main results from theoretical phase separation models

of manganites

In the complicated phase diagram for manganites, there are many magnetic phases.

A key concept to clarify these phases is the charge and the orbital ordering. Espe-

cially, orbital ordering is the remarkable feature, characteristic to manganites with
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active eg orbital. In the coming subsections spin orbital and charge degrees of

freedoms for certain doping levels in the phase diagram will be presented. Note

that the one-orbital model for manganites contains interesting physics notably a

ferromagnetic(FM)-antiferromagnetic(AFM) competition that has similarities with

those found in experiments. However, it is clear that to explain the notorious orbital

order tendency in Mn-oxides, it is crucial to use a model with two orbitals. Under the

assumption that both localized t2g-spins and phonons are classical, the model with-

out Coulombic terms can be studied fairly accurately using numerical and mean field

approximations. Results obtained with both approaches will be summarized here.

The first comprehensive computational analysis of the one-orbital model was pre-

sented by Yunoki et al. who used classical spins for the t2g electrons and the Monte

Carlo (MC) technique.[10] Several unexpected results were found in that study. In

particular, when the density of eg electrons 〈 n 〉=(1-x) was being calculated as the

chemical potential µ was varied, it was surprising that some densities could not be sta-

bilized; in other words, 〈 n 〉 was found to change discontinuously at special values of

µ. These densities are referred to as unstable. Alternative calculations in the canon-

ical ensemble[11, 12], where the density is fixed to arbitrary values rather than being

regulated by µ, showed that, at unstable densities, the resulting ground state is not ho-

mogeneous but is separated into two regions with different densities. The two phases

involved correspond to those that bound the unstable range of densities[10, 11, 12].

This phenomenon, which has been named phase separation (PS), appears in many

contexts, such as the familiar liquid-vapor coexistence in the phase diagram of water,

and it is associated with violation of the stability condition κ−1= 〈 n〉2 δ2 E/δ 〈 n 〉2

> 0, where E is the energy of the system per unit volume and κ is the compressibility.

In the realistic limit JH/t À 1, PS occurs between hole-undoped 〈 n 〉= 1 and

hole-rich 〈 n 〉 < 1 phases. Although the eg and t2g spins of the same ion tend

to be parallel at large JH , their relative orientation at one lattice spacing depends

on the density. At 〈 n 〉= 1, an AF arrangement results because the Pauli principle

precludes movement of the electrons if all spins are aligned. However, at stable 〈 n 〉 <
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1 densities, DE forces the spins to be parallel, as computer studies have indicated.[10]

Yunoki and Moreo have shown that if an additional small Heisenberg coupling among

the localized spins is introduced, PS occurs also at small 〈 n 〉 this time involving

FM (〈 n 〉 > 1) and electron-undoped AF states.[11] Phase segregation near the hole

undoped and fully doped limits implies that a spin-canted state for the one-orbital

model is not stable. Others arrived at similar conclusions after observing phase

segregation tendencies by several analytical techniques[11, 13]. If a spin-canted state

is unequivocally found in experiments, mechanisms other than that of DeGennes[14]

may be needed to explain it. Note also that a canted state is difficult to distinguish

experimentally from a mixed AF-FM state.

Most of the theoretical studies for manganites have been carried out using the

one-orbital model, which certainly provides a useful playground for the test of qual-

itative ideas. However, quantitative calculations must necessarily include two active

eg orbitals per Mn ion to reproduce the orbital-ordering effects known to occur in

these materials.[15]

Yunoki et al. reported the low temperature phase diagram of a two-orbital model

with the MC method and they analyzed the results in a manner similar to the one-

orbital case.[10] The results are reproduced in Fig. 3.6 for a one-dimensional (1D)

system at large Hund coupling. The phase diagram is rich and includes a variety

of phases such as metallic and insulating regimes with orbital order. The latter can

be uniform, with the same combination of orbitals at every site, or staggered, with

combinations alternating between the even and odd sites of the lattice at 〈 n 〉=
1. Recently, Dagotto’s group observed that the density of states exhibits pseudogap

behavior caused by the PS tendencies, in both the one- and two-orbital cases, in

agreement with photoemission experiments for layered manganites.[17] Of special

importance for the discussion here are the regions of unstable densities. PS appears

at small eg densities between an electron-undoped AF state and a metallic uniform-

orbital-ordered FM state. The latter phase itself coexists at larger densities and
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Figure 3.6: Phase diagram of the two-orbital model for manganites in 1D and
T=0 including JT phonons, obtained with MC techniques.[10] S-F labels a spin-
FM configuration; O-F, O-AF, and O-D denote a state where the orbital degrees of
freedom are ordered uniformly, staggered, or disordered, respectively; PS indicates
a phase separated state, and AF is an anti-FM state. Hund coupling is JH=8 and
Heisenberg coupling between localized classical spins is J=0.05, both in units of the
hopping among the same orbitals. Meaning of the dashed line is a bordering some
realistic limit for simulations when compared with the experiments and explained in
more detail original citation.[16]
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intermediate values of l with an insulating (〈 n 〉= 1) staggered-orbital-ordered FM

state in an orbital-induced PS process.[18] The overall results are qualitatively similar

to those obtained with other model parameters and in studies of two- and three

dimensional (2D and 3D) systems. Overall, PS tendencies are strong in both the

one- and two-orbital models and over a wide range of couplings. Similar tendencies

have been recently observed including large on-site Hubbard interactions[19], which

is reasonable because at intermediate and large electron phonon coupling a negligible

probability of on-site double-occupancy was found.[18]

The macroscopic separation of two phases with different densities, and thus dif-

ferent charges, should actually be prevented by long-range Coulombic interactions,

which were not incorporated into the one- and two-orbital models discussed thus far.

Even including screening and polarization effects, a complete separation leads to a

huge energy penalty. This finding immediately suggests that the two large regions

involved in the process will break into smaller pieces to spread the charge more uni-

formly. These pieces are hereafter referred to as polarons if they consist of just one

carrier in a local environment that has been distorted by its presence. This distortion

can involve nearby spins (magnetic polaron), nearby ions (lattice polaron), or both, in

which case this object is simply referred to as a polaron. However, the terms clusters

and droplets are reserved for extended versions of the polarons, characteristics of a

PS regime, containing several carriers inside a common large magnetic distortion or

lattice distortion, or both.

This discussion suggests that in the regime of unstable densities the inclusion

of extended Coulomb interactions will lead to a stable state, with clusters of one

phase embedded in the other [see also article by Nagaev[20]]. It is expected that the

competition between the attractive DE tendencies among carriers and the Coulomb

forces will determine the size and shape of the resulting clusters. Either sizable

droplets or polarons may arise as the most likely configuration[21] The stable state

resulting from the inclusion of extended Coulomb interactions on an otherwise PS

unstable regime is referred to as a charge inhomogeneous (CI) state. However, the
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Figure 3.7: Qualitative representation of a macroscopic phase-separated state (A)
as well as possible CI states stabilized by extended Coulomb interactions, such as
spherical droplets (B) or stripes (C). Diameter of droplets and stripes are expected
to be microscopic, but realistic calculations are still lacking.

ideas presented here are still described as the PS scenario, with the understanding

that only microscopic phase segregation is the resulting net effect of the DE-Coulomb

competition. Related ideas have been discussed in the context of the cuprates, with

attractive interactions generated by antiferromagnetism or phonons.[22] An exception

to the existence of only purely microscopic effects occurs if the competing phases have

about the same density, as observed experimentally at x 5 0.5 (discussed below). In

this case, large-scale PS can be expected. Note also that the CI state is certainly

different from the meta-stable states that arise in a standard first-order transition.

Fig. 3.7 presents a cartoon-like version of possible charge arrangements in the CI

state, which are expected to fluctuate in shape, especially at high temperature where

the clustering is dynamic. Unfortunately, actual calculations supporting a particular

distribution are still lacking. Nevertheless, the currently available results are sufficient

to establish dominant trends and to allow a qualitative comparison between theory

and experiment.

Independent of the development of theoretical ideas on PS, a large body of exper-
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imental evidence has accumulated about the existence of charge inhomogeneities in

manganese oxides either in macroscopic form or, more often, through the presence of

small clusters of one phase embedded into another. The results have been obtained on

several materials, at a variety of temperatures and densities, and using a large array

of microscopic and macroscopic experimental techniques. These studies have individ-

ually concentrated on particular parameter regions, and the results have rarely been

discussed in comparison to similar results obtained in other phase regimes. However,

once all these experimental data are combined, it appears that the manganite metallic

FM phase is surrounded in both temperature and density by CI regions involving FM

clusters coexisting with another phase, which in some cases is AF. It would be un-

natural to search for special justifications for each of these experimental results. The

most economical hypothesis is to explain the data as arising through a single effect,

such as tendencies to PS that compete strongly with ferromagnetism at both large

and small x, as well as above Tc.(see review by Dagotto for more detailed comparison

of experiment and the phase separation model.[6])

3.4.8 Phase separation caused by the influence of disorder

on first-order transitions

The role of quenched disorder appears to be very important for physics of manganites.[23]

This type of disorder prevents the system from being totally ferromagnetic or totally

CO-AF, as it occurs in the clean limit where a first-order phase transition separates

the states. Small amounts of quenched disorder locally favor one phase over the other,

leading to the inhomogeneous patterns found in simulations, which are believed to

correspond to those in experiments. These predictions were beautifully confirmed by

the experimental groups by means of a careful study of a particular Mn oxide (for this

case RE0.55Sr0.45MnO3, where RE=La,Nd,Sm,Eu and Gd) that spontaneously forms a

structure very close to the clean limit, since all ions order in a regular pattern.[9] This

family of compounds presents a bicritical phase diagram, with a first order FM-AF

transition in excellent agreement with Monte Carlo simulations. When the material
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Figure 3.8: Top panel: Phase diagram results for different disorder levels (W)
for details see book by Dagotto.[8] Bottom panel: experimental phase diagram for
RE0.55Sr0.45MnO3.[9] Note that with the presence of finite disorder simulations will
reproduce the experimental data more convincingly.

is rapidly quenched in the growing process, such that the disorder is now incorporated

in the distribution of trivalent ions, then a behavior characteristic of many other man-

ganites is recovered. In particular, a large CMR is found in the presence of disorder,

a result compatible with the theoretical predictions. The excellent agreement in the

experimental phase diagram and simulation result are given in Fig. 3.8.

Recent investigations by Sato, Lynn, and Dabrowski arrived to similar conclu-

sions studying La0.54Ba0.46MnO3.[25] Other recent investigations have shown that the
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addition of lattice elastic effects (due to the cooperative nature of the Jahn-Teller dis-

tortions) makes the disorder strength needed to induce the CMR phenomenon smaller

in magnitude than without elasticity, and avoids limitations in the critical dimension

that the naive use of Imry-Ma argumentations would suggest.[26] The relevance of

elastic effects has been remarked on extensively in recent literature as well. Other

power-law decaying effects, such as unscreened Coulomb interactions, have also been

proposed as relevant in this context. In addition, investigations of a variety of models

of percolation have shown that correlated disorder to mimic elastic effectscan even

change the order of the transition rendering it first order. It may occur that infinites-

imal disorder is enough to trigger and stabilize a phase separation process that is

intrinsic to systems with first-order phase transitions. Nevertheless, in practice at

least small amounts of disorder appear to be crucial to produce the inhomogeneous

state that theorists proposed as the key factor to understand the CMR physics.

3.4.9 Resistivity of manganites in the mixed phase regime

Not much work was devoted to the magnitude of the magnetoresistance effect or

quantitative description of the resistivity. One of the main lessons learned from

the previous analysis of models for manganites is that intrinsic inhomogeneities are

very important in this context. It is likely that the real Mn-oxides in the CMR

regime are in such a mixed-phase state, a conclusion that appears inevitable based

on the huge recent experimental literature. However, note that until recently realistic

estimations of the dc resistivity ρdc in such a mixed-phase regime were not available.

This was unfortunate since the interesting form of the ρdc vs. temperature curves,

parametric with magnetic fields, is one of the main motivations for the current huge

effort in the manganite context. However, the lack of reliable estimations of ρdc is

not accidental: it is notoriously difficult to calculate transport properties in general,

and even more complicated in regions of parameter space that are expected to be

microscopically inhomogeneous. Although there have been some attempts in the

literature to calculate ρdc , typically a variety of approximations that are not under
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Figure 3.9: (a) Schematic representation of the mixed-phase state near percolation.
The arrows indicate conduction either through the insulating or metallic regions de-
pending on temperature. (b) Two resistances in parallel model for Mn-oxides. The
(schematic) plot for the effective resistance Reff vs. T arises from the parallel con-
nection of metallic (percolative) Rper

M and insulating RI resistances.[27] Right panel:
Net resistivity ρdc of the 100×100 random resistor network used in the a and b, but
with a metallic fraction p changing with temperature. Representative values of p are
indicated. Results averaged over 40 resistance configurations are shown.[27]

control have been employed. In fact, the micrometer size of some of the coexisting

clusters found in experiments strongly suggest that a fully microscopic approach to

the problem will likely fail since, e.g., in a computational analysis it would be very

difficult to study sufficiently large clusters to account for such large scale structures.

It is clear that a more phenomenological approach is needed in this context.

For all these reasons, recently a two effective resistance picture of the physics of

manganites was proposed by Mayr.[27] A sketch of this idea is in Fig. 3.9. Mayr
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used random resistor network model to study the ρdc (see Ref. 106) This model was

defined on square and cubic lattices, but with a lattice spacing much larger than the

4Å distance between nearest-neighbor Mn ions. Actually, the new lattice spacing is

a fraction of a micrometer, since the random network tries to mimic the complicated

fractal like structure found experimentally. At each link in this sort of effective lattice,

randomly either a metallic or insulating resistance was located in such a way that the

total fraction of metallic component was p, a number between 0 and 1.

The actual values of these resistances as a function of temperature were taken

from experiments. Mayr et al. used the ρdc(T) plots obtained by Uehara et al.

corresponding to (La5/8−yPry)Ca3/8MnO3 (LPCMO), one of the compounds that

presents the coexistence of giant FM and CO clusters at intermediate values of the Pr

concentration.[27] More specifically, using for the insulating resistances the results of

LPCMO at y=0.42 (after the system becomes a CO state with increasing Pr doping)

and for the metallic ones the results at y=0.0 (which correspond to a metallic state,

at least below its Curie temperature), the results of a numerical study on a 100×100

cluster are shown in Fig. 3.9 (the Kirchhoff equations were solved by a simple iterative

procedure). It is interesting to observe that, even using such a simple phenomeno-

logical model, the results are already in reasonable agreement with the experiments,

namely, (i) at high temperature insulating behavior is observed even for p as large as

0.65; (ii) at low temperature a bad metallic behavior appears; and (iii) a broad peak

exists in between. Results in both 2D and 3D lead to similar conclusions. It is clear

that the experimental results for manganites can be at least partially accounted for

within the mixed-phase scenario.

The results of Fig. 3.9 suggest a simple qualitative picture to visualize why the

resistivity in Mn-oxides has the peculiar shape it has. The relevant state in this

context should be imagined as percolated, as sketched in Figure Fig. 3.9 (a), as

predicted by the analysis of the previous section. Metallic filaments from one side of

the sample to the other exist in the system. At low temperature, conduction is through

those filaments. Necessarily, ρdc at T=0 must be large, in such a percolative regime.
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As temperature increases, the ρdc of the filaments grows as in any metal. However, in

the other limit of high or room temperature, the resistance of the percolated metallic

filament is expected to be much larger than that corresponding to one of the insulator

paths. Actually, near room temperature in many experimental graphs, it can be

observed that ρdc in the metallic and insulating regimes are quite similar in value,

even comparing results away from the percolative region. Then, at room temperature

it is more likely that conduction will occur through the insulating portions of the

sample, rather than through the metallic filaments. Thus, near room temperature

insulating behavior is expected. In between low and high temperatures, it is natural

that ρdc will present a peak. Then, a simple ‘two resistances in parallel description

appears appropriate (see Fig. 3.9 (b)). The insulating resistance behaves like any

insulator, while the metallic one starts at T=0 at a high value and then it behaves

like any metal. The effective resistance shown in Fig. 3.9 (b) properly reproduces the

experiments at least qualitatively (see Fig. 3.9(c)).

The study of effective resistivities and conductances has been also carried out in

the presence of magnetic fields. From previous results it is clear that in the percolative

regime small changes in the system may lead to large changes in the resistivity. For

instance, if p changes by only 5% from 0.45 to 0.5 in Fig. 3.9(c), its magnitude is

modified by two orders of magnitude! It is conceivable that small magnetic fields

could induce such small changes in p, leading to substantial modifications in the

resistivity. Some simulation results on field dependence of resistivity could be found

in the book by Dagotto.[8]

3.5 Carrier density collapse and colossal magne-

toresistance in doped manganites

Over the past decade, there has been significant interest in the fascinating properties

of manganites, such as the metal-insulator transition (MIT) and the colossal magne-

toresistance (CMR) effect. According to the double exchange (DE) model, the MIT
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and the CMR are a consequence of the DE mechanism combined with the Jahn-Teller

electron-phonon interaction with d states, leading to the conclusion that the low and

high temperature phases are a spin polarized ferromagnetic metal and a polaronic

paramagnetic insulator, respectively.

More recently, the current carrier density collapse model (CCDC), on the other

hand, postulates that the MIT and the CMR are caused by a magnetic breakup

at Tc of heavy bipolarons which are formed by pairing of oxygen p holes in the

paramagnetic phase: Taking into account the tendency of polarons to form local

bound pairs (bipolarons) as well as the exchange interaction of p polaronic holes

with d electrons, Alexandrov et. al find a novel ferromagnetic transition driven by

non-degenerate polarons in doped charge-transfer magnetic insulators. The crux of

the matter is that in the paramagnetic state above the critical temperature a large

fraction of polarons is bound into immobile pairs (bipolarons). As the temperature

decreases in the paramagnetic phase (T > Tc), so does the density of mobile polarons,

and the resistivity quickly increases with the decline of the number of carriers. With

the onset of ferromagnetic order at Tc, the situation changes dramatically. As a

result of the exchange interaction with the localized Mn spins, the energy of one of

the polaron spin sub-bands sinks abruptly below the energy of the bound pairs. The

pairs break up, the density of carriers (mobile polarons) jumps up, and the resistivity

suddenly declines, as observed experimentally. The occurrence of the deep minimum

in the carrier density close to the transition point, which Alexandrov et. al suggest

calling a current-carrier-density collapse, allows us to explain the magnetization and

temperature/field dependence of the resistivity of La1−xCaxMnO3close to Tc as well

as the giant isotope effect, the unusual tunneling gap, and the specific heat anomaly.

3.5.1 Ferromagnetic transition in doped manganites

The Hamiltonian containing the physics compatible with the experimental observa-

tions mentioned above is:
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H =
∑

k,s

Ekh
†
kshks − Jpd

2N

∑

k,j

mkS
z
j + Hsf + HHund + (3.18)

(2N)−1/2
∑

k,q,s

h̄ωqγqh
k+qs
† hks(bq − b†−q) +

∑
q

h̄ωq(bqb
†
q + 1/2)

where Ek is the local density approximation (LDA) energy dispersion[7], hks is the

annihilation hole operator of a (degenerate) p oxygen band with spins s= ↑ and ↓,
Jpd is the exchange interaction of p holes with four d electrons of the Mn3+ ion at the

site j, mk= h†k↑ hk↑-h
†
k↓ hk↓, Sz

j is the z-component of Mn3+ spin, which is S=2 due to

the strong Hund coupling, HHund, of the four d electrons on Mn3+ sites,and N is the

number of unit cells. The two last terms of the Hamiltonian describe the coupling of p

holes with phonons and the phonon energy, respectively. ωq is the phonon frequency.

If the holes were doped into d shell instead of p shell, the Hamiltonian would be

similar to the Holstein t-J model with about the same physics of CMR as proposed

by Alexandrov.[7, 9] The complete formalism of his approach could be found in the

original report by Alexandrov.[9]

The main concept of CCDC is based on the fact that along with the band narrow-

ing effect, the strong electron-phonon interaction binds two holes into a pair (bipo-

laron). The bipolarons are practically immobile in cubic manganites because the

electron-phonon interaction is too strong in contrast with cuprates, where bipolarons

are mobile owing to their geometry and a moderate coupling with phonons.

If these bound pairs are extremely local objects, two holes on the same oxygen,

then they will form a singlet. If, however, these holes are localized on different

oxygens, then they may well form a triplet state. Because of their zero spin, the only

role of singlet bipolarons in manganites is to determine the chemical potential µ, which

can be found with the use of the total carrier density per cell x as 2
∫
dENbp(E)fbp(E)=

x-n, where Nbp(E) is the density of bipolaronic states, fbp(E)=[y2 exp[(E-∆)/kB-

1]]−1 is the bipolaron distribution function, ∆ is the bipolaron binding energy, n is

the density of single (unbound) hole polarons, which are the only current carriers in

manganites, and x is the doping concentration.
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It is the localization of p holes into immobile bound pairs combined with their

exchange interaction with the Mn d4 local moments that are responsible for CMR.

The density of these pairs has a sharp peak at a ferromagnetic transition when the

system is cooled down through the critical temperature Tc. Below Tc, the binding of

polarons into pairs competes with the ferromagnetic exchange which tends to align

the polaron moments and, therefore, breaks those pairs apart. These competing

interactions lead to unusual behavior of CMR materials and a huge sensitivity of

their transport to the external field according to CCDC.

To illustrate the point, Alexandrov et. al assume that Tc is comparable with the

polaron, W, and bipolaron bandwidths. Then (bi)polarons are not degenerate in the

relevant temperature range, fp(E)=y exp[-E/kB]and fbp(E)=y2 exp[(E-∆)/kB], and

we can evaluate integrals reducing the system of mean field equations to,

n = 2νycosh[(σ + h)/t] (3.19)

m = ntanh[(σ + h)/t] (3.20)

σ = B2[(m + 4h)/2t] (3.21)

y2 =
x− n

2ν2
exp(−2δ/t) (3.22)

Here, t, h and δ corresponds to the dimensionless temperature, magnetic field and

the binding energy. Their values are t = 2kBT/JpdS, magnetic field is h = 2µBH/JpdS

and binding energy is δ = ∆/JpdS while ν(=3) is the degeneracy of the p band.

The polaron density n is determined by Eq. 3.19 with σ = 0 above Tc. At the

critical temperature, the polaron density has a minimal value nc = (2x)1/2exp(−δ/tc);

it then grows exponentially with temperature and saturates at n = (2x + 1)1/2 − 1.

The remarkable observation is that there is a sharp increase of the polaron density at

temperatures below Tc. The physical origin of the unusual minimum of the current
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Figure 3.10: A schematic diagram of free-polaron (P) and polaron bound-pair (BP)
densities of states at temperatures below and above Tc for up-spin (↑) and down-spin
(↓) moments. The pairs (BP) break below Tc if the exchange Jpd S between p-hole
polarons and Mn d4 local spins exceeds the pair binding energy ∆, as in the case
shown. The exchange interaction of polarons with the localized spins sets in below
Tc; the spin-up polaron sub-band sinks abruptly below the bipolaron band, causing
the break-up of the immobile bipolarons (left-hand panel). A sudden drop (collapse)
of the density of the current carriers (polarons) in the vicinity of the ferromagnetic
transition is the cause of a large peak in resistivity and colossal magnetoresistance.

carrier density at Tc lies in the instability of bipolarons below Tcdue to the exchange

interaction of polarons with d electrons. The spin-polarized polaron band falls below

the bipolaron band with decreasing temperature, so that all carriers are unpaired at

T=0 if JpdS ≥ ∆. (See Fig. 3.10)

Linearizing Eq. 3.19 to Eq. 3.21, it is found that the critical temperature in zero

magnetic field is tc = (nc/2)1/2, where the polaron density at the transition nc is

determined by
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Figure 3.11: Polaron density n/x and magnetization as a function of temperature
t = 2kBT/JpdS in a doped charge-transfer insulator near (a) the first order, δ =
∆/JpdS=0.5, and (b) second order, δ= 0.25, phase transitions (doping x = 0.25).
Inset: The critical value of the relative binding energy of polaron pairs δ separating
the regions of the first and second order phase transitions.

n1/2
c ln

2(x− nc)

n2
c

= 23/2δ (3.23)

This equation has solutions only for δ below some critical value δ(x) [Fig. 3.11(b),

inset]. The numerical solution of the system Eq. 3.19 to Eq. 3.22 shows that for δ

> δc(x) the ferromagnetic phase transition is first order with jumps of the polaron

density and the magnetization, as observed [Fig. 3.11(a)]. The transition is continuous

when δ < δc(x) [Fig. 3.11 (b)].

A relatively weak magnetic field has a drastic effect on the inverse carrier density,

near the first order transition, as shown in Fig. 3.12. As a result, the resistivity
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Figure 3.12: Inverse polaron density for different magnetic fields, δ = ∆/JpdS=0.5,
doping x 0.25. Note that the transition is a strong first order, and becomes continuous
only when the external magnetic field exceeds some critical value. Inset: Schematic of
polaron (P) and bipolaron (BP) densities of states at temperatures below and above
Tc for up (↑) and down (↓) spin moments. The pairs (BP) break below Tc if exchange
JpdS exceeds the pair binding energy ∆.
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Figure 3.13: Resistivity of La0.75Ca0.25MnO3 calculated within the present theory
for the pair binding energy ∆= 900 K, and polaron exchange with the localized
Mn3+ spins JpdS= 2250 K (a), compared with experiment [30] on panel (b). Note
an extreme sensitivity of the theoretical resistivity to external magnetic field (a),
observed experimentally (b) for the doped manganite.

ρ = 1/enµp has a sharp maximum, which is extremely sensitive to the magnetic field

in the vicinity of Tc.

CCDC was very successful in explaining the many physical properties of mangan-

ites including the CMR effect (see Fig. 3.13 for comparison with the experimental

resistivity data) and specific heat anomaly and more interestingly the giant oxygen

isotope effect which cannot be explained with any other existing theory so far. For

details of this powerful model we suggest the reader to see relevant publications by
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Alexandrov.[7, 9]

Most of the experimental resistivity data measured during the course of this dis-

sertation (Sm1−xSrxMnO3, La1−xCaxMnO3 and Nd1−xSrxMnO3 systems) could be

well described by CCDC theory. In fact in a the recent work of Alexandrov et al.

the phase co-existence is included into the CCDC theory.[3] This excellent work is

the basis of the Chapter 12 (percolative model of the resistive peak broadening in

La1−xCaxMnO3) of the dissertation. Moreover, we would like to also mention that

our oxygen isotope exchange experiments on (SmGd)1−xSrxMnO3 system (not in-

cluded to the dissertation see the original publication by Egilmez et al.[31]) supports

the findings of this theory.
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Chapter 4

Experimental set-up and procedure

4.1 Sample preparation

The doped perovskite manganites studied in this dissertation are all home made

and could be categorized in two main groups: i) bulk (polycrystalline) materials ii)

epitaxial thin films. We will describe the sample preparation characterization methods

for these two categories in the next section.

4.1.1 Polycrystalline (Bulk) samples

Polycrystalline samples in this study were prepared using the high temperature solid

state reaction method.[1] For instance, to prepare stoichiometric Sm0.55Sr0.45MnO3:

A prescribed ratio of Sm2O3, SrCO3 and MnO2 powders were mixed and reacted

at 1200 øC for 24 hours in air. The resulting samples were pulverized and sintered

twice using the same conditions and subsequently quenched in order to obtain the

nominal oxygen content. Notice that in order to obtain a variation in grain size of the

sintered samples we modified the last sintering temperature, for example, sintering

at 1500 øC for the last step of the sample preparation will result in a larger grain size

manganite sample. The sintered samples were in pellet shape of different diameters.

We have cut rectangular shaped bars from these pellets for resistivity measurements

and magnetization measurements. The remaining part of the pellet was pulverized
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and used in powder X-Ray diffraction analysis. X=Ray analysis were carried out on a

Rikagu X-Ray diffractometer and all samples studied in this thesis were single phase.

In addition, samples with 1 inch diameter were produced as a target material for thin

film preparation.

4.1.2 Oxygen stoichiometry in bulk samples

The oxygen stoichiometry has a significant impact on physical properties in man-

ganites. Therefore reliable data can only be obtained from stoichiometric samples

where oxygen content is nominal (3±0.01).[2] Franck et al. reported extensive work

on effects of oxygen stoichiometry and sintering conditions. In his studies it was

shown that at lower sintering temperatures (temperatures substantially lower than

1200oC) oxygen excess always exists. They have optimized the sintering and oxygen

exchange conditions to obtain samples with negligible oxygen excess or deficiency.

Our sample preparation conditions are identical to that described by Franck where

an oxygen content close to 3.0 is expected.[2] In order to further clarify the oxygen

stoichiometry and content in our samples we have carried out iodometric titration on

our samples. The iodometry method used in this study is based on that described by

Vazquez.[3] Around 30 mg of (Sm)III
0.55SrII

0.45MnIII
1−βMnIV

βO3±δ is weighed with

a microbalance and dissolved in a mixture of 10 mL 2M KI solution, 10 mL 2M HCl

and 4mL freshly boiled distilled water. The following reactions occur:

2MnIII + 2Cl− → Cl2 + 2MnII (4.1)

2MnIV + 4Cl− → 2Cl2 + 2MnII (4.2)

Cl2 + 2I− → 2Cl− + I2 (4.3)

The resulted iodine is titrated with a standard volumetric solution of sodium

thiosulfate (0.02N) until a clear and colorless solution is obtained. Close to the end
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point of the titration a 1 % mass starch is solution is added in to see the color changes

better. The titration process leads to the following reaction:

2S2O
−2
3 + I2 → 2I− + 2S4O

−2
6 (4.4)

From the charge balance for (Sm)III
0.55SrII

0.45MnIII
1−βMnIV

βO3±δ it can be shown

that 3±δ= (5.55+β)/2. Then we can use the volume of the added 0.02 N thiosulfate

(V ), to calculate the volume of the iodine released from m gram of manganite sam-

ple and, therefore, the value of δ. For (Sm)III
0.55SrII

0.45MnIII
1−βMnIV

βO3±δ it can

be shown that β=(m-221.46NV )/(8NV -m), where N=0.02. Using steps described

above we have carefully calculated the oxygen contents in our samples and it was

found that our sample preparation method allowed us to have an oxygen content of

3.0 (∓0.005) for all samples. These results rule out the possibility of oxygen excess

or deficiency in our samples.

4.1.3 Thin film growth

Since the discovery of high temperature superconductivity, several methods have been

employed to prepare high quality, high-Tc thin films. The developments in high-Tc thin

film growth immediately have been applied to manganite thin film deposition tech-

niques. Most of the films are deposited onto heated substrates of SrT iO3, LaAlO3,

MgO or sapphire using laser ablation of stoichiometric ceramic targets, rf and dc

sputtering of ceramic targets, a reactive co-evaporation technique, and deposition of

cations in an oxygen atmosphere. Among these methods, off-axis magnetron sputter-

ing is considered one of the most successful because it allows a slow growth of films

and deposition over large areas.

In this dissertation, we have used the DC magnetron sputtering technique to

prepare epitaxial thin films on (100) oriented SrT iO3, LaAlO3 substrates. This

method allowed us to grow films with different thicknesses and transition temperatures

through changing the sputtering conditions.

The sputtering deposition system that was used to prepare manganite thin films
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Figure 4.1: A picture from sputtering system during an epitaxial manganite film
deposition

consists of a vacuum chamber with a base pressure of 1 × 10−7 torr produced by

a cryopump, an dc magnetron sputter gun and a heater with a nickel plate and

a chromel-alumel thermocouple. A temperature controller was used to control the

substrate temperature with a stability of ±1oC. A picture from the deposition system

is given in Fig.4.1.

It is known that the growth of epitaxial thin films depends on the deposition con-

ditions and the substrates. For a sputtering deposition technique, these conditions

include: the substrate temperature, the O2/Ar gas pressure ratio, the total gas pres-

sure, the substrate-target distance, the sputtering configuration (on-axis or off-axis)

and the sputtering power which controls the deposition rate. Manganite thin films

were deposited on (100) oriented SrT iO3, LaAlO3 substrates of different dimensions

using the off-axis configuration. The substrates were attached to the heater plate

using a silver paint in order to achieve uniform heating. All the targets used in

the dissertation were home made and prepared by the standard solid state reaction

method described in the first section. The sputtering was performed using a dc power

between 30 to 70 W at a total pressure of 120 mtorr in 5:1 oxygen-argon gas mix-
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tures. During sputtering the substrate temperature was kept at 750C for both kinds

of substrates. The deposition temperatures correspond to those which are required

to achieve a high crystalline quality. The deposition time ranges from 6 minutes to

5 hours. After deposition, the chamber was filled with oxygen at a pressure slightly

less than 1 atmosphere and the films were subsequently quenched to 650 oC and kept

at this temperature for 2 hours and then cooled to room temperature with rate of 20

oC per minute.

The samples were patterned into strips for resistivity measurements using ion

milling etching along with photolithography techniques or simply films were grown

on substrates which have smaller dimensions required for measurements (10× 1-2

mm). Large area contacts on the film were deposited by silver-sputtering in order to

minimize Joule heating effects. The silver-sputtering was performed using an rf power

between 30 to 40 W at an Ar pressure of 20 mtorr for about 2-5 minutes. Copper

leads were attached to silver contacts using mechanically pressed indium. A typical

distance between voltage probes was 0.5 mm.

4.2 Sample characterization

We used several techniques to characterize our samples including resistivity mea-

surements as function of temperature, angle and magnetic field and magnetization

measurements as a function of temperature and magnetic field. Specific heat was

measured on some of the samples. Powder X-ray diffraction and scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) techniques were used for structural characterization.

The setup that we used to perform the resistive measurements consists of four ma-

jor parts: cryogenic apparatus, non-superconducting electromagnets, sample holder

and the angle controller system. The cryogenic apparatus cons of a narrow tailed

stainless steel dewar capable of holding LN2 for a period between 48 to 72 hours.

The narrow tail is to allow the magnet pole separation as small as 10 cm in order to

attain greater magnetic fields in the sample region. The cryostat consists of a two
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Figure 4.2: A picture of resistivity measurement unit

vacuum-can system. The outer can was evacuated to a pressure of 10−7 torr and the

inner one was filled with helium gas to a pressure of less than one atmosphere.

The magnetic field was applied using a horizontal two copper-wound coils magnet.

The magnet had an iron core that yielded a large field strength. The magnet is pow-

ered by a Sorensen DC S20-150SE power supply. The magnet provided a maximum

field of 0.8 T at a current of 91 A and voltage of 13 V. The temperature of the magnet

coils was kept almost constant by flowing water through them. The magnetic field

at the sample was monitored using an ATT hall probe located directly behind the

sample. This consistently showed that the applied field did not change by more than
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0.1%.

The sample holder is made of a poor thermal conductor of a stainless steel hollow

cylinder of 10 mm outer diameter and 1 m long. One end of the cylinder hosted all

the electrical connections and was connected to the angle-controller system through a

flexible coupling. The other end is fitted with a V-shaped copper block which hosts a

carbon-glass resistance thermometer embedded at its center. Attached to the copper

block is an inductanceless heater and a hall probe device to monitor the field at the

sample position. The sample is placed on the flat side of the V-shape copper block

after putting a thin layer of ”apiezon” grease on the sample. This type of grease

provides a good thermal contact between the copper block and the sample. The

sample is attached to the holder by a clip. A picture of the resistivity system could

be seen in Fig. 4.2.

The computer-controlled angle-controller system is composed of a 200-step step-

ping motor, an IMS Micro-LYNX-4 integrated micro-stepping controller, a 100-1 CGI

Paragon Planetary Gear-head reducer and a US Digital 3-channel (index) 2000-line

optical encoder. The Micro-LYNX-4 is a programmable integrated micro-stepping

motor drive and high-performance controller which provides microstep resolution up

to 51200 steps per revolution. This allows one to obtain an angular resolution of

0.007o. However, in general the microstepping devices are not linear which results

in nonuniform microsteps. In order to eliminate this nonuniform microstepping, we

have used a backlash-free 100-1 gear reducer combination. The optical encoder was

attached directly to the sample holder by means of flexible coupling from one side,

and the other side was connected to the gear head. The flexible coupling helps to get

rid of any misalignments between the sample holder and the angle controller system.

The three-channel 2000-line optical encoder imposed an upper limit on the angular

resolution that can be accurately monitored. Although the microstepping device can

reach an angular resolution down to 0.007o, the maximum resolution the encoder

can read is 360o/8000(lines)= 0.045o which is good enough for all of our angular

measurements.[4]
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The use of the normal stepping motors or the commercial micro-stepping systems

to reach small angular resolution (less than 0.1o) without using a sensor(optical en-

coder) to read the exact position of the sample, may lead to a substantial ambiguity

especially if we add to that the error due to the backlash of the motor. Stepping

motors backlashes can be minimized or eliminated by using a high ratio gear reducer

combination between the sample and the stepping motor.

The other important issue, which also requires a special attention in the measure-

ment of ρ(θ), is the precise temperature control. When the sample is being rotated

in a magnetic field this produces an induced emf in the heater and in the leads of

the thermal sensors attached to the sample holder. If the rotation speed is large this

will disturb the heater current and consequently causes large temperature fluctua-

tions during the measurement. To reduce these effects very slow rotation speeds are

essential.

In the design of our experimental setup used to measure the angular dependence

of resistivity, we have used a combination of a stepping motor and a 100-1 planetary

gear reducer to eliminate the backlash and to provide reliable fine rotations. Also we

have used an optical encoder attached directly to the sample to read the exact position

of the sample. The angular rotations were done at very low speeds to minimize the

temperature fluctuations and obtain a very stable temperature.[4]

4.2.1 Resistivity measurement

We performed the measurements of the resistivity as a function of temperature ρ(T )

between 80 K and 300 K in zero magnetic field and in a constant magnetic field up

to 0.7 Tesla. The measurement of the temperature dependence of resistivity in a

constant magnetic field were carried out for three different orientations of the field

B relative to current J. ρ(T ) measurements for the range of temperatures between

80 K and 300 K were performed on heating from 80 K to room temperature. We

also measured the resistivity as a function of the angle θ between the ab-plane of
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Figure 4.3: Magnetic field and current configurations applied during the measure-
ments of resistivity of manganite thin films.

the film and the direction of the magnetic field B. These angular studies were done

over a temperature range of 80 K to 300 K, as a function of the magnitude of the

magnetic field. The angular measurements were carried out by rotating the copper

sample holder about its vertical axis in a horizontal magnetic field up to 0.7 Tesla.

The “in-plane” and the “out-of-plane” resistivity measurements can be used to define

fully all types of magneto-resistive anisotropy, i.e. the “in-plane” and the “out-of-

plane” AMRs. The AMRs are used to characterize the changes in the resistivity as

the direction between the applied magnetic field H and the direction of the current

J changes. In this thesis, the “in-plane” AMR is defined as AMRin = (ρin
‖ − ρin

⊥ )/ρo,

where ρin
‖ and ρin

⊥ are the resistivities of the film for H that is located in the plane of

the film and is oriented parallel and perpendicular to the current, respectively (see

Fig. 4.3), and ρo is the resistivity in zero applied field. Notice that the superscript

on ρ labels that H is in the plane of the film (i.e. ab-plane), while the subscript

indicates the direction of H with respect to J. The “out-of-plane” anisotropies are

defined as AMRout
‖ = (ρin

‖ − ρout
⊥ )/ρo and AMRout

⊥ = (ρin
⊥ − ρout

⊥ )/ρo. The symbol ρout
⊥
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denotes the resistivity measured when H is applied perpendicular to both the film’s

plane (i.e. out of plane) and the direction of the transport current (see Fig. 4.3).

Consequently the “in-plane” AMRin is also the difference between these two “out-

of-plane” anisotropies, i.e. AMRin = AMRout
‖ - AMRout

⊥ . Note that sometimes it is

desirable to use different definitions for AMR in magnetic materials (see Chapter 10).

Resistivity was measured using a standard DC four-probe method. The current

was applied to the sample in the form of short pulses (of duration less than 200 ms) in

both directions, in order to eliminate the background noise and charge accumulation

as well as to reduce Joule heating. The voltage was measured using a Keithley

2182 nanovoltmeter in synchronization with a Keithley 236 current source, where the

nanovoltmeter was used as the triggering unit. The nanovoltmeter was operated in a

delta mode. This mode allowed the measurement and the calculation of the voltage

for the DC current-reversal technique to eliminate the effects of thermal emf’s in the

leads. Each Delta reading is calculated from two voltage measurements of the sample

for two opposite directions of the current. In this mode, the basic Delta voltage

calculation is given by:

VDelta =
V1 − V2

2
(4.5)

where: V1 and V2 are the voltage measurements on the positive and negative phases

of the current source. This 2182 nanovoltmeter is optimized to provide low-noise

readings when the measurement speed (the applied current reversal speed) is set

between 100 msec and 333 msec . At these reading rates, noise induced by the

power line should be insignificant. Each Delta mode measurements was repeated ten

times and then the results of the ten measurement were stored in the buffer of the

nanovoltmeter. Only the average value of the ten measurements, the maximum and

the minimum values were transferred to the computer. In most cases the variation

between the average and the corresponding maximum and minimum values is less

than 0.1%.

Our measurements require precise temperature control. Temperature was mon-

itored by a carbon-glass resistance thermometer and an inductionless heater and
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controlled to better than 10mK for each single angular sweep. For the angular mea-

surement this was achieved by rotating the sample very slowly in the magnetic field in

order to reduce variations in the emf in the heater which could disturb the temperature

stability. In order have better temperature control especially at higher temperatures

(above 200 K) we installed a platinum temperature sensor and manganin wire heater.

The whole experimental setup (except the electromagnet) was completely com-

puterized using a GBIB IEEE-488 interface card for all electronics except the Micro-

LYNX angle-controller which was remotely controlled by an RS-232 interface port.

The program code was written previously in Microsoft Visual Basic language. The

experimental setup with the remote control is capable of measuring voltage (1nV-

100V) as a function of current (10 pA-100mA), temperature (65-300 K), and angle

(0.045o − 360o) unattended.

4.2.2 Magnetization measurements

The magnetization measurements and magnetic hysteresis loops were done using a

SQUID magnetometer (MPMS, Quantum Design). Both zero field cooled (ZFC)

and field cooled (FC) magnetization curves were measured as follows: the sample is

initially cooled in zero field down to 6 K, then the field is applied at this temperature

and the magnetization is measured while warming up to 300 K (ZFC magnetization),

followed by cooling back again to 6 K (FC magnetization) without changing the

magnetic field. Specific heat measurements on some of the samples were done using

a Quantum design physical property measurement system (PPMS).

4.2.3 Structural characterizations

Phase purity and phase identification measurements were done using a RIKAGU 12

kW rotating anode X-Ray diffractometer. A JEOL Scanning electron microscope

(SEM) was used for microstructural characterization.
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Chapter 5

Oxygen redistribution induced

disorder and magneto-transport

properties of Sm0.55Sr0.45MnO3

manganites

5.1 Introduction

Manganites, R1−xAxMnO3−δ (where R and A are trivalent rare earth and divalent

alkaline earth ions, respectively) continue to attract considerable scientific and tech-

nological attention, primarily because many of them exhibit colossal magnetoresis-

tance (CMR). The manganites are good candidates for applications such as magnetic

sensors[1], magnetic read heads, resistance switches[2], magnetostrictive devices[3] or

infrared bolometers [1]. R1−xAxMnO3 compounds exhibit a rich phase diagram whose

transport and magnetic properties are strongly affected by a variety of physical fac-

tors. These factors include the value of x (e.g. the ratio between Mn+4 and Mn+3

ions) and hence the hole concentration, the average size of the ion A and the resulting

cationic size mismatch, the Mn-O distances and the Mn-O-Mn bond angles[4], etc. A

good scientific understanding of the magnetotransport properties, and consequently
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how they can be manipulated, is clearly very important if reliable and efficient CMR-

based devices are to be fabricated.

Recent experimental and theoretical work suggest that the CMR manganites are

intrinsically inhomogenous[5]. Phase separation between metallic (ferromagnetic) and

insulating clusters has been proposed to explain these inhomogeneities [6]. For exam-

ple the temperature dependence of the resistivity ρ(T ) of manganites at the metal-

insulator transition (MIT) has been studied by Mayr et al [7] using a random resistor

network based on this phase separation scenario. In their model, resistivity in the

CMR regime is governed by the existence of percolating conduction paths with fer-

romagnetic metallic filaments extended across the sample. At low temperatures the

ferromagnetic clusters are connected, leading to metallic behavior. At higher temper-

atures these domains become disconnected and the conduction occurs preferentially

through the insulator. Burgy et al. [8] theoretically studied the effect of a quenched

long-range correlated disorder (through the elastic lattice distortions) on ρ(T ) in CMR

materials. Monte Carlo methods were used to simulate the behavior of the peak in

ρ(T) near the MIT. The magnitude of this peak was found to increase sharply and

the corresponding peak width to decrease with an increasing disorder (a decreasing

size of ferromagnetic clusters). Nagaev[41] suggested that magnetoresistive state of

manganites (such as La1−xCaxMnO3) is a result of a non-uniform oxygen distribu-

tion. For example, doping of LaMnO3 with Ca could lead to disorder due to oxygen

phase separation, i.e. formation of oxygen vacancies and interstitial oxygen atoms

clustered in different parts of the crystal. According to this model regions of the

crystal containing interstitial oxygen atoms (acceptors) have enhanced hole density.

Since holes are responsible for establishing the ferromagnetic ordering, these parts are

ferromagnetic. On the other hand, regions containing oxygen vacancies (donors) be-

have like compensated semiconductors and are characterized by low conductivity and

antiferromagnetic ordering. Lattice distortions (strain) can be produced by oxygen

vacancies that form insulating clusters[10]. Assuming that only the insulating phase

is strained, recent theoretical work by Ahn et al.[11] suggests that the metal-insulator
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phase coexistence in manganites is strain-induced.

Experimental studies of the role of disorder on ρ(T) is crucial for the basic un-

derstanding of magneto-transport properties of manganites as well as for engineering

applications. Nevertheless, despite the importance of this issue, such measurements

have not yet been reported extensively because it is very difficult to control disorder

in actual experimental situations. Such a study is reported in the present section of

the dissertation for the Sm1−xSrxMnO3 manganite.

5.2 The resistivity of Sm1−xSrxMnO3 system

We have prepared Sm1−xSrxMnO3 (SSMO) bulk samples with the composition 0.40<

x <0.50 with standard solid state reactions (For details of solid state reaction see

Chapter 4). All the samples prepared were single phase according to X-ray diffraction

analysis. The temperature dependence of resistivities for different compositions of

SSMO is shown in Fig. 5.1.

As can be seen from Fig. 5.1, below 0.48 doping level SSMO shows a metal

insulator transition and above 0.48 doping level it is insulating. The x=0.44 and

0.45 samples have similar magnetotransport properties and metal insulator transi-

tion temperature. It is shown theoretically that for manganites in the vicinity of

half doping(x=0.45-0.50), ground state is very sensitive to any kind of perturbation

namely temperature, X-Rays, etc. Therefore, for further studies we mainly focused

on the x=0.45 doping level which can be considered as a composition bordering the

charge orbital instability in SSMO and the composition which exhibits the highest

metal insulator transition temperature.
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5.3 Vacuum annealing induced Oxygen disorder in

Sm0.55Sr0.45MnO3

Disorder can be introduced into a manganite using a variety of methods. For example,

one can substitute different quantities of ions onto R, A, or Mn sites. This approach is

however very inconvenient since it requires preparation of many samples with different

concentration of those ions. In this case the resultant disorder may depend strongly

on slight variations of the sample preparation conditions and on the amount of oxygen

introduced into each sample. Another approach, that we adopted here, is to produce

disorder through a careful redistribution of oxygen atoms within a single sample.

Quenched disorder is obtained by first annealing the manganite sample at a relatively

“low” temperatures in vacuum and then cooling it rapidly. As we shall discuss below,

this procedure does not change the overall oxygen content of the system. However

one might expect off-center distortions in the positions of oxygen atoms, and oxygen

diffusion into interstitial sites. These effects are likely to create lattice strain, changes

in Mn3+ and Mn4+ fractions (i.e. carrier concentration), and hence disorder. Using

this procedure, the amount of disorder is expected to increase with an increasing

annealing time.

Although, in principle, disorder can be created in many types of manganites using

the thermal treatment described above, we chose to investigate the effects of disorder

on the magneto-transport properties of bulk Sm1−xSrxMnO3−δ close to half-doping

(i.e. x ≈ 0.5). These compounds are of particular interest since they are charac-

terized by a charge ordered phase[4] and by a ground state that is very sensitive to

perturbation [13]. Our growth conditions are such that in our samples, a particularly

narrow peak in the resistivity at the MIT is observed (at about ≈ 135 K). Hence,

this is an ideal material for investigating small changes in the shape of the resistivity

peak due to disorder.

As a starting point we vacuum annealed a Sm0.55Sr0.45MnO3 bulk sample for

different temperatures for 30 minutes and fast cooled to room temperature with a
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rate of 21◦C/min. After each temperature we measured the temperature dependence

of resistivity and mass with a microbalance to quantify the oxygen deficiency. The

resulting measurements are shown Fig. 5.2. As it is evidenced in weight analysis

the mass change up to 375 − 400◦C is negligible. The sudden change of the peak

resistivity at these annealing temperatures supports the idea of fast oxygen loss above

these temperatures. We attributed the region up to 375 − 400◦C vacuum annealing

temperature as an oxygen redistribution region. Note that there is always an oxygen

loss in a high temperature vacuum anneal processes but in this region it is negligible.

Annealing above this temperature will cause a relatively large oxygen deficiency.

In order to study the effects of vacuum annealing in the oxygen redistribution re-

gion we annealed the samples in vacuum at 325◦C for a specific amount of time (e.g.

initially 30 minutes) to produce the oxygen motion, and the disorder subsequently
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frozen in by a relatively fast cooling (at a rate of 21◦C per minute) to room tem-

perature in vacuum. The temperature dependence of resistivity was then measured

using the standard four-probe technique and 1µA current pulses (pulse duration ≈
200 ms with current reversal) between 80 and 200 K. The magnetoresistivity MR =

[ρ(H)− ρ(0)]/ρ(0) (where ρ(H) and ρ(0) are resistivities in a magnetic field H and in

a zero field, respectively) was also measured in a field H of 0.68 T. After these mea-

surements, the annealing, rapid cool down, and resistivity measurement procedures

were again repeated. Throughout this process, a weight analysis using a microbalance

did not detect any change (within the sensitivity of the measurement δ = 5 × 10−5)

in the overall oxygen content, i.e. 3− δ, of the samples. Hence, the oxygen loss δ was

less than 5× 10−5 after the whole annealing process.

Vacuum annealing has a dramatic effect on the transport properties of the Sm0.55Sr0.45MnO3

manganite. Fig. 5.3 shows that an initial 0.5 hour annealing increases the resistivity

of the sample by roughly an order of magnitude. This is accompanied by only a 1.5

K decrease in Tp (see Fig. 5.4). After subsequent annealings the resistivity continues

to increase but Tp remains almost constant. The initial annealing also reduces the

width of the resistive peak significantly. This is especially evident in Fig. 5.5, which

shows the resistivity normalized to the maximum value at Tp. The change in the

peak’s width (FWHM: full width at half maximum ) with an increasing annealing

time is shown in the inset. The FWHM decreases significantly, i.e. by about 8 K,

in the first hour of annealing but remains essentially constant afterwards. Fig. 5.6

presents corresponding changes in the magnitudes of both the resistive peak ρmax

and the magnitude of the magnetoresistance peak MRmax. During the first hour of

annealing, a sharp increase of MRmax is observed. (The data presented in Figures 1-4

are typical of all our Sm0.55Sr0.45MnO3 samples studied.)
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5.4 Discussion and summary

We now discuss some mechanisms that could be responsible for the observed changes

in resistivity due to vacuum annealing. Applying the non-uniform oxygen distribu-

tion scenario proposed by Nagaev[41] to unannealed as-grown samples, doping of

SmMnO3 with Sr should already cause disorder in the oxygen distribution and lead

to formation of oxygen rich and oxygen poor clusters. Oxygen-rich clusters con-

tain interstitial oxygen atoms and are ferromagnetic conductors. On the other hand,

oxygen-poor clusters contain oxygen vacancies and are antiferromagnetic insulators.

Although possibly only one contribution to the magnetotransport of an as-grown

sample, this type of oxygen-related disorder will certainly affect the resistivity and

magnetoresitivity at the MIT[41].

During thermal treatment of the manganite samples at 325oC in vacuum the free

energy has to be minimized. This will eventually lead to the production of an equi-

librium concentration of intrinsic oxygen defects, i.e. oxygen vacancies and oxygen
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both 0 T and 0.68 T, ρmax shows logarithmic dependence on the annealing time. The
lines are the fits to the data. Similar behavior was observed in all Sm0.55Sr0.45MnO3

samples studied.

interstitial atoms, that is different from what was originally present in the sample.

These defects can diffuse randomly into different parts of the sample, forming addi-

tional clusters. We assume that this disorder remains frozen inside the sample after

subsequent quenching down to room temperature. An increased volume of conduc-

tive ferromagnetic clusters generated by the first one-hour annealing produces three

effects: (a) The asymmetry in the shape of the resistive peak about Tp (see Fig. 5.5),

(b) The sharp reduction in the resistive peak width (FWHM) by 8K, as seen in the

inset of Fig. 5.5, and (c) The sharp increase in MRmax seen in Fig. 5.6(b) from 28%

before annealing to 43% after one-hour annealing. Since the weight analysis revealed

that the oxygen loss δ over the entire ten-hour annealing period is less than 5× 10−5

(very small), it is likely that these changes are due solely to oxygen redistributing

within the sample. The asymmetry, FWHM, MRmax and Tp are almost independent

of subsequent annealings (see insets in Fig. 5.3 and 5.5, and Fig. 5.6(b)), suggesting

that the volume of the ferromagnetic phase no longer changes, i.e. the equilibrium

value has been reached. On the other hand, the resistivity continues to increase signif-

icantly with increasing annealing time (see Fig. 5.6(a)). This could be due to changes
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in oxygen distribution (changes in the relative size of ferromagnetic clusters) resulting

in a continuous increase of the lattice strain. The dependence of ρmax on the annealing

time, measured with both H=0 T and 0.68 T, is well-described as being logarithmic,

i.e. ρmax = −a + b ln t, where a and b are constants (see Fig. 5.7). This type of time

dependence could indicate that strain-induced motion of ferroelastic domain walls in

the annealed manganite is occuring[15, 16]. Consequently, there is a reduction of the

conducting paths across the sample (reduction of percolation conductivity) with an

increasing annealing time, i.e. a transition to a more homogeneous mixture of smaller

conducting (ferromagnetic) and insulating clusters.

Hence, our experiments on the resistivity and the magnetoresistivity near the

metal-insulator transition in vacuum annealed Sm0.55Sr0.45MnO3 revealed a number

of phenomena that can be compared with the available models (presented in the

introduction) of the magneto-transport of CMR manganites. We believe that a com-

bination of these models provides a good explanation of the observed behavior. Our

observation that the annealing causes changes in the magneto-transport properties

due to oxygen distribution is consistent with Nagaev’s model[41] and his assumption

that a non-uniform oxygen distribution is an important contributor to the magneto-

transport properties of CMR manganites at the MIT. It is also reasonable to assume

that oxygen distribution also causes a large strain build-up in the insulating phase

through generation of large concentrations of oxygen vacancies. Such a lattice strain

could be also responsible for the phase separation at temperatures near the MIT ac-

cording to the model of Ahn et al[11]. Our observation that the annealing causes a

reduction in the resistive peak width and an increase of resistivity with the annealing

time is in agreement with the results of the random-resistor-network model of Burgy

et al[8]. Our measurements also suggest that the annealing process could be respon-

sible for a transformation of a heterogenous distribution of conducting and insulating

clusters into a more homogeneous one. Recently, a model by Alexandrov et al[2] has

been proposed that can be applied to describe homogeneous phase-separated mix-

tures away from the percolation limit. This model might be adopted to explain our
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experiments, but probably only after long-term annealing when the samples become

more homogeneous.
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Chapter 6

Disorder induced softening of the

first-order magnetic phase

transition and grain size dependent

properties of Sm0.55Sr0.45MnO3

manganite

6.1 Introduction

Over the last decade, there has been significant progress made in understanding the

fascinating properties of manganites RE1−xAxMnO3 (where RE and A are the rare

earth and the alkaline elements, respectively).[1, 2, 3, 4] One widely accepted view of

manganites is that the colossal magneto-resistance (CMR) effects that are observed in

these materials are a consequence of competition of phases, supplemented by disorder

that may be introduced via chemical doping, strain fields, etc.[4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. These

theories predict the coexistence of ferromagnetic metal (FM) and antiferromagnetic

insulator (AFI) phases, neither of which dominates in the region of the metal-insulator

transition (MIT), hence causing a competition between different possible orderings.
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The competition between metal and insulator leads to phase separation, inhomo-

geneity, and percolative transport[9, 10], and becomes more pronounced close to the

half-doping level (x = 0.5) in all manganites. The commensurate nature of orbital,

charge, and spin ordered phases occurring at this doping level has been investigated

both experimentally[4, 5] and theoretically.[13, 14] A strong competition between

different ordering tendencies results in a fragile phase diagram[4], implying that in

addition to magnetic fields, perturbations in the form of pressure, strain and electric

field can induce dramatic changes in the physical properties of manganites. This high

tunability can be very useful for applications based on manganites.

The competition between FM and charge/orbital ordered anti-ferromagnetic in-

sulator phases in RE1−xSrxMnO3 (where RE = La, Pr, Nd, Sm or Eu, and x = 0.45

or 0.50) crystals has been described comprehensively.[15] It has been established that

the Y shaped bi-critical feature of the phase diagram is modified by variations in the

cation disorder (due to the difference in ionic radii of different RE elements). In par-

ticular, it was found that this type of disorder causes “smearing” of the phase diagram.

When x = 0.45 and RE = Sm or Eu (which have smaller ionic radii in comparison with

other rare earth ions) the Curie temperature Tc is strongly suppressed and the CMR

effect is enhanced dramatically. This makes the Sm0.55Sr0.45MnO3 (SSMO) manganite

near the half-doping level particularly interesting.[16, 17, 18] SSMO exhibits a num-

ber of intriguing physical properties. For example, the inverse magnetization of this

compound shows a clear deviation from the Curie-Weiss law.[19] Its paramagnetic

region above Tc is magnetically heterogeneous, as indicated by neutron diffraction

and the µSR experiments.[20, 21] The magnetostriction measurements revealed that

the magneto-transport properties of SSMO, compared to the other manganites, are

extremely strain sensitive.[19] These properties suggest that the SSMO is very sus-

ceptible to the presence of structural disorder. There are many different sources of

disorder that could occur in SSMO: examples include chemical doping on Mn sites,

grain boundaries, lattice imperfections, local lattice strains, oxygen redistribution,

etc.
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It is widely accepted that the magnetic transition between the ferromagnetic and

paramagnetic phases is first order.[4] However, some theories predict that the second

order magnetic phase transitions in manganites, eg. continuous magnetic transitions

could be induced by disorder.[22] Although extensive experimental studies of the

magneto-transport have been performed in manganites so far, the effects of the order

of the phase transition on the magneto-transport have not been fully investigated. In

this paper we present studies of the magneto-transport in SSMO at the MIT where

the first-order phase transition has been gradually replaced with the second-order one

by an increasing structural disorder. An increasing density of grain boundaries has

been used as the measure of an increasing structural disorder. We have investigated

the low field magnetization and the magneto-transport in SSMO at the MIT for the

second-order and the first-order magnetic phase transitions.

6.2 Sample preparation and structural properties

The Sm0.55Sr0.45MnO3 (SSMO) compound was prepared using a standard solid state

reaction method.[13] A prescribed ratio of Sm2O3, SrCO3 and MnO2 powders was

mixed and calcined at 1200◦C for 24 hours in air. The resulting sample was crushed

and sintered again using the same conditions. Four identical pellets were prepared

from the powder and sintered at temperatures Ta = 1200◦C, 1300◦C, 1400◦C and

1500◦C for 24 hours in air. The pellets were then cooled quickly from Ta down

to room temperature at a rate of about 30◦C/minute. For clarity, we will refer to

these samples using the notation SSMO(Ta), where Ta corresponds to the sintering

temperature used for the corresponding sample. X-ray diffraction (XRD) peaks and

the corresponding Miller’s indices of the SSMO(Ta) samples are shown in Fig.6.1.

The XRD patterns show that all samples are single phase. The microstructure

of the samples and the lattice strain were investigated using a scanning electron mi-

croscope (SEM) and the Williamson-Hall (W-H) analysis of the XRD lines/profiles.

The SEM micrographs (see Fig.6.2) show the granular structure of the SSMO sam-
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Figure 6.1: X-ray diffraction patterns of SSMO(Ta): (a) SSMO(1200) (b)
SSMO(1300) (c) SSMO(1400) (d) SSMO(1500). The intensity of each pattern was
normalized to the (200) peak intensity.
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ples with the grain size ranging from ≈ 0.8 µm in the SSMO(1200) up to ≈ 20 µm

in the SSMO(1500). The W-H analysis of the measured broadening of the XRD

lines/profiles[24, 25] revealed however the presence of smaller grains at the sub-

micrometer level which are not apparent in the SEM micrographs. The W-H analysis

is based on the relationship between β, the full width at half maximum of the x-

ray peak, and ε, the lattice strain.These two quantities are related by the following

equation:[26]

(β/λ)cosθ = 4(ε/λ)sinθ + 1/D (6.1)

where λ is the X-ray radiation wavelength, D is the average grain size and θ is

the diffraction angle. In a typical W-H plot β∗=(β/λ)cosθ increases linearly with

an increasing d∗=4sinθ/λ. The W-H plots for all samples are shown in Fig.6.3. The

average grain size D of the sample has been evaluated from the intercept of the straight

line with the β∗ axis. The slope of this line gives the lattice strain. The estimated

value of D is 66 nm in the SSMO(1200) sample and increases with Ta, reaching 227

nm in the SSMO(1500) sample. Therefore, the SSMO(1200) sample contains the

largest density of grain boundaries and thus it is the most disordered. The average

lattice strain in these samples ranges from 0.21% up to 0.35%. The smaller D in the

SSMO(1200) and SSMO(1300) samples compared to those in the SSMO(1400) and

SSMO(1500)samples are probably caused by the smaller sintering temperatures. On

the other hand, an increase of the lattice strain at higher annealing temperatures

could be associated with thermal quenching. The summary of physical properties of

samples are given in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2.

The magnetization measurements were done using a SQUID magnetometer (MPMS,

Quantum Design). Both zero field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC) magnetization

curves were measured as follows: the sample is initially cooled in zero field down to

6 K, then the field is applied at this temperature and the magnetization is measured

while warming up to 300 K (ZFC magnetization), followed by cooling back again to 6
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Figure 6.2: SEM surface micrographs of SSMO annealed at different temperatures
Ta.
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Figure 6.3: Williamson-Hall plots of SSMO(Ta) for different annealing temperatures.

Table 6.1: Parameters that describe SSMO(Ta): ε is the magnitude of the micro-strain

obtained from a W-H analysis, GS1 and GS2 corresponds to the grain size obtained

from SEM and W-H analysis, TMIT is the metal-insulator transition temperature, Tc

is the Curie temperature.

Ta GS1(SEM) GS2(W-H) ε TMIT Tc

(oC) (µm) (nm) (%) (K) (K)

1200 0.8 66 0.21 133 133

1300 3.5 99 0.23 132 131

1400 15.0 172 0.28 130 129

1500 20.0 227 0.35 129 125
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Table 6.2: Parameters that describe SSMO(Ta): TMIT is the metal-insulator transition

temperature, Tc is the Curie temperature, ρ0 is the residual resistivity, ρ2 is the

electron-electron scattering coefficient, ρ5 is the electron-phonon scattering coefficient,

b is the polaronic coefficient, ∆ is the bipolaron binding energy, and δCp is the full

width at half maximum of the specific heat peak.

Ta TMIT Tc ρ0 ρ2 ρ5 b ∆ δCp

(oC) (K) (K) (Ωcm) (ΩcmK−2) (ΩcmK−5) (ΩcmK−1) (meV ) (K)

1200 133 133 2.63 19.0 10−5 7.30 10−10 10.0 10−6 243 5.3

1300 132 131 0.69 6.00 10−5 2.10 10−10 6.05 10−6 240 4.1

1400 130 129 0.08 0.75 10−5 0.28 10−10 2.71 10−6 238 3.0

1500 129 125 0.01 0.08 10−5 0.04 10−10 1.66 10−6 238 3.0

K (FC magnetization) without changing the magnetic field. The magnetic hysteresis

loops were measured at different temperatures using 500 G intervals starting at the

largest negative magnetic field. In order to measure the temperature dependence of

the resistivity (during the warming cycle) over a temperature range of 80 − 200 K,

we used a standard four probe technique with 1 µA current pulses. The magneto-

resistivity −MR = [ρ(H)−ρ(0)/ρ(0)], where ρ(H) and ρ(0) are the resistivities in an

applied field H and in zero field, respectively, was also measured for different fields

up to H = 0.75 Tesla.

6.3 Magnetic properties

The magnetization for all samples of SSMO(Ta) was measured as a function of tem-

perature in two different magnetic fields, 0.025 and 0.75 Tesla. The temperature

dependence of the ZFC magnetization in 0.025 T is qualitatively similar in all sam-

ples (see Fig. 6.4). Starting at low temperatures the magnetization increases al-

most linearly with temperature, peaks at about 36 K followed by a plateau, before

decreasing sharply at Tc near 130 K. The behavior below Ts ∼ 36 K (value inde-
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pendent of the grain size) could be related to the onset of the antiferromagnetic

order and/or spin-reorientation of the spontaneous magnetization[8], while the sharp

decrease at Tc ∼ 130 K is due to the transition from the ferromagnetic to the param-

agnetic regime. Note that in this small magnetic field the magnetization is largest for

SSMO(1200) and decreases monotonically with an increasing Ta. We correlate this

behavior with the different sizes of the grains in the four samples. The temperature

dependence of the magnetization in a higher field of 0.75 T is dramatically different,

ie. it is much less dependent on the grain size (see Fig. 6.4 (e)-(h)).

In a ferromagnetic material one expects magnetic domains to be formed, with the

local magnetization being saturated in each domain. The domain walls allow different

orientations of magnetization to be present in different domains.[27] The effect of the

grain size on the formation of domains in a ferromagnet was studied by Dunlop.[28]

It was found that small grains are most likely occupied by a single domain which is

uniformly magnetized to its saturation magnetization. In contrast, larger grains are

more likely to contain multiple domains, each magnetized with a different orientation.

These effects may explain our observations. As shown in Fig.6.4 (a) - (d), in a low

magnetic field, the net magnetization is higher in samples with smaller grains. One

could expect a reduced density of domain walls in samples with smaller grains. The

magnetic domains in these samples can be easily aligned using a small applied field,

while an alignment of domains in samples with larger grains requires larger magnetic

fields. Therefore in a low field the overall magnetization for samples with smaller

grains (and hence with smaller domain wall density) is higher than that measured in

samples with larger grains (and hence with larger domain wall density). On the other

hand, in a high magnetic field all domain walls are suppressed within the grains of

all sizes, leading to the larger magnetization (see Fig.6.4(e)-(h)).

The region between Tc and Ts in the temperature dependence of the magnetization

measured in 0.025 T is very sensitive to the variations in Ta, ie. higher Ta produces a

flatter magnetization plateau which can be seen in Fig.6.5 (a)-(d). Note that the peak
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Figure 6.4: Temperature dependence of the ZFC magnetization for SSMO(Ta) sam-
ples measured in a field of 0.025 T (figures (a)-(d)), and in a field of 0.75 T (figures
(e)-(h)).
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at Ts “flattens”, i.e., becomes less prominent, as Ta is increased. There is noticeable

amount of thermal hysteresis in SSMO(1300), SSMO(1400) and SSMO(1500) samples,

while it is almost absent in the SSMO(1200) sample. In particular, in the SSMO(1200)

sample, the magnetization upon cooling and warming for T ≈ 0.3 Tc is very nearly

identical. Similar thermal hysteresis was also observed in La1−xSrxMnO3 (x = 0.5 and

0.6) compounds by Dho et al.[29] which was attributed to the competition between

the A-type antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic phases. Such competition is likely

to be responsible for the thermal hysteresis effects that are observed in our samples.

Magnetic field dependence of the magnetization (magnetic hysteresis) is shown

in Fig.6.6 for all four samples of SSMO(Ta). The magnetization saturation field and

the hysteresis width at a particular measurement temperature increase monotonically

with an increasing Ta. This is attributed to the larger grain size in the sample and

therefore multi-domain structure in the grain and larger density of domains walls.[28]

This is because small grains are most likely occupied by a single domain which is

uniformly magnetized to its saturation magnetization. In contrast, larger grains are

more likely to contain multiple domains, each magnetized with a different orientation.

Theoretical studies of the influence of disorder on the phase transitions, includ-

ing magnetic transitions, show that the quenched disorder causes a softening of the

first order transition into a second order one.[22, 30] Banerjee suggested a method to

distinguish between the first order and second order magnetic phase transitions[31]

using the generalized thermodynamic theory of the second order phase transitions

developed by Landau[32] and Lifshitz[33] and the approach for the first order mag-

netic phase transitions proposed by Bean and Rodbell.[34] In this model the nature

of the magnetic phase transition could be analyzed from the isotherms of H/M ver-

sus M2 in the vicinity of Tc. The negative and positive signs of the derivative of

d(H/M)/d(M2) correspond to the first order and the second order magnetic phase

transitions, respectively.

We used the positive branch of the magnetic hysteresis loops measured from +0.1

up to +1.0 Tesla and close to the transition temperature at 130 K (Fig.6.6) to plot
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H/M versus M2 for the SSMO(Ta) samples (see Fig.6.7). According to the Banerjee’s

criterion, the SSMO(1500) and SSMO(1400) samples exhibit the first order magnetic

phase transition. The SSMO(1200) and SSMO(1300) samples, on the other hand,

display the second order magnetic phase transition. The change of the type of the

magnetic phase transition from the first order to the second order as the disorder (the

density of grain boundaries) is increased may be attributed to a distribution of the

transition temperatures.

As discussed by the Mercaldo et al.[22] when quenched disorder is introduced into

the system the temperature dependence of magnetization also broadens, which is also

evidence of the softening of the first-order phase transition into a second-order one.

The broadening of the temperature dependence of the normalized magnetization with

an increasing disorder (an increasing grain boundary density) in SSMO(1200) and
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SSMO(1300) samples characterized by the second-order magnetic phase transition,

supports this conclusion (see Fig.6.8).

6.4 Specific heat and entropy

The nature of magnetic phase transitions has been revealed by measurements of the

dependence of the specific heat Cp on temperature near the MIT (see Fig. 6.9). The

specific heat jump ∆Cp at the transition was obtained by subtracting a smooth lattice

background (see the solid curve in Fig. 6.10). ∆Cp is the smallest in SSMO(1200)

sample. The dependence of ∆Cp on temperature in SSMO(1500) and SSMO(1400)

samples shows much sharper maxima then SSMO(1200) and SSMO(1300) samples.

This suggests that in highly disordered samples there is a large distribution of tran-

sition temperatures, which cause a broadening of both the resistive and the specific

heat peaks. Broad specific heat peaks observed in some manganites have been as-

sociated with the second order magnetic phase transitions.[35] The disorder induced
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Figure 6.9: Temperature dependence of the specific heat (Cp) for SSMO(Ta) samples.

static deformation of the lattice was found to cause a broadening of the temper-

ature dependence of the specific heat peak near the second-order phase transition

temperature.[36] Note that the conversion of the type of the magnetic phase tran-

sition from the first to the second order should not be attributed to the size effect

because of the relatively large size of the grains (66-227 nm) in SSMO samples.

The temperature dependence of the entropy of the samples was evaluated from

the equation S =
∫
(∆Cp/T )dT . The entropy was calculated relative to its value at

95 K (see Fig. 6.11). The disorder reduces ∆S from 0.15R in SSMO(1500) sample

to 0.06R in the SSMO(1200) sample (where is R is the ideal-gas constant). These

values are much smaller than those predicted for Ising (Rln2) and Heisenberg (Rln4)
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magnets.[37] The missing entropy could be caused by the short range correlations

in SSMO samples as suggested by a deviation of the inverse magnetization versus

temperature from the Curie-Weiss law (see Fig. 6.12).[38]

An important aspect of the phase transitions in disordered systems is the spatial

fluctuations of the transition temperatures especially around a defect.[39] The re-

sulting Gaussian distribution of the transition temperatures eventually “smears” the

magnetic transition.[40] The softening of the phase transition by disorder causes a

shift of the onset of the deviation from the Curie-Weiss law (seen in the temperature

dependence of the inverse magnetization at temperatures above Tc) to lower temper-
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atures as the disorder is increased (Fig. 6.12). In manganites[41] this deviation is

believed to be due to the partial short range ferromagnetic ordering at temperatures

higher than the metal-insulator transition temperature and Tc. This suggests that the

larger grain size in the SSMO(1500) enables formation of metallic short range ferro-

magnetic regions at higher temperatures compared to more disordered samples with

smaller grain size, such as the SSMO(1200). The SSMO(1200) and SSMO(1300) sam-

ples show similar behavior. The same is true for the SSMO(1400) and SSMO(1500)

samples, indicating that these two groups have similar microstructure.

6.5 Electrical transport

Resistivity measurements, in zero applied field, appear to be more sensitive than

the magnetic measurements to the microstructural properties and the order of the

magnetic transition. The temperature dependence of the resistivity ρ(T ), measured

in zero applied magnetic field is shown in Fig. 6.13. The shape of the resistive peak

for SSMO(1500) sample is almost identical to that of a SSMO single crystal[19].

Dramatic changes in ρ(T ) of SSMO(Ta) samples occur with an increasing density of

grain boundaries. An increase in the magnitude of ρ is consistent with an increase in

the scattering rate due to a higher density of grain boundaries and a reduction of the

mean free path of the carriers in samples with a smaller Ta. The solid curves in the

figure describes the fits which we will describe as follows.

At temperatures higher than the MIT where SSMO is a paramagnetic insulator

the temperature dependence of the resistivity can be described by Eq. 6.2.[3]

ρi(T ) = bT exp(∆/2kBT ) (6.2)

where kB is Boltzmanns constant and ∆ is the bipolaron binding energy. Note

that b = 2kB/(3na2e2ν) is a constant[48] that depends on the charge concentration n,

the longitudinal optical phonon frequency ν, the hopping distance a and the electron

charge e. The bipolaron binding energy is about 240 meV (see Table 6.2) and seems
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to depend only slightly on the lattice disorder. The magnitude of b and that of the

maximum resistivity at the MIT in SSMO(1200) is about six to eight times larger

than in the SSMO(1500) sample. An increase of b with an increasing disorder could

be caused by a reduction of the effective hopping distance of bipolarons.

The resistivity data far below the MIT (i.e. at temperatures below 75 K) is well-

described by Eq. 6.3.

ρm(T ) = ρ0 + ρ2T
2 + ρ5T

5 (6.3)

where ρ0 is the residual resistivity, and ρ2 and ρ5 are the electron-electron and

the electron-phonon scattering coefficients, respectively.[3] In this temperature range

the disorder does not affect the temperature dependence of ρm, however it causes

an increase of the coefficients ρ0, ρ2 and ρ5 by almost two orders of magnitude (see

Table 6.2). The fits could be seen in Fig. 6.14.

A theory of the electron-electron scattering resistivity[46] shows that the presence

of the anisotropic scattering centers such as those caused by dislocations, grain bound-

aries etc. in a metal leads to an anisotropic electron scattering relaxation time, which

in turn, results in an increase of ρ2. Furthermore, a theory of the electron-phonon

scattering rate in impure polycrystalline metals found that this rate is enhanced by

the disorder due to impurities and random lattice shift of grains.[47] This may explain

the increase of ρ5 with an increasing grain-boundary-induced disorder in our samples

(see Table 6.2).

An increase in the resistive peak width is apparent from the plot of the tempera-

ture coefficient of resistivity TCR = (1/ρ)(dρ/dT ) as a function of temperature (see

Fig. 6.15). In contrast to the SSMO(1200) and SSMO(1300) samples, the TCR(T)

exhibits a very sharp maximum in the SSMO(1400) and SSMO(1500) samples, sug-

gesting a change of the order of the phase transition from the first to the second

order with an increasing disorder consistent with specific heat and magnetization

measurements.
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The dependence of the MR on temperature, shown in Fig. 6.16, exhibits a sharp

peak in the vicinity of the MIT for SSMO(1500) and SSMO(1400) samples.Note that

we have plotted the temperature dependence of resistivity again in these plots in or-

der to compare the peak position in MR data, A large magneto-resistance is expected

in phase separation theories when the competition between the ferromagnetic and

antiferromagnetic phases is very strong.[3] In contrast, the MR is suppressed in the

more disordered SSMO(1200) and SSMO(1300) samples. This appears to be con-

sistent with the observation that in the SSMO(1400) and SSMO(1500) samples the

onset of the short range ferromagnetic ordering starts at higher temperatures than in

SSMO(1200) and SSMO(1300) samples (see Fig. 6.12). A more electronically phase

separated structure and therefore, a strong competition between different magnetic

and electronic phases is expected.

The field dependence of resistivity near the MIT for SSMO(Ta) samples is dis-

played in Fig. 6.17. At higher fields, starting at about 0.4-0.5 T, ρ(H) of the

SSMO(1400) and SSMO(1500) samples decreases much more dramatically than that

of SSMO(1200) and SSMO(1300). A sharp decrease of ρ(H) was observed at the MIT

and a field of about 0.25-0.30 T in SSMO single crystals of the same composition.[19,

51] This was attributed to a field-induced non-metal to metal phase transition accom-

panied by a sharp increase of the magnetostriction above this field. In contrast, these

studies also report that a Nd0.55Sr0.45MnO3 (NSMO) single crystal, i.e. of the same

composition as SSMO, shows neither a sharp decrease of ρ(H) nor a corresponding

increase in the magnetostriction.[19] The field-induced transition in ρ(H) can be seen

clearly at temperatures near the MIT in SSMO(1400) and SSMO(1500) samples only.

It is clearly smeared out in more disordered SSMO(1200) and SSMO(1300) samples.

6.6 Summary and conclusions

In summary, we investigated the effects of the lattice disorder-induced softening of

the first-order magnetic phase transition on the magneto-transport properties and
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the specific heat of a prototypical Sm0.45Sr0.55MnO3 CMR manganite near the MIT.

The lattice disorder (induced by the grain boundaries) causes a conversion of the

order of the magnetic phase transition from the first to the second order, leading to a

continuous metal-insulator transition. According to Evetts et al. [52] Tc could vary

strongly over distances of several nanometers on each side of the grain boundary.

Taking this into account, the spatial variation of the transition temperatures in our

samples could lead to a broadening of the peaks in the temperature dependence of

the resistivity, the TCR and the specific heat. The magneto-resistance (MR) at the

MIT in the SSMO samples that exhibit first-order transition is much larger than the

corresponding one in the SSMO samples that exhibit second-order like transitions.

This is interesting since it suggests that the large MR in SSMO(1500) is caused by

the greater amount of electronic disorder compared to SSMO(1200) which contains

more structural disorder. However the deviation from the Curie-Weiss law implies

that SSMO(1500) has higher propensity toward short range ferromagnetic correlations

than SSMO(1200).

The studies presented above should be of particular interest to researchers who

study the theoretical aspects of the effects of disorder on the softening of the first-

order magnetic phase transitions.
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Chapter 7

Grain size dependence of the

magnetoresistive anisotropy in

polycrystalline Sm0.55Sr0.45MnO3

7.1 Introduction

Colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) in manganites has been studied during the last

decade not only for a better understanding of these metallic oxides but also to explore

the possibility for various novel magnetic devices.[1] However, the requirement of a

large applied magnetic field for a sizeable magnetoresistance (MR) value in such

systems has been one of the main drawbacks to their applicabilities. One way to

reduce the field scale where sizeable MR exist is controlling the crystallinity and

defect constitution in these materials. Introduction of grain boundaries has been

used as the main routine for controlling the crystallinity and defect structure. The

spin polarized transport of the charge carriers across the grain boundary is accepted

to be the main factor which reduces the field scale of sizeable magnetoresistance in

manganites.[10]

Whilst, the colossal magnetoresistance effect and its understanding are the main

motivations of the manganite studies, in practice manganites exhibit many other
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functionalities such as anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR).[8] AMR is a property

of ferromagnetic materials and originates from the response of the charge carriers to

the change in orientation of the magnetization with respect to the direction of the

current.[7] AMR in manganites is of particular interest since AMR in these materials

could reach much higher values than conventional ferromagnetic alloys and metals.[6]

This is because of the strong coupling between the spin-orbital-charge degrees of free-

dom in manganites[4, 2] However, the microscopic physics of the AMR in manganites

is complex and not completely understood. AMR has been observed in both epitax-

ial thin films[6, 8] and in bulk granular polycrystalline samples.[8] Nevertheless so far

there is no study dedicated to the grain boundary induced structural disorder depen-

dence of anisotropic transport in manganites. In particular a few important questions

need to be addressed: Does the low field and low temperature AMR improve with in-

creasing density of the grain boundaries as in the case of colossal magnetoresistance?

Does the spin polarized tunneling of the charge carriers depend on the direction of

the applied field?

In order to address these issues, in this chapter we present studies of the structural

disorder dependence of the AMR in Sm0.55Sr0.45MnO3, a composition known to be

very susceptible to structural disorder.[16] An increasing density of grain boundaries

has been used as the measure of an increasing structural disorder. Our results suggest

that the well established spin polarized transport model for understanding of the

low temperature and the low field CMR in manganites is essentially anisotropic and

the AMR in manganite samples could be tuned for large temperature ranges at low

magnetic fields by controlling the crystallinity and defect structure.

Polycrystalline samples of Sm0.55Sr0.45MnO3 were prepared using the standard

solid state reaction method.[9] A prescribed ratio of Sm2O3, SrCO3 and MnO2 pow-

ders was mixed and calcined at 1200◦C for 24 h in air. The resulting sample was

crushed and sintered again using the same conditions. Four identical pellets were

prepared from the powder and sintered/annealed at temperatures Ta=1200, 1300,

and 1400◦C for 24 h in air. The pellets were then cooled from Ta down to room tem-
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perature at a relatively rapid rate of about 30 C/min in order to have the optimum

oxygen content.[9] We refer to these samples using the notation SSMO(Ta), where

Ta corresponds to the annealing temperature used for the corresponding sample. All

samples are single phase, as confirmed by X-ray diffraction (XRD). Scanning elec-

tron microscope (SEM) analysis shows that increasing Ta increases the grain size (D)

and, hence, decreases the density of grain boundaries. The Williamson/Hall (WH)

analysis of the measured broadening of the XRD lines/profiles revealed, however, the

presence of much smaller grains at the sub-micrometer level which are not visible in

the SEM micrographs (see Table 7.1).[10]

7.2 Results and discussion

The temperature dependence of the resistivity in zero magnetic field (ρ(H=0)) and

a field of 6.8 kG are shown in the left panel of the Fig. 7.1. In this figure there are

two configurations for resistivity measured in a magnetic field: ρ⊥ corresponds to

measured resistivity when applied magnetic field, H is perpendicular to the applied

current J in the four probe measurement configuration, ρ‖ corresponds to the mea-

sured resistivity when the applied magnetic field, H is parallel to the applied current

J. Dramatic changes in ρ(T ) of SSMO(Ta) samples occur with an increasing density

of grain boundaries. The resistive transition is more abrupt when the amount of the

structural disorder is reduced (increasing Ta). An increase in the magnitude of ρ is

consistent with an increase in the scattering rate due to a higher density of grain

boundaries and a reduction of the mean free path of the carriers in samples with

a smaller Ta. Increase in the grain size is evident in the SEM micrographs shown

in the insets of Figure 7.1. Right panel of the Fig. 7.1 expresses the dramatic in-

crease in the MR values when the density of grain boundaries is reduced; MR for

SSMO(1400) is about one order of magnitude higher than that for SSMO(1200). The

MR peak in SSMO(1400) sample is also very sharp while the peak in SSMO(1200)

is much more broader and displays a prominent shoulder that extents down to low
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temperatures as expected in highly disordered manganite samples.[5] The effect of the

directional dependence of the applied field with respect to current density J is clar-

ified in Fig. 7.1 (see left panel) by plotting the magneto-resistance of all samples for

the resistivity configurations described above. Here magneto-resistivities are defined

as MR⊥= [ρ(0)-ρ⊥]/ρ⊥ and MR‖= [ρ(0)-ρ‖]/ρ‖. As seen from right panel of Figure

7.1 the magneto-resistive anisotropy increases dramatically when the grain boundary

induced disorder is reduced in the samples. Notice that since the low temperature

part of the magneto-resistivity is governed by the presence of grain boundaries the

magnitude of the MR⊥ and MR‖ have similar values which indicates that magneto-

transport is mainly governed by intergrain effects. However, close to metal insulator

transition the magnetotransport is governed by intragrain effects and subsequently

Both MR⊥ and MR‖ exhibited dramatic changes as a function of grain boundary

density.

The resistivity of all the samples was measured as a function of the angle θ be-

tween applied field (H) and the current (J) direction with a resolution of 0.04◦. This

allowed us to determine the temperature and the magnetic field dependence of the

anisotropic magneto-resistance. The AMR is defined as AMR= (ρ‖− ρ⊥)/ρav, where

ρ‖ is the resistivity of the film for a magnetic field H that is parallel to the current,

and ρ⊥ denotes the resistivity measured when H is perpendicular to the direction

of the transport current. ρav is the average resistivity ρav =(1/3)ρ‖+(2/3)ρ⊥.[7] The

dependence of resistivity on the angle θ follows a cos(θ)2 dependence for all the films

and over the whole temperature range studied, where θ = 0o corresponds to the con-

figuration where H is perpendicular to the direction of J. Left panel of Fig. 7.2 shows

a typical angular dependence of the resistivity for all samples at a temperature of 127

K and in fields of 0.85, 2.10 and 6.80 kG. The solid lines in these figures are the fits to

the theoretical expression derived for the angular dependence of the resistivity in fer-

romagnetic metals ρ(θ)= A+[ρ‖-ρ⊥]cos2(θ).[7] Here ρ(θ) is the resistivity normalized

to its value at θ = 0o.
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Figure 7.1: [Left panel] Temperature dependence of the resistivity for SSMO(Ta). For
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Table 7.1: Parameters that describe the properties of the SSMO samples: Tp is the

metal insulator transition temperature (MIT), ρp is the resistivity at the MIT, D is

the grain size

Sample Tp ρp D(SEM) D(WH)

(K) (Ωcm) (µm) (nm)

SSMO(1200) 133 66 0.8 66

SSMO(1300) 132 23 3.5 99

SSMO(1400) 130 12 15 172

The temperature dependence of the AMR for all samples is shown in the right

panel of the Fig. 7.2 for magnetic fields of 0.42, 0.85, 2.1, 3.4, 5.1 and 6.8 kG. In

samples which contain large density of grain boundaries (SSMO(1200-1300)) the AMR

exhibits a very broad peak extending to low temperatures with prominent shoulder.

On the other hand, the AMR of the SSMO(1400) is showing a pronounced peak at

around MIT and the AMR is almost as twice as high as that of the (SSMO(1200-1300))

samples. Note that all samples exhibit a sizeable AMR at temperatures far more

below the metal insulator transition temperature. This is in contrast to single crystal

and epitaxial samples of manganites where AMR diminishes at lower temperatures.[5]

It is also interesting that the temperature dependence of the AMR for all samples

follows that of the MR (see Fig. 7.1).

The main contribution to the AMR, especially in the polycrystalline samples,

appears to be Lorentz-force driven since there is no preferred crystallographic di-

rection. Note that the rotation of the applied field H from the perpendicular to

the parallel configuration with respect to the applied current J changes the magni-

tude of the Lorentz force on the charge carries from the maximum to zero. In the

H ⊥ J configuration (see Fig. 7.2) the Lorentz force hinders the conductivity by

bending the trajectories of the charge carriers. However, this effect is not the only

source of the AMR in manganites. Interestingly, the results obtained on the epi-

taxial films revealed that the influence of the Lorentz force is negligible.[6, 8] It has
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been suggested that spin-orbit coupling, magneto-crystalline anisotropy and orbital

deformation contribute to the AMR in these materials.[6] The understanding of the

origin of the AMR in manganites is complicated and to our knowledge a theoretical

understanding is missing.

The most important result of the current paper is the presence of strong magneto-

resistive anisotropy in polycrystalline manganite samples. This anisotropy could be

tuned for a large range of temperatures in polycrystalline samples using relatively

small magnetic fields. It is widely accepted that the low field and low temperature MR

observed in polycrystalline samples of manganites originates from the spin polarized

transport across the grain boundaries.[10]. In Fig. 7.3 (the top panel) one can see a

sketch of this phenomenon. Without any external magnetic field, the magnetization

direction of the each grain is randomly oriented even if it is ferromagnetic within the

grain (circles represents the grains, large arrow indicates the internal magnetization

direction of the grain) as shown in Fig. 7.3 (top panel). Also, the individual magnetic

spins in the grain boundary region (small arrows in between the grains) are randomly

oriented. By applying a low magnetic field (up to 1 Tesla), the magnetization of

each grain starts to align toward the direction of the external magnetic field as shown

in Fig. 7.3. At relatively low field it is believed that the magnetoresistance in bulk

manganites is governed by the tunneling of the charge carriers from one grain to a

neighboring grain. On the other hand, a larger magnetic field is necessary to align

the spins of the grain boundary region to the external magnetic field direction and

it is found that at higher fields resistance of the material slightly changes once all

the spins are aligned. Presence of large low field and low temperature AMR in our

samples suggests that the spin-polarized tunneling of the carriers between the grains

is directional, i.e., it depends on the direction of H with respect to J. We suggest

the following model, based on the mechanism reported by Xu et al.[8], to explain the

presence of large low field AMR at low temperatures in polycrystalline SSMO; When

the current flows parallel to H, the carriers must tunnel through the grain boundaries

between the north pole of a grain and south pole of its neighbor. In this configuration,
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the resistance (ρ‖)is strongly field dependent[10, 8] and hence there is significant MR.

On the other hand, if the current is perpendicular to H, the carriers flow between the

side walls of the grains. In this configuration, the resistance (ρ⊥) is less sensitive to

the applied field, and hence a weak MR is expected. The AMR arises because the MR

for the H ‖ J and H ⊥ J configurations are different. The proposed differences in the

field sensitivity of the resistance in the two directions can be understood by keeping

in mind that the transport is governed by the tunneling of the carriers across the

grain boundaries and is hence very sensitive to the degree of spin alignment in these

regions. In the absence of an external magnetic field, the magnetization direction of

each grain is arbitrarily oriented even if it is ferromagnetic within the grain due to the

polycrystalline nature of the sample; the magnetic spins in the grain boundary regions

are randomly oriented. When an external field is applied, it preferentially aligns the

magnetization of the grains. The resulting local field between the north pole of one

grain and the south pole of the other assists the external field to align the spins in

the boundary regions between these two poles. This boundary alignment depends

strongly on the degree of alignment of the grains, which, in turn, depends strongly

on the strength of the H; hence the significant field dependence of the boundary spin

alignment and consequently the resistance in this direction. On the other hand, the

local fields induced by the aligned grains partially compensate the external field at

the sidewalls of neighboring grains. These boundary spins thus remain essentially

unaffected (i.e. still random) by changes in H. Consequently, the resistance in this

direction does not change much with H. The magnetic correlation between the grains

is expected to be larger when the grain size is increased or the density of the grain-

boundaries is reduced; therefore, one can expect a large increase in the magnetic field

sensitivity of the ρ‖. However, in low magnetic fields since sidewall grain-boundary

region spins are still random magnetic field sensitivity of the ρ‖ is expected to give

weaker response to the external magnetic fields. This behavior is evidenced in the

field dependence of ρ‖ and ρ⊥ as shown in Fig. 7.3 (the ρ⊥ is less sensitive to applied

fields than the ρ‖). This observation supports our qualitative explanation for the
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increase in the magneto-resistive anisotropy at low fields in samples with larger grain

size. Therefore in grained samples we believe in addition to Lorentz Force effects,

spin-orbit coupling, the defect structure is important for understanding the magneto-

resistive anisotropy.

7.3 Summary and conclusions

In summary we have shown that polycrystalline SSMO samples exhibit large magneto-

resistive anisotropy. The magnitude of the AMR strongly depends on the grain size

of the samples. The AMR in polycrystalline samples exhibit sizeable low field and

low temperature AMR which is in contrast to single crystal samples and epitaxial

films.[5] This suggests that the well established spin polarized transport model for

understanding low temperature and low field MR in manganites is essentially direc-

tional. Our results indicate that AMR in manganite samples could be tuned for large

temperature ranges at low fields by controlling the defect structure.
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Chapter 8

Magnetotransport and

magnetoresistive anisotropy in

Sm0.55Sr0.45MnO3/Nd0.55Sr0.45MnO3

bilayers

8.1 Introduction

Sm0.55Sr0.45MnO3 (SSMO) is a member of the family of Re1−xAxMnO3 manganites

(where Re = rare earth, A = alkaline earth) near the half-doping level (with com-

position x ≈ 0.5). SSMO is particularly interesting for applications since thin films

and single crystals of this material exhibit resistive switching behavior (induced by

magnetic or electric fields, or laser light irradiation), giant magnetostriction, or large

magneto-caloric effect that could be applied in magnetic refrigeration.[1, 16, 3] From

the physics point of view, on the other hand, these materials have attracted more

attention due to the commensurate nature of orbital, charge, and spin ordered phases

occurring at this doping level. Their phase diagram is therefore very fragile, suggest-

ing that any small external stimulus such as pressure, electric field or magnetic field

could dramatically modify their magneto-transport properties.[4, 5]
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SSMO single crystal has the metal-insulator transition (MIT) at around 130 K.[6]

A number of studies dedicated to single crystals, thin films and polycrystalline sam-

ples of this composition have been reported. Regarding SSMO thin films, Tokura’s

group[1] reported difficulties with the growth of 100 nm thick Sm1−xSrxMnO3 films

of compositions x between 0.4 and 0.6 on SrTiO3 (100) substrates by the pulsed laser

deposition. Strangely none of these films revealed the presence of the metal-insulator

transition in magnetic fields up to 7 Tesla. An insulating behavior of SSMO films

has been attributed to the large lattice mismatch between the substrate and the film.

The deposition of SSMO films which show bulk (single-crystal) like properties with

the MIT close to 130 K has not been reported so far.

We have deposited SSMO films of thickness between 60 and 1000 nm on SrTiO3

(STO), LaAlO3 (LAO), MgO and YSZ (100) substrates in order to test the effect of

the lattice mismatch on the properties of these films. The lattice mismatch between

the SSMO films and the STO, LaO, MgO and YSZ substrates at room temperature

is +1.0%, -1.6%, +9.3% and +35.3 %, respectively.[7] None of these films showed the

MIT at 130 K. They were insulators down to 80 K with a negligible CMR effect at

low magnetic fields. Even the thickest films in which a strong strain relaxation is

expected, exhibited similar transport properties below 130 K.Post-annealing of the

thickest films at 850 oC in air produced the MIT but at temperatures not higher

than 80-90 K, implying that the lattice strain has been only partly removed. These

properties are much different from those of the bulk (single crystal) SSMO, suggesting

that in addition to the lattice mismatch, other factors such as the mismatch in thermal

expansion coefficients or a chemical reaction between the substrate and the film could

be responsible for the insulating behavior. Notice also that the magnetostriction

values reported for SSMO is more than one order of magnitude larger than those of

the same composition of Nd0.55Sr0.45MnO3 (NSMO) manganite. This suggest that in

SSMO the lattice is extra strongly coupled to the magneto-transport.[8] Therefore, in

order to prepare SSMO films with bulk like properties, one has to find a way to fine

control the strain in the SSMO lattice.
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Figure 8.1: [Top panel] Temperature dependence of the resistivity for SSMO grown
on LAO and STO. [Bottom panel] Temperature dependence of the resistivity for
NSMO buffered SSMO grown on LAO and STO. For definitions of ρ⊥ and ρ‖ see
text.
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In order to solve this problem we deposited Nd0.55Sr0.45MnO3 (NSMO) as a thin

buffer layer between the substrate and the SSMO film. The lattice mismatch between

the SSMO and NSMO is very small (+0.1%) allowing an epitaxial growth.[7, 9] This

process produced SSMO films of single-crystal-like properties with a giant response

to the relatively small magnetic fields.

8.2 Results and discussion

Thin film bilayers were grown using dc magnetron sputtering at 750◦C (50 W power,

in an argon-oxygen mixture of partial pressures: 100 mTorr of oxygen and 20 mTorr

of argon) on LaAlO3 and SrTiO3 substrates. A 18 nm thick layer of NSMO followed

by a 450 nm thick SSMO film have been grown on both substrates using the same

deposition conditions. A small thickness of the NSMO film allowed us to avoid an

overlap of the magneto-transport properties of the NSMO with those of the SSMO.

After deposition the chamber was filled with oxygen at atmospheric pressure in order

to ensure that the samples gained the optimum content of oxygen. The films were

cooled down from 750◦C to 650◦C with a rate of 20◦C/min, followed by annealing at

650◦C for 3 h and subsequent cooling down to room temperature with a rate of about

20◦C/min.

The temperature dependence of the resistivity ρ was measured with a four-probe

method in a zero magnetic field and in a field of 6.8 kG (see Fig. 8.1). The dependence

of ρ on the magnetic field was measured for two different configurations: i) with an

applied magnetic field H perpendicular to the applied current density J (out of plane

resistivity ρ⊥), and ii) with H parallel to J (in plane resistivity ρ‖). As seen in Fig. 8.1

a and 1b there is no change resistivity when the magnetic field is applied in samples

which were directly deposited on LAO and STO substrates respectively. The SSMO

films deposited on a 18 nm thick NSMO buffer layer exhibit a dramatic change in the

transport properties, in contrast to the SSMO films deposited without the buffer layer.

The SSMO/NSMO/LAO films do not display any metallic-like resistivity, however,
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Figure 8.2: The temperature dependence of magnetoresistance measured in a field
of 6.8 kG for two different resistivity measurement configuration. For definitions of
MR⊥ and MR‖ see text.

their resistivity is strongly suppressed by a magnetic field. On the other hand, even

in the absence of any applied field, the SSMO/NSMO/STO films show the MIT with

the peak’s temperature around 120 K which is close to that of 130 K seen in single

crystals. The response of the SSMO/NSMO/STO films to a magnetic field is weaker

than that of the SSMO/NSMO/LAO films.

Fig. 8.2 presents the temperature dependence of the magneto-resistivity MR⊥=

[ρ(0)-ρ⊥]/ρ⊥ and MR‖= [ρ(0)-ρ‖]/ρ‖ of SSMO/NSMO/LAO and SSMO/NSMO/STO

films for the two H-J configurations described above. The ratio of the MR‖/MR⊥

is higher for the STO/NSMO/SSMO, suggesting higher magneto-resistive anisotropy.

The magneto-resistive anisotropy in these films was obtained from the measurements

of the resistivity as a function of the angle θ between H and J directions (θ = 0o for

H parallel to J, and θ = 90o for H perpendicular to J and the plane of the film).
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Fig. 8.3 shows an angular dependence of the resistivity ρ(θ) for both samples mea-

sured at 100 K in fields up to 6.80 kG. The ρ(θ) of SSMO/NSMO/STO film is notice-

ably different from that of SSMO/NSMO/LAO film. Magneto-resistive anisotropy is

suppressed in the SSMO/NSMO/LAO film especially in fields lower than a few kG.

The low field resistivity of SSMO/NSMO/STO film peaks at angles larger than 0o

in contrast to that at higher fields. The films with the in-plane compressive strain

(eg. films grown on LAO) favor the out-of-plane easy axis magnetization direction,

whereas those with the in-plane tensile strain (eg. films grown on STO) favor the

in-plane easy axis magnetization.[8, 9] In SSMO/NSMO/STO film the easy axis of

the magnetization does not match the direction of the applied field at low fields. For
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any given angle θ and intensity H of the applied field, the equilibrium direction of

the magnetization is φ∗≈ θ-φ, where φ is the angle between the current density and

magnetization of the sample. φ∗ which could be found by the minimization of free

energy of the system, is slightly different from θ at lower fields.A deviation from the

cos2(θ) dependence in SSMO/NSMO/STO film is due to higher anisotropy energy,

with the magnetization pinned in the plane of the film at fields lower than a few kG.

[12] On the other hand, a deviation from the cos2(θ) dependence has not been seen

in SSMO/NSMO/LAO film in the same magnetic field range. This could be due to

the lower anisotropy energy of this film.

The resistivity of the film could be calculated from the formula ρ(φ∗) = ρ⊥ −
∆ρcos2(φ∗), where ρ⊥ is the resistivity when the magnetization is perpendicular to

the current and ∆ρ is the maximum change of the resistivity, i.e. ∆ρ = ρ⊥−ρ‖. This

expression could be used to fit the data at all temperature and field ranges.

Fig. 8.4 shows the temperature dependence of the anisotropic magneto-resistivity

AMR for both films in different magnetic fields. Here the AMR is defined as (ρ‖ −
ρ⊥)/ρav, where ρav is the average resistivity ρav =(1/3)ρ‖+(2/3)ρ⊥.[7] The AMR

of SSMO/NSMO/LAO film increases monotonically with a decreasing temperature,

which is similar to the behavior of the MR. On the other hand the temperature

dependence of the AMR in SSMO/NSMO/STO films exhibits a peak at around 100

K. The resistivity peak in SSMO/NSMO/STO films is broader than that in a bulk

SSMO, suggesting that some disorder at the interface of SSMO and NSMO favors a

spin polarized transport. A broad magneto-resistance and an AMR peak is expected

in this case according to the studies of MR and AMR in disordered CMR oxides.[15]

Our results suggest that the mismatch between the properties of the substrate

and SSMO is minimized by the buffer layer. Dramatically different behavior in the

magneto-transport properties of bi-layers grown on LAO and STO substrates may

indicate, however, two different strain states. The strain state due to the mismatch

of the lattice constants between the film and the substrate plays a dominant role in the

electronic phase separation, modifying the charged/orbital ordered state and hence
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the phase competition in CMR materials. We believe that the large difference between

the strain states and hence the magneto-transport properties of films grown on LAO

and STO substrates are the result of these different phase separation tendencies. For

instance, the SSMO/NSMO/LAO film appears to exhibit a meta-stable behavior: the

resistivity of the sample below 150 K displays a strong time dependence in a magnetic

field, i.e. it decreases with an increasing time. This suggests a glassy behavior due

to the melting of a charge/orbital ordered insulating antiferromagnetic phase into a

ferromagnetic metallic phase.[16] For this film the phase diagram is very fragile as

evidenced by a strong low field CMR and glassy behavior.[17] On the other hand the

resistivity of the STO/NSMO/SSMO film does not exhibit any time dependence in

a field and at any temperature, suggesting that the charge ordered phases are stable

due the strong strain relaxation in this sample. Whereas the SSMO/NSMO/LAO

films have the largest MR, the AMR is the largest in the SSMO/NSMO/STO films,

which should be expected since the AMR reaches a maximum close to MIT. The

absence of the metallic behavior in the SSMO/NSMO/LAO film in our measurement

range implies a relatively small AMR.[5]

8.3 Summary and conclusions

In summary we have shown that the SSMO films grown on LAO and STO sub-

strates exhibit insulating behavior with a negligible magneto-resistance effect. On

the other hand, when SSMO/STO films are buffered with a thin layer of NSMO a

large low field magneto-resistance behavior along with the single-crystal-like prop-

erties are observed. These results are reproducible and suggest that the low field

magneto-resistance and magneto-resistive anisotropy could be enhanced dramatically

in multilayered manganite films.
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Chapter 9

Magnetoresistive anisotropy and

magneto-resistivity in strained

La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 films near the

metal-insulator transition

9.1 Introduction

A number of theories attempt to explain the resistivity and magneto-resistivity in

materials that exhibit colossal magneto-resistance (CMR), such as the manganites,

at temperatures near the metal-insulator transition (MIT) using phase separation sce-

narios. These models rely predominantly on two very different mechanisms to explain

inhomogeneities in manganites: electronic phase separation for nanometer-scale inho-

mogeneities, and the effects of disorder for micrometer-scale inhomogeneities.[1, 2, 3]

In both cases one expects the transport current to flow along some filamentary paths

which “dodge” the insulating clusters by zigzagging between them. A recent theoret-

ical calculation suggests that the metal-insulator phase coexistence in manganites is

strain induced[4]. In this model only the insulating phase (which is embedded into

a metallic one) is strained. An increasing lattice strain should result in the break
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up of large insulating clusters into progressively smaller ones. It is known that both

the lattice strain and the magneto-crystalline anisotropy contribute to the magneto-

resistive anisotropy (AMR) of manganites.[5] The AMR is important for a number of

applications that utilize films of CMR materials, such as magneto-resistive read heads

or nonvolatile magnetic random access memory devices. Previous measurements of

the magnitude of the “in-plane” resistivity ρin at the MIT, i.e. when a magnetic field

is applied in the plane of very thin c-axis oriented films and the resistivity also mea-

sured in the same plane, showed that it is highly anisotropic. It is largest when the

magnetic field is perpendicular to the current and smallest when the field is parallel

to the current[6]. The magnitude of the “in-plane” resistivity ρin was also found to

be different from that of the “out-of-plane” resistivity ρout measured for the magnetic

field perpendicular to the plane of a film [7].

The “in-plane” and the “out-of-plane” resistivity measurements can be used to

define fully all types of magneto-resistive anisotropy, i.e., the “in-plane” and the “out-

of-plane” AMRs. The AMRs are used to characterize the changes in the resistivity as

the direction between the applied magnetic field H and the direction of the current

J changes. In this paper, the “in-plane” AMR is defined as AMRin = (ρin
‖ − ρin

⊥ )/ρo,

where ρin
‖ and ρin

⊥ are the resistivities of the film for H that is located in the plane of

the film and is oriented parallel and perpendicular to the current, respectively (see

Fig. 9.1), and ρo is the resistivity in zero applied field. Note that the superscript on ρ

labels that H is in the plane of the film (i.e. ab-plane), while the subscript indicates

the direction of H with respect to J. The “out-of-plane” anisotropies are defined as

AMRout
‖ = (ρin

‖ −ρout
⊥ )/ρo and AMRout

⊥ = (ρin
⊥ −ρout

⊥ )/ρo. The symbol ρout
⊥ denotes the

resistivity measured when H is applied perpendicular to both the film’s plane (i.e. out

of plane) and the direction of the transport current (see Fig. 9.1). Consequently the

“in-plane” AMRin is also the difference between these two “out-of-plane” anisotropies,

i.e. AMRin = AMRout
‖ - AMRout

⊥ .

Recent studies of thin films of the well-known CMR manganite La1−xCaxMnO3

with compositions within the range x = 0.30−0.35 revealed that both the “in-plane”
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Figure 9.1: Magnetic field and current configurations applied during the measure-
ments of resistivity of LCMO thin films.

and the “out-of-plane” AMRs are present and are anomalous near the Curie tem-

perature Tc, when compared to metallic ferromagnetic alloys. In particular, LCMO

films exhibit a peak at temperatures near the metal-insulator transition[6, 7, 8, 9, 10]

while the AMR in ferromagnetic alloys decreases monotonically with increasing tem-

perature. Furthermore, it is known experimentally that deposition of thin films on a

substrate leads to strain in the film because of the lattice mismatch[11]. The strain

state of the films evolves from coherently strained at a small thickness to (partially)

strain relaxed at larger thicknesses.

9.2 Results and discussion

The studies of the magneto-resistivity (MR) and the AMR in strained La0.65Ca0.35MnO3

(LCMO) films, described in this chapter, were designed to answer the following ques-

tion: What is the dependence of both the AMR and the MR close to the MIT on the

film thickness and the external magnetic field in strained LCMO films? Answers to

this question are interesting from a scientific point of view, and would also give re-
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searchers important clues on manipulating the magneto-resistive anisotropy of LCMO

and other CMR materials.

Our magneto-transport measurements were carried out on a set of LCMO films

with thickness varying from 1000 nm down to 10 nm. The temperature and magnetic

field dependence of the magneto-resistivity and the “in-plane” and “out-of-plane”

magnetic anisotropies were systematically studied at the MIT. The samples were epi-

taxial strained films of c-axis oriented La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 which were deposited by dc

magnetron sputtering (using 50-70W power) in an argon-oxygen mixture (of partial

pressures: 100 mTorr of oxygen and 20 mTorr of argon) at 750◦C on LaAlO3 sub-

strates. The lattice mismatch between LCMO and the LaAlO3 substrate is rather

large with a compressive strain of - 1.7%.[12] Deposition time varied from 0.5 hour

for a 10 nm thick film up to 4.5 hours for a 1000 nm thick film. After deposition

the chamber was filled with oxygen at atmospheric pressure in order to ensure that

the samples gained the optimum oxygen content and hence the maximum Tc. The

films were cooled down from 750◦C to 650◦C with a rate of 10◦C/minute, followed

by annealing at 650◦C for two hours and subsequent cooling down to room tempera-

ture with a rate of about 15◦C/minute. It is known that post-annealing at elevated

temperatures, such as 950◦C in an atmospheric pressure of oxygen, reduces the in-

ternal lattice strain in the films.[12] We deliberately eliminated this step in order to

maintain the lattice strain in our samples. Since the LaAlO3 substrates are twinned,

during the growth of LCMO films twinned domains (islands) are formed. This makes

the film isotropic in the ab-planes, leading to the suppression of of the effect of the

in-plane magneto-crystalline anisotropy on the measured magneto-resistivity.

The temperature dependence of the resistivity ρ and the MR= [ρ(0)−ρ(H)]/ρ(0)

for the 10 nm and 1000 nm LCMO films are plotted in Fig. 9.2. Both the resistivity

and the metal-insulator transition temperature Tp of the films were found to decrease

with a decreasing film thickness (see Fig. 9.2(a)). On the other hand, a reduction in

film thickness increases the MR of these films (see Fig. 9.2(b)).
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The resistivity of the LCMO films was also measured as a function of the magnetic

field H; the angle θ between H and the c-axis direction (with a resolution of 0.04◦);

and the angle φ between H and the direction of the current J while H is rotated in the

plane of the film. The dependence of resistivity ρ on the angles θ and φ follows sin2 θ

and sin2 φ dependences, respectively over the whole temperature range studied. For

the sin2 θ dependence the maximum and the minimum resistivity occurs for H parallel

to the c-axis, and for H perpendicular to both the c-axis and the current, respectively.

On the other hand, for sin2 φ dependence the maximum of the resistivity occurs for H

perpendicular to the c-axis and the current, while the minimum occurs for H parallel

to the current. This is similar to ρ(φ) measured previously by O’Donnell et al[6] for a

magnetic field rotated in the plane of the film. The sin2 θ or sin2 φ dependences were

found to be independent of the thickness of the film.

In addition, we determined the temperature and the magnetic field dependences

of the “in-plane” and the “out-of-plane” magnetic anisotropies. As mentioned ear-

lier, the experimental configurations relevant to measurements of AMR are shown in

Fig. 9.1. The temperature dependence of the “out-of-plane” AMRout
‖ for 1000 nm and

10 nm samples close to the MIT is shown in Fig. 9.3 for two different magnetic fields

of 0.21 and 0.68 T. All AMRs, the “in-plane” and the “out-of-plane” ones, exhibit

a peak close the metal-insulator transition for all the films studied. The thickness

dependence of the maximum value of these AMRs is plotted for 0.21 T and 0.68 T

in Fig. 9.3 (c)-(f). In a field of 0.21 T the “out-of-plane” AMRs decrease slightly

with a decreasing thickness, however, they increase suddenly when the film thick-

ness becomes less than 10 nm. The “in-plane” AMR shows a steady increase with a

decreasing thickness, with a sudden jump to a higher value for 10 nm thick film.

Magnetic field dependence of both the “in-plane” and the “out-of-plane” resistiv-

ities is plotted for the 10 nm and 1000 nm films in Fig. 9.4 (a) - (b). The “in-plane”

resistivities are almost isotropic, i.e. ρin
‖ ≈ ρin

⊥ , for the 1000 nm thick film. This is not

the case for the 10 nm thick film whose “in-plane” resistivities are clearly different.

This is also seen in the magnetic field dependence of the “in-plane” anisotropy AMRin
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shown in Fig. 9.4(c) - (d) for both films. Consequently the field dependence of the

“out-of-plane” anisotropies AMRout
‖ and AMRout

⊥ are identical for the 1000 nm thick

film, in contrast with the field dependence of the 10 nm thick films.

We now discuss possible explanations for our observations. Keeping in mind

that the lattice strain decreases with an increasing thickness[12], we believe that our

1000 nm thick film of La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 is thick enough for the internal strain to be

substantially reduced. We observed that the temperature and magnetic field depen-

dences of the “out-of-plane” AMRout
‖ and AMRout

⊥ are very similar and consequently

the “in-plane” AMRin is almost zero (see Fig. 9.4). On the other hand, a strained

10 nm thick film exhibits different behavior with the non-zero “in-plane” AMRin. As

discussed in the introduction, one might expect that the presence of insulating and

metallic clusters in an LCMO film at the metal-insulator transition would force the

transport current to percolate across the film. Monte-Carlo calculations by Burgy

et al.[?] suggest that if a reasonable amount of disorder already exists in the sam-

ple, then increasing the disorder further leads to a decrease in the magnitude of the

peak resistivity ρmax. This is because an increasing quenched disorder (eg. an in-

creasing lattice strain) would reduce the size of the insulating and metallic clusters;

this enhances the percolation of the transport current across the sample resulting in

a decrease of the resistivity. The observed reduction of the LCMO film resistivity

(as well as a decreasing metal-insulator transition temperature Tp) with a decreasing

thickness of the film (see Fig. 9.2(a)) supports this model. To our knowledge, no

computational studies of the dependence of the magneto-resistive anisotropy AMR

at the MIT on the lattice strain have been undertaken. Therefore, one has to rely on

the experimental data to explain the dependence of the AMR at the MIT on a de-

creasing film thickness (an increasing lattice strain). The data show that at the MIT

the “in-plane” ρ(H) of the 1000 nm thick film is almost isotropic in the ab-plane, ie.

the resistivity is almost independent of the direction of H in this plane. In contrast

to this, the “in-plane” ρ(H) of the 10 nm thick film is anisotropic in the ab-plane.

The amount of this anisotropy increases with a decreasing thickness of the LCMO
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film. The angular dependence of the in-plane magneto-resistivity ρ(φ) (where φ is

the angle between the directions of the current and the field) in our twinned LCMO

films is independent of the crystallographic direction of the flow of the current. This

suggests that the changes in the in-plane anisotropy of ρ(φ) observed near the MIT

only are caused by the Lorentz force which is present when the magnetic field is per-

pendicular to the current. Near the MIT the epitaxial lattice strain-induced phase

separation into metallic ferromagnetic and insulating clusters forces the current to

percolate. In very thin films strain-induced percolation causes the resistivity to drop

(see Fig. 9.2(a)). The Lorentz force may hinder this percolation (i.e. increase the

resistivity) by bending the trajectories of the charge carriers.

9.3 Summary and conclusions

In summary, we investigated the magneto-transport properties (in particular the MR

and the AMR) at the MIT in strained films of La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 as a function of

the film thickness. The data suggests that an increasing epitaxial lattice strain that

develops as the film thickness is decreased is responsible for an increase of both the

MR and the “in-plane” AMR. This is consistent with the observation of an increasing

in-plane strain-state with a decreasing thickness of LCMO films deposited on LaAlO3

substrates.[6]
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Chapter 10

Dramatic strain induced

modification of the low field

anisotropic magneto-resistance in

ultra-thin manganite films

10.1 Introduction

Early commercial magneto-resistive random access memory (MRAM) computer chips

were based on an effect called the anisotropic magneto-resistance (AMR) which oc-

curs in ferromagnetic metals and alloys.[1, 2] The AMR defines the response of charge

carriers in ferromagnetic materials to changes of the orientation of the magnetization

with respect to the direction of the current. Since in ferromagnetic metals and alloys

the AMR is very small, i.e. only of the order of a few percent, these devices suffered

from a relatively long read-access-time. The discovery of the giant magnetoresistance

(GMR) led to a reduction of the read-access-time and was responsible for an enor-

mous acceleration of MRAM’s technology.[3] Colossal magneto-resistance manganite

films might be good candidates for the next generation of AMR devices due to the

many functional magnetic properties resulted from the strong coupling between the
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charge, orbital, spin and lattice degrees of freedom.[3, 2, 16] The magnetotransport

properties of the manganite films are generally extremely sensitive to the epitaxial

strain, implying that the AMR may also be significantly affected. However, the effects

of lattice strain on the AMR of ultra thin manganite films have never been carefully

investigated.

In this chapter, we show studies of highly strained ultra-thin La based manganite

films, and found that the AMR in some of these systems can reach very high values,

exceeding 100%. These values are much higher than those previously reported for

ferromagnetic metals, alloys and thicker manganite films.[8] Furthermore, if the epi-

taxial strain is compressive, the AMR can even undergo a field-induced sign-flip. The

observation that the AMR in manganite films can be modified to such a dramatic

extent is relevant for the development of manganite-film based devices.

The majority of the measurements reported in this chapter were carried out on

La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 (LCMO) grown on LaAlO3 (LAO) and SrTiO3 (STO) substrates.

Since LCMO has an an in-plane lattice constant a = 3.863 Å, films that are grown

on LAO and STO substrates have an epitaxial strain of -1.7% and +0.9%, respec-

tively, in the plane of the film. This enables the effects of tensile and compressive

strain on the AMR, as well as their dependence on film thickness, to be investi-

gated. The LCMO films had thicknesses varying from 7 nm to 150 nm and were

grown via magnetron sputtering following the approach described elsewhere.[5] The

LCMO/STO and LCMO/LAO samples which had the same thickness of LCMO were

grown simultaneously in order to avoid any differences in the deposition conditions,

enabling a more reliable comparison of the substrate effects. The resistivity of the

LCMO films were measured as a function of the angle θ between H and the direction

of the current J, allowing us to determine the temperature and the magnetic field

dependencies of the AMR. The AMR measured on the LCMO films is defined as

AMR= (ρin
‖ − ρout

⊥ )/ρav, where ρin
‖ is the resistivity of the film for a magnetic field H

that is located in the plane of the film and is oriented parallel to the current, and ρout
⊥

denotes the resistivity measured when H is applied perpendicular to both the film’s
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Figure 10.1: Temperature dependence of the (a)-(b) Resistivity in zero field and tem-
perature dependence of (c)-(d) Magnetoresistivity of LCMO/STO and LCMO/LAO
samples in a field of 6800 Gauss.

plane and the direction of the transport current. The average resistivity is defined

to be ρav = (1/3)ρin
‖ +(2/3)ρout

⊥ .[7] The AMR was measured in magnetic fields up to

0.7 T. This field is larger than that required to saturate the magnetization in LCMO

thin films.[8, 9]

10.2 Results and discussion

Temperature dependence of resistivities and magnetoresistivities ,MR =[ρ(0)-ρ(H)/ρ(H)]

are shown in Fig. 10.1. As the thickness of film decreased the metal insulator tran-
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sition temperatures decreases noticeably in both sets of samples grown on LAO and

STO due to the increased strain. The MR magnitude increases dramatically as the

thickness of the films are reduced. The MR of the LCMO/STO reaches 800% at a

field of 0.68 T and is very different from those of the LCMO/LAO, in particular the

MR ratio is a few times less in LCMO/LAO samples.

The temperature dependence of the AMR for the LCMO/STO and LCMO/LAO

films is shown in Fig. 10.2 (a) and (c). For all samples the AMR shows a peak in the

vicinity of the metal-insulator transition (MIT) temperature. For the LCMO films
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grown on STO substrates the AMR increases with a decreasing thickness of the film,

i.e. it is around 120% in 7 nm thick films but has dropped to around 10% in 150

nm thick films. A similar dependence of the AMR on thickness has been observed

also in the LCMO/LAO films (see Fig. 10.2). An increase of the epitaxial strain

with a decreasing thickness of the film could account for the observed behavior. The

field dependence of the AMR was measured at the temperature corresponding to the

peak’s maximum (see Fig. 10.2 (b) and (d)). The AMR shows a tendency to saturate

at higher magnetic fields. For 150 nm thick films the AMR is fully saturated above

3-4 kG. However these fields are too small to saturate the AMR of thinner films. It

is remarkable that at temperatures far below the MIT temperature, the AMR for the

LCMO/LAO films undergoes a change in sign (see Fig. 10.2 (c)). In contrast, the

temperature dependence of the AMR in the LCMO/STO films does not display this

effect.

The angular dependences of the resistivity at the AMR peak’s temperature are

plotted in Fig. 10.3 (a) and (b) for the 7 nm and 150 nm thick films of LCMO/LAO

and LCMO/STO. The solid lines in these two figures represent the fits to the theoret-

ical expression ρ(θ)= A+[ρ‖in-ρ⊥out]cos2(θ) for the angular dependence of resistivity

in ferromagnetic metals.[13] The resistivity ρ(θ) was normalized to its value at θ =

0o which corresponds to the configuration where H is both parallel to the c-axis of

the film and perpendicular to the direction of J. It is interesting that ρ(θ) shows

two different behaviors when the lattice strain is being increased in the LCMO/LAO

and LCMO/STO films. The fits to the data for all the LCMO/LAO films and the

150 nm thick LCMO/STO film are in a very good agreement with the theoretical

expression. However, this expression fails to describe the data when the thickness of

the LCMO/STO films is reduced to below 15 nm. The angular dependence of the

resistivity at the AMR peak’s temperature measured in different applied fields can be

seen clearly in the polar plot in Fig. 10.3. The response of the ultra thin LCMO/STO

film to the direction of the applied field corresponds to the largest value of the AMR

ever reported in the literature for any ferromagnetic material, including manganites.
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At relatively low temperatures, well below that of the MIT, the AMR was found to

exhibit an unusual behavior. The low field AMR of the ultra thin films of LCMO/STO

and LCMO/LAO increases in comparison to that of the thicker films. But most in-

terestingly, when a magnetic field is increased, the AMR flips and changes sign in the

ultra thin films of LCMO/LAO (see Fig. 10.4 (a)), while in the ultra thin films of

LCMO/STO only a monotonic increase of the AMR with an increasing field is ob-

served (see Fig. 10.4 (b)). The flip of the anisotropy was observed in all LCMO/LAO

films with thickness less than 15 nm. This phenomenon is found to be temperature

and field induced; the flip occurs when the temperature is reduced to that well below

the MIT and the applied field exceeds 2 kG (see Fig. 10.4 (c)). The process of the

change of sign occurs gradually, i.e. the cos2(θ) dependence is slowly transformed

into the sin2(θ) one as the field is increased.

We now discuss the mechanism responsible for the dramatic effects of lattice

strain on the AMR: A recent study explains an increase of the AMR with a de-

creasing thickness in terms of the Lorentz force-induced reduction of conductivity in

the LCMO/LAO films.[5] An increased epitaxial strain in ultra thin films is expected

to modify the electronic phase separation between the metallic and insulating phases

in the film. Since the Lorentz force is expected to bend the trajectories of the charge

carriers this should lower the conductivity and increase the AMR. In order to test

this hypothesis, we measured the AMR for a different configuration where the field

H is always perpendicular to the direction of the current J. In this case the Lorentz

force is always acting on the charge carriers and is independent of the direction of H

which is applied parallel and perpendicular to the c-axis. The AMR reported in these

studies has been measured for a configuration with the field applied parallel to the

current (no Lorentz force) and perpendicular to the current (the maximum Lorentz

force). We have found that the magnitudes of both AMR’s are very close to each

other, which suggests that the Lorentz force by itself is not sufficient to explain the

origin of the AMR in these films.

The most traditional explanation of AMR in ferromagnetic metals considers the
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spin-orbit coupling and the anisotropic scattering rate of the charge carriers.[11, 12]

According to these theories the magnitude of the AMR is proportional to the magne-

tization. Therefore the AMR is zero above the Curie temperature (Tc), but increases

linearly with a decreasing temperature below Tc. This is not the case in manganites

where the AMR has a peak in the vicinity of the MIT and Tc and persists even in the

paramagnetic region (see Fig. 10.2 ). According to some theories of the spin-orbit in-

teraction in ferromagnetic metals, the angular dependence of resistivity should follow

the cos2(θ) dependence.[7] This is however not the case for some films, such as the bi-

axially tensile (extrinsically) strained LCMO/STO manganite films (see Fig. 10.2 (a)

and (b)). The very large AMR values observed in these films could also be obtained

intrinsically in a layered manganite of composition La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7, where the AMR

is of the order of 140%. We attribute this AMR to the similar orbital state in both

materials.[16]

The observed change in sign of the AMR in the ultra thin LCMO/LAO samples

(which exhibit a compressive negative strain in the film’s plane) at low temperatures

is another unexpected effect of the lattice strain. Surprisingly this phenomena only

shows up in films grown on LAO substrates. We also observe this phenomena for

La0.8Sr0.2MnO3, a manganite which has a similar lattice constant to LCMO. However,

the AMR does not change sign in films grown on STO, MgO and YSZ substrates,

where a tensile in-plane strain (a positive strain in the film’s plane) is expected.

This suggests that the observation or non-observation of the sign-effect is associated

with the strain state of the film. The θ=90o shift in the angular dependence of the

resistivity in the film could be attributed to a strain-induced rotation of the direction

of the easy axis magnetization.

10.3 Summary and conclusions

In summary we have shown that depending on the strain-driven orbital state, the

AMR in manganites could be enhanced dramatically. This AMR is much larger than
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in ferromagnetic metals, where its magnitude is only of the order of a few percent.

Surprisingly, at temperatures far below the MIT, the AMR in LCMO/LAO also flips

and changes sign in contrast to LCMO/STO films. Current theories of AMR in

ferromagnetic materials cannot explain the origin of the AMR in manganites. These

results may be of interest to researchers developing manganite-film based magnetic

devices and those working on theories of the AMR.

The work was supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Coun-

cil.
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Chapter 11

Lattice-strain control of

magneto-resistivity and

magneto-resistive anisotropy

induced by ion-beam-milling in

La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 films near the

metal-insulator transition

11.1 Introduction

The hole doped perovskite manganites are of great interest due to the wide range

of different electronic, magnetic and structural properties that determine their ap-

plicability as magnetic devices.[1] Many of the remarkable properties of mangan-

ites such as the colossal magneto-resistance (CMR) effect arise from strong electron

correlations.[2, 3] The existence of a variety of competing interactions creates a subtle

equilibrium which defines the ground state of these materials. The lattice strain and

disorder may drastically affect the balance of the competing energies, which conse-
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quently leads to a significant change in the bulk properties of manganites.[4, 5, 6] In

particular, this is true for the highly strained ultra thin oxygen-annealed manganite

films of thickness less than 20 nm, where both the magneto-resistivity (MR) and the

magneto-resistive anisotropy (AMR) are much higher than those of partially relaxed

or fully relaxed thick films.[4, 7] This suggests that the enhancement of both the MR

and AMR in these films is being caused by the same mechanism, namely the lattice

strain induced by the elastic misfit between the film and the substrate (the epitaxial

strain). The lattice strain could be responsible for the electronic phase separation

occurring near the substrate-film interface as detected by NMR experiments[7]. The

lattice strain could be changed by a controlled introduction of defects, which would

allow for a better understanding of the nature of the MR and the AMR in these films

and how these properties can be modified. This is important from both basic and

applied science perspectives.

In this chapter we report studies of the changes in the low-field magneto-transport

properties of the thin manganite films that were induced by ion-beam-milling. This

technique introduces large concentrations of point defects (including oxygen vacan-

cies) into the film[9] and also cause crystal deformation and lattice strain.The magneto-

transport properties of the ion-milled films were then compared to those measured in

the as-grown oxygen-annealed thin films that have never been subjected to the ion-

beam-milling process. The investigations suggest that in contrast to the ultra-thin

(of thickness less than 20 nm) as-grown films where an increase of both the MR and

the AMR is determined by the epitaxial strain, the ion-beam-milling of the ultra-thin

films causes point-defect-induced deformation leading to an increase of the MR and

a reduction of the AMR. This implies that the ion-beam-milling could be effectively

used to modify the MR and the AMR in the manganite films of thickness less than

20 nm.
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of the resistivity in a zero magnetic field for the ion-beam-milled La0.65Ca0.35MnO3

films of thicknesses between 10 and 650 nm; (c) Thickness dependence of the resistiv-
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11.2 Results and discussion

Studies of the low-field magneto-transport properties were carried out on an ion-beam

milled epitaxial La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 (LCMO) film grown on a LaAlO3 substrate using

dc-magnetron sputtering.[4] The LaAlO3 substrates are twinned, and hence twinned

domains (islands) are also formed in the LCMO films during the growth process.

This suppresses the net effect of the in-plane magneto-crystalline anisotropy on the

measured magneto-resistivity. The magneto-resistivity measurements were carried

out on a strip about 5 mm long and 1 mm wide. Four silver contacts were deposited

on the film using an rf-magnetron sputtering technique. The distance between the

voltage contacts was 1 mm. The area of the film between the voltage contacts was

bombarded with 2.5 keV Ar ions at a constant power of 5 W (see Fig. 11.1(a)). The

film’s temperature during the ion-beam-milling did not exceed 60oC.

The ion-beam-milling was performed several times, starting with an as-grown
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film with a thickness of 650 nm. After each ion-beam-milling step, the temperature

dependence of the fundamental transport parameters associated with CMR materials,

ie. the magneto-resistivity and the magneto-resistive anisotropy, were measured at

temperatures near the metal-insulator transition (MIT). The properties of the ion-

beam-milled film were compared to those of the as-grown oxygen-annealed films of

La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 with the same thickness. In order to investigate the oxygen related

changes that arise from ion bombardment, the film, after being subjected to several

steps of ion-beam-milling, was annealed at 650oC in pure oxygen for several hours.

Fig. 11.1(b) shows the temperature dependence of the resistivity near the MIT for

the as-grown 650 nm thick film and the 250, 60 and 10 nm thick films thinned down by

the ion-beam-milling process. As the film is made progressively thinner, we observe a

monotonic increase of the magnitude (ρmax) and the width of the resistive peak (see

Figs. 11.1(b) and (c)) This is also accompanied by a steady decrease of the metal-

insulator transition temperature (Tp) (see Fig. 11.1(d)). As shown in Figs. 11.1(c)

and (d), it was found that the resistivity of the ion-beam-milled film decreased and

Tp increased, after each annealing step in oxygen.

The temperature dependence of the magneto-resistivity MR=[(ρ(0)-ρ(H))/ρ(0)],

where ρ(0) and ρ(H) are resistivities in a zero field and in a finite field H applied

parallel to the current, respectively, is shown in Fig. 11.2 for the ion-beam-milled film

at 0.68 T. Reduction of the thickness of the film by the ion-beam-milling from 25 nm

down to 10 nm leads to an increase of the MR from 16 to 25%. In general, oxygen

annealing causes a decrease of the MR in the ion-beam-milled films.

The anisotropic magneto-resistance (AMR) appears to be an excellent probe of

the crystallographic quality of the epitaxial films, since this property is absent in

poly-crystalline or amorphous manganite samples. We performed the measurements

of the in-plane and the out-of-plane AMR on all ion-milled films and as-grown films

of the same thickness. The AMR indicates the relative changes in the resistivity as

the direction between the applied magnetic field H and the direction of the current J

changes. The in-plane AMR is defined as AMRin=(ρin
‖ − ρin

⊥ )/ρo, where ρin
‖ and ρin

⊥
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are the resistivities of the film for a magnetic field H that is located in the plane of the

film and is oriented parallel and perpendicular to the current, respectively, and ρo is

the resistivity in zero applied field. Note that the superscript “in” indicates that H is

in the plane of the film i.e., ab plane, while the subscript indicates the direction of H

with respect to J. The out-of-plane AMR is defined as AMRout=(ρin
‖ − ρout

⊥ )/ρo. The

ρout
⊥ denotes the resistivity measured when H is applied perpendicular to both the

films plane and the direction of the transport current. The temperature dependence

of the AMRout at 0.21 T and 0.68 T is plotted in Fig. 11.3. For thicknesses smaller

than 50 nm, both AMRout and AMRin decrease with a decreasing thickness of the ion-

beam-milled film. This is opposite to the behavior of the as-grown oxygen-annealed

films where both AMRout and AMRin increase with a decreasing thickness. Annealing

of the ion-beam-milled film in oxygen does not change its anisotropy.

The differences between the transport properties of the ion-beam-milled and the

as-grown oxygen-annealed films are more evident if the film thickness is below 60 nm

(see Fig. 11.3). The temperature dependence of the resistivity, the magneto-resistivity

and the magneto-resistive anisotropy of the as-grown and both the un-annealed and

oxygen-annealed ion-beam milled films is shown in Fig. 11.4 for the 10 and 60 nm

thick films.

According to the studies of metal-oxide substrates such as LaAlO3, a bombard-

ment with 0.5 keV Ar ions produces a deformed surface layer a few nanometers

thick.[9] The effect of the damaged surface layer on the physical properties of the

material should be more pronounced if the thickness of the film is very small. The

comparison of the magneto-transport properties of the ion-beam-milled LCMO films

with those of the as-grown oxygen-annealed LCMO films, reveals that the MR of the

10 nm thick ion-beam-milled films at the MIT is the same or higher than the MR of

the as-grown fully oxygenated films of the same thickness, which is thought to origi-

nate from the elastic misfit between the film and the substrate (see Fig. 11.2 (b)).[4]

Annealing of the 10 nm thick ion-beam-milled film in oxygen leads to a suppression of
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the MR peak at the MIT. This suggests that the increase of the MR in the films upon

ion milling is via a mechanism that is different from that in the as-grown material, i.e.

not due to elastic misfit. Instead, we believe it originates from the large concentration

of point defects, including oxygen vacancies, that are introduced into the film when

it is being ion-milled. Evidence for this is as follows: the peak in the temperature

dependence of the MR of the 10 nm thick ion-beam-milled film is much broader than

that in the as-grown film. It also displays a prominent “shoulder” that extends down

to low temperatures (see Fig. 11.4). Such asymmetric MR peaks have been observed

in bulk disordered samples[10, 11, 12] indicating that the 10 nm thick film is highly

disordered. It has been well established that there is a local spin disorder around

lattice defects in manganites and a ferromagnetic alignment of these spins by a very

small magnetic field could give rise to an enhanced spin polarized transport across the

defects.[10] This mechanism has been thought to be responsible for the enhancement

of the low field and low temperature MR in the disordered manganite samples and it

is, therefore, likely to explain the behavior of the MR in our ion-beam-milled films.

Since the annealing in oxygen reduces the magnitude of the MR also at temperatures

well below the MIT, oxygen vacancies are likely to be at least partially responsible

for the formation of the low temperature “shoulder” in the MR.

It is interesting that in spite of the presence of lattice disorder in the 10 nm

thick ion-milled films, as documented by the behavior of the MR, these films still

exhibit both the out-of-plane and in-plane AMR peaks at the MIT. However, the

magnitudes are smaller than the corresponding ones for the as-grown 10 nm thick

oxygen-annealed films (whose large AMR has been interpreted as due to epitaxial

strain[4](see Fig. 11.3)). Oxygen annealing has very little effect on the AMR in the

ion-beam-milled films. This suggests that the ion-beam-milling produces a mosaic-

type deformation which does not completely crystal structure of the film, and hence

the AMR is partially reduced.
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11.3 Summary and conclusions

In summary, we have studied the magneto-transport properties of the ion-beam-milled

high quality epitaxial La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 film grown on LaAlO3 substrate. The film

thickness has been reduced gradually down to 10 nm with 2.5 keV Ar ion-beam-

milling. The low field properties of the ion-beam-milled film have been compared

to those of the as-grown La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 films of the same thickness. The thick-

ness dependence of the magneto-transport properties of the ion-beam-milled films is

dramatically different from those of the as-grown oxygen-annealed films especially for

films of thickness less than 20 nm. In contrast to the as-grown films, where an increase

of both the MR and the AMR appears to be the result of the epitaxial strain, in the

ion-beam-milled films point-defect-induced deformation seems to be responsible for

both an increase of the MR and a decrease of the AMR. This should allow one to

exhibit more control of the MR and the AMR of LCMO films by the ion-beam-milling.
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Chapter 12

Percolative model of the effect of

disorder on the resistive peak

broadening in La2/3Ca1/3MnO3

near the metal-insulator transition

12.1 Introduction

Manganites such as RE1−xAxMnO3 (where RE and A are the rare earth and the

alkaline elements, respectively) are members of complex materials where the electron

correlations play a crucial role; they exhibit metal-insulator transitions (MIT)[1, 3]

and phase separation.[3] Tunneling experiments[4] and Monte-Carlo[5] simulations

suggest that the ground state of manganites is intrinsically inhomogeneous due to the

strong tendencies toward phase separation, typically involving ferromagnetic metallic

and antiferromagnetic charge and orbital ordered insulating domains. Disorder is

an important inherent element of the colossal magneto-resistance (CMR) effect. It

could be introduced into the manganite system either intrinsically or extrinsically.

The former is introduced by chemical substitution and is often referred to as an

“unavoidable disorder”. The latter is realized by introducing the lattice defects such
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Table 12.1: Parameters that describe LCMO crystal and films: t is the film thickness,

Tp is the metal-insulator transition temperature, ρ0 is the residual resistivity, ρ2 and

ρ5 are the electron-electron scattering and the electron-phonon scattering coefficients,

respectively, b is the polaronic coefficient, ∆ is the bipolaron binding energy, and Γ

is the width of the Gaussian distribution. The fitting parameters errors are around

1%. IM corresponds to ion milled.

Sample Tp ρ0 ρ2 ρ5 b ∆ Γ

(K) (Ωcm) (ΩcmK−2) (ΩcmK−5) (ΩcmK−1) (meV ) (K)

Sing. crys. 242 0.0011 5.7 10−9 1.4 10−16 2.0 10−6 188 5±1

Film-650nm 273 0.0010 5.9 10−9 5.4 10−15 4.8 10−6 135 20±3

Film-10nm 236 0.0001 8.5 10−9 2.3 10−15 0.5 10−6 170 30±4

IM film-10nm 235 0.0012 7.3 10−8 3.5 10−14 1.2 10−6 182 80±10

as grain boundaries or point defects, or lattice strain into the manganite system.

Experiments[6] and theoretical models[5, 6, 9] have established that the disorder

causes dramatic changes of the physical properties of manganites. For example the

sharpness of the resistivity peak is significantly affected by the lattice disorder. In

particular, the metal-insulator transition is very sharp in disorder-free single crystals

of manganites, but becomes very broad in disordered samples. [5] Although extensive

experimental studies of the broadening of the resistive peak at the MIT due to disorder

have been performed in manganites, the origin and the modeling of the broadening

have not been fully investigated. Recent models suggest that the resistive peak and

its broadening at the metal-insulator transition is a result of the phase co-existence

and the competition between insulating and metallic phases with different magnetic

properties.[2]
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12.2 Results and discussion

In this chapter, we report studies of the nature of the resistive peak broadening

in disordered manganites using a simple percolation model based on Alexandrov et

al..[9] The disorder is assumed to induce a large variation of phases where each phase

has a different transition temperature. In the percolation model we assume that

the distribution of transition temperatures is Gaussian and that its width, which

increases with increasing disorder, determines the broadening of the resistive peak.

The assumption of a Gaussian distribution of the transition temperatures allows one

to estimate fractions (ν) and (1-ν) of the metallic and the insulating phases in the

material, respectively. The total resistivity of the system could then be calculated

from the harmonic average ρ = ρ1−ν
i ρν

m using a simple percolation model[12] of a

manganite, where metallic clusters with resistivity ρm are embedded in an insulating

matrix of resistivity ρi. We applied this model to compute resistivities at the metal

insulator transition of a clean single crystal (where only “unavoidable disorder” is

assumed to be present) and disordered thin films of La1−xCaxMnO3 (LCMO) near

x = 1/3.

The temperature dependence of the resistivity ρ(T) of a typical LCMO film

(Fig. 12.1 (a)) shows that close to the MIT ρ(T) deviates from that of a metal and

an insulator at low and high temperatures, respectively. In the transition region the

metal and the insulator co-exist. The temperature dependence of the resistivity and

that of the temperature coefficient of resistivity TCR = (1/ρ)(dρ/dT ) for a LCMO

single crystal and LCMO films are shown in Fig. 12.1 (b)-(e). An increase of the

width of the resistive peak and TCR is caused by strain or disorder in the system.

The boundaries of the mixed metal-insulator regions mark temperatures at which the

temperature dependence of the resistivity deviates from that of a metal or that of an

insulator at temperatures below or above the peak, respectively. An increase in the

width of the mixed region is attributed to an increase of the lattice strain or disorder

in the system.
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Figure 12.1: (a) Temperature dependence of generic LCMO data. Solid lines indicate
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sured in zero magnetic field, and the temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) for
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Figure 12.4: Temperature dependence of the reduced magnetization M(T)/Mmax

and of the fraction ν of the metallic phase in a 650 nm thick film.

The observed changes in the width are attributed to a distribution of transition

temperatures induced by the lattice disorder. Making the reasonable assumption that

this distribution of temperatures around the peak temperature Tp is Gaussian allows

one to estimate the change of the relative fraction of the metallic phase near the

metal-insulator transition(see Eq. 12.1).[9, 13]

ν(T ) = (1/2)erfc[(T − Tp)/Γ] (12.1)

Eq. 12.1 is a cumulative Gaussian distribution function where

erfc(y) =
√

1/2π
∫ ∞

0
exp(−y2)dy (12.2)

and Γ is the width of the Gaussian distribution.[14] Notice that this assumption

is valid if at temperatures below Tp - Γ (the low temperature side of the Gaussian
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distribution) the manganite is fully metallic (i.e. ν(T ) = 1), and above Tp + Γ

(the high temperature side of the Gaussian distribution) it is fully insulating (i.e.

ν(T ) = 0). The mixed region over a temperature range of Tp - Γ ≤ T ≤ Tp + Γ

defines the sharpness of the metal- insulator transition. The estimated temperature

dependence of the metallic fractions is plotted in Fig 12.2. Increasing disorder or

strain increases the width of the Gaussian/normal distribution. This is in agreement

with recent Monte-Carlo simulations[15] which revealed that in a percolative system

the distribution of transition temperatures is Gaussian, and its width increases with

an increasing disorder.

Kabanov et al.[12] developed a model of the resistivity of a regular inhomogeneous

two component isotropic medium in which the droplets of phase (a) with resistivity

ρa are embedded in phase (b) of resistivity ρb. The resultant resistivity is given by ρ =

ρ1−ν
b ρν

a, where ν is the fraction of phase (a). This expression could be also used if the

ratio of phases (a) and (b) is temperature-dependent. The change of the resistivity

due to the phase separation at the MIT in manganites could therefore be described

by the equation ρ(T ) = ρi(T )1−ν(T )ρm(T )ν(T ), where ν is the fraction of the metallic

phase.

The results indicate that the temperature dependence of the metallic resistivity

well below the MIT could be fit to: ρm(T ) = ρ0 + ρ2T
2 + ρ5T

5, where ρ2 and ρ5 are

the electron-electron and the electron-phonon scattering coefficients, respectively, and

ρ0 is the residual resistivity.[9, 17] In this temperature range the disorder does not

affect the temperature dependence of ρm, however it is responsible for the changes of

coefficients ρ0, ρ2 and ρ5 (see Table 12.1). At temperatures higher than the MIT where

LCMO is a paramagnetic insulator the temperature dependence of the resistivity

could be expressed as ρi(T ) = bT exp(∆/2kT ), where ∆ is the bipolaron binding

energy, b is a resistivity constant, and k is the Boltzmann’s constant.[9] The values

of the fitting parameters such as the bipolaron binding energies and the resistivity

constant b are given in Table 12.1. Since the interpretation of the effect of disorder

on parameters ρ0, ρ2, ρ5, and b has been given in our previous report[18] (see Chapter
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7), we will not discuss them again here.

We assume that the temperature dependence of the resistivity ρ(T ) is given by

ρ(T ) = ρi(T )1−ν(T )ρm(T )ν(T ) where the values of ρi(T ) and ρm(T ) at all temperatures,

including the mixed region, are described by the parameters (ρ0, ρ2, ρ5, b, and ∆) in

Table 12.1. This enables us to fit the experimental data of each sample with Γ as the

free parameter, i.e. via ν(T ). Table I lists the fitted values of Γ. Note, as indicated

in Figure 12.3, the simple percolation model produces generally good fits of the data.

In a highly disordered sample (eg. 10 nm thick ion-milled LCMO film) the fits to

the resistivity (see Fig 12.3 (d)) are poorer. A likely explanation is that the vast

amount of disorder in the sample is changing the scattering mechanism. This could

be possible because insulating clusters in this sample coexist even at temperatures

far below the MIT (see Fig 12.2 (d)).

Regarding the value of Γ, the single crystal has a relatively small Γ of 5 K. Its

value increases to 20 K in the 650 nm thick film and to 30 K in the 10 nm thick

film. The epitaxial strain between the substrate and the film causes the broadening

of the resistive peak[11, 20]. The epitaxial strain and correspondingly the broadening

is very large in thin films of thickness ¿ 10 nm. Ion milling introduces additional

disorder, such as point defects into thin films, causing very large broadening of the

resistive peak and Γ of 80 K (see Fig 12.3 (d)). Such a large distribution of transition

temperatures implies that over a very large temperature range the ion-milled film is

in the mixed state formed by the co-existence of the metallic and insulating phases.

The temperature dependence of the fraction of the metallic phase in LCMO

scales well with the measured temperature dependence of the reduced magnetization

M(T )/Mmax (see Fig 12.4), indicating that our estimate of ν(T ) is correct since the

metallic and insulating resistivities correspond to those of the ferromagnetic metallic

and paramagnetic insulating states of LCMO.
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12.3 Summary and conclusions

In summary, we analyzed the origin of the disorder-induced resistive peak broadening

in LCMO manganites at the MIT using a simple percolation model. The resisitivity

around Tp in the LCMO crystal and films can be described by a Gaussian distribution

of transition temperatures. The width of the Gaussian distribution, which defines the

temperature range where the metallic and insulating clusters simultaneously exist, in-

creases with an increasing lattice disorder. We calculated the temperature dependence

of resistivity using the temperature dependence of the fraction of the metallic phase

obtained from the Gaussian distribution. The results show a very good agreement

with the experimental data for LCMO crystal and films, suggesting that the disorder

induced multi-phase coexistence and the large distribution of transition temperatures

contributes significantly to the resistive peak broadening in manganites.
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Chapter 13

Strain induced meta stable phases

in La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 films

13.1 Introduction

Manganites R1−xAxMnO3−δ (where R and A are trivalent rare earth and divalent

alkaline earth ions, respectively) continue to attract considerable scientific and tech-

nological attention, primarily because many of them exhibit colossal magnetoresis-

tance (CMR). The manganites are good candidates for applications such as magnetic

sensors[1], magnetic read heads, resistance switches[2], magnetostrictive devices[3] or

infrared bolometers [1]. R1−xAxMnO3 compounds exhibit a rich phase diagram whose

transport and magnetic properties are strongly affected by a variety of physical fac-

tors. One of the most important of such factors is the lattice strain; experimentally it

is evidenced that there is a strong interplay between lattice degrees of freedom and the

electronic properties.[11] In this context thin films serve as an excellent playground

for studies aimed at understanding the relation between the physical properties and

the lattice distortions since in a film lattice distortion could be fine tuned with choice

of substrate or film thickness.[5] In this chapter we show that strain associated with

a lattice mismatched substrate can cause new electronic behavior, not found in bulk

materials of the same chemical composition.
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Figure 13.1: Temperature dependence of resistivity of LCMO/LAO for 7 nm, 9 nm,
15 nm and 150 nm samples.

13.2 Results and discussions

In our investigations we have used films of La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 with several different

thicknesses. The studied epitaxial films were grown on LaAlO3 substrates using dc-

magnetron sputtering.[11] It is known experimentally that deposition of thin films on

a substrate leads to strain in the film because of lattice mismatch. The strain state

of the films evolves from coherently strained at a small thickness to (partially) strain

relaxed at larger thicknesses. Therefore, we tune the strain in our samples by simply

changing the thickness of the film.

The temperature dependence of the resistivity ρ for 7 nm, 9 nm, 15 nm and 1000

nm LCMO films is plotted in Fig. 13.1. The metal-insulator transition temperature

Tp of the films was found to decrease with a decreasing film thickness (see Fig. 13.1).
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Beyond the pure phase behavior, the observation of electronic phase separation

in manganites has generated considerable interest. It has been shown that for a wide

range of temperatures, there is a coexistence of ferromagnetic metallic (FM) and

charge-ordered insulating (COI) antiferromagnetic phases in La based manganites

and several others especially when hole doping takes a commensurate value(x=0.5).[6]

On the other hand, it has been shown that the strain also could lead to electronic

phase separation even if the hole doping value is not x≈0.5. The lattice strain induced

reconstruction of the orbital structure is believed to be responsible for the electronic

phase separation occurring near the substrate-film interface as detected by the NMR

experiments and linear dichroism in x-ray absorption experiments.[7, 8]

An interesting result of such kind of strain induced electronic phase separation is

given in Fig. 13.2. As seen from Fig. 13.2 when the film thickness is less than 15 nm

resistivity of the sample in a magnetic field has a noticeable time dependence i.e., the

resistivity of the 7 nm film changes around 6-7 % in a field of 6.8 kG in less than

an hour. This kind of relaxing behavior results from the strain induced instability

of the charge ordered insulating phases towards the ferromagnetic metallic phases on
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the application of perturbation, such as a magnetic field, external or internal strain,

etc.[9, 10]

More interestingly the charge/orbital ordered insulating phases are also meta-

stable against time in zero external magnetic field. In other words highly strained

ultra thin films exhibits anomalous aging effects. A representation of this effect is

shown in Fig. 13.3. As seen from the figure the effect is strongly correlated to the

strain state of the sample since the aging effects are negligible in partially relaxed films

such as 150 nm. The absence of relaxation effects in the 150 nm sample suggests that

the electronic phase in this sample is mainly dominated by the ferromagnetic metallic

phase below the metal insulator transition temperature. On the other hand, strong

relaxation effects in the 7 nm sample suggests a highly phase separated state (between

the FM and COI phases) below the metal insulator transition temperature.[9, 10]

Since the aging effect is minor in a strain relaxed sample (150 nm) it appears that

oxygen at sites of the charge ordered phase is the main reason for the aging effects.
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Aging also has dramatic effects on the temperature dependence of the resistivity

measured in a constant magnetic field of 6.8 kG (see Fig. 13.4). Resistivity up turn

in the temperature dependence of resistivity of manganites has been previously in-

terpreted as quantum interference effects or Kondo like transport previously.[11, 12]

However, in both cases the upturn was occurring at very low temperature (well below

the metal insulator transition temperature) in contrast to our case. In fact in our case

the upturn happens 110-120 K (around 20-30 K below the MIT) likely to be caused

by the multi-phase coexistence. We believe that below the metal insulator transition

temperature our sample contains a low field sensitive the FM phase and a low field

less sensitive COI phase. When a field is applied FM phase exhibits a large response

to the magnetic field and ρ of the sample drops, however, the COI phase still remains

insulating at the low temperatures and causing resistivity minima in the overall ρ(T).

Evolution of the phase separation of COI and FM phases at different temperatures

evidences itself in the time dependence of resistivity data of as grown 7 nm LCMO

measured in a constant field (see Fig. 13.5). From the data one can obtain the
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decay rate S=d(lnρ)/d(lnt), which is a measure of the strength of meta-stability in

our samples. The result is plotted in Fig. 13.6 as a function of temperature for as

grown and the aged samples. The upturn in the temperature dependence of zero

field resistivity of aged samples (see Fig. 13.3) reflects itself in an increase of S. This

suggests that the relative fraction of the COI phase is increasing with aging. Notice

that the peak in the temperature dependence of S of the as grown sample almost

disappears in the 15 month aged sample which suggests that meta stable phases

firstly form at low temperatures when a sample is aged.

Fig. 13.7 illustrates a qualitative picture for our observations. If one assigns the

relaxation effects to the presence of a COI phase, the finite relaxation rates will be

a qualitative measure of the electronic phase separation in our sample. In this sense

as seen from Fig. 13.7 (b) in our samples the COI phase starts to show up in the

resistivity data below 170 K and the relative ratio of the COI phase to the FM phase

increases with decreasing temperature in the 15 month aged sample (see Fig. 13.7

(a)-(b)) A cartoon like illustration is given in Fig. 13.7 (c)-(e). Notice that when

the COI phase reaches the percolation threshold, the sample’s overall resistance will

exhibit insulating like behavior as shown in Fig. 13.7 (c).

13.3 Summary and conclusions

In summary we have shown that strain associated with a lattice mismatched substrate

in ultra thin films can cause new electronic behavior, not found in bulk materials or

thicker films of the same chemical composition of LCMO. Resistivity of the ultra

thin films exhibits strong relaxation effects when measured as a function of time in

a constant magnetic field. Moreover, ultrathin films age dramatically faster than the

thicker counterparts causing a upturn in the temperature dependence of the resistivity

at lower temperatures where material is supposed to be ferromagnetic.
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Chapter 14

Summary and future work on

manganites

We have studied several topics in the area of manganites during the course of this

dissertation. In a rough categorization we can divide the topics in two main groups

namely bulk and epitaxial thin films. The studies included the low-field magnetore-

sistance effect and magnetoresistive anisotropy of the strained manganite thin films,

and granular manganite samples which have grain sizes from a few tens of nanometer

to micrometer scale. We attempt to explain our experimental data with help of the

three main theoretical contribution to the physics of manganites: According to the

double-exchange (DE) model, the MIT and the CMR are a consequence of the DE

mechanism combined with the Jahn-Teller electron-phonon interaction with d states,

leading to the conclusion that the low and high temperature phases are a spin polar-

ized ferromagnetic metal and a polaronic paramagnetic insulator, respectively.[1, 3, 4]

Tunneling experiments and Monte Carlo simulations suggest that the ground states of

manganites tend to be intrinsically inhomogeneous due to strong tendencies toward

phase separation, typically involving ferromagnetic metallic and antiferromagnetic

charge and orbital ordered insulating domains.[2] This implies that disorder is an im-

portant inherent element of the CMR effect.[5, 6] Indeed, it has been demonstrated in

various experimental studies that lattice disorder introduced into manganites through
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chemical substitutions, pressure, strain, and electric field induces dramatic changes

in their ground state properties. More recently, the current carrier density collapse

theory (CCDC), on the other hand, postulates that the MIT and the CMR are caused

by a magnetic breakup at Tc of heavy bi-polarons (which are formed by pairing of

oxygen p holes in the paramagnetic phase).[3, 4] Among these models and theories

CCDC has special importance since it is the only one that allows us to analyze our

data quantitatively. Also we should mention the success of the phase separation sce-

nario from the Monte Carlo simulations especially in their explanations of multiphase

coexistence for a wide temperature range.

Besides the hole doping level x, the disorder due to the ionic size mismatch of the

A-site cations (RE and AE) is also an important factor that controls the electronic

phase of the doped manganites RE1−xAExMnO3. The magnitude of the quenched

disorder/the local structural size mismatch could be evaluated using the variance of

the ionic radii, defined as σ2=Σ(xir
2
i -r

2
A), where rA=(0.55)rRE+(0.45)rAE and xi and

ri denote the fractional occupancies and the effective ionic radii of the cations.[7, 8]

The significant role of disorder has been pointed out in conjunction with the nature

of the CO/OO structure and magnetic structure. A large disorder decreases the elec-

tronic correlation length and induces spatial phase fluctuation and hence shortrange

CO/OO and phase separation. Such a short-range structure or phase separation

would play an important role in the physical properties. In Sm0.55Sr45MnO3 that

has a larger quenched disorder, the electronic phase fluctuation should dominate and

induce complex electronic properties.[9] According to Tomioka et al. the magnetic

and electronic properties at x≈0.5 are strongly related to the competition among the

CO/OO, FM, and A-type AFM phases. Unfortunately, there were few studies on this

important composition in the literature especially on the effects of different types of

disorder.[10]

In the first part of the dissertation we aimed to study the effects of different types

of disorder in the Sm1−xSrxMnO3 system close to x≈0.5 hole doping level. In order to

study oxygen disorder, we vacuum annealed the Sm0.55Sr45MnO3 at temperatures up
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to 700 o C. Our temperature dependence of the resistivity results supported with the

weight analysis showed that up to 375 oC annealing temperature oxygen redistribution

is the main source of the disorder and above this temperature oxygen deficiency

is the main source of the disorder in our samples. We have shown that oxygen

redistribution induced disorder could be studied in the sample by annealing at 325o C

in vacuum for different annealing times. The temperature dependencies of resistivity

and magnetoresistance were measured as a function of the vacuum annealing time.

We observed a dramatic increase in the magnitude of the resistivity peak at the metal-

insulator transition and a reduction of its width after an initial short-time annealing,

followed by a logarithmic increase of the resistivity with annealing time.

We also studied grain boundary disorder, another important type of disorder in

Sm0.55Sr45MnO3. We have shown the an increasing lattice disorder softens the mag-

netic phase transition from a first order phase transition into a second order transition.

Furthermore, the peaks in the resistivity and specific heat are broadened and there is

an increase in the charge-carrier scattering rates in the metallic and insulating states.

The origin of these phenomena is discussed in the dissertation.

One of the most functional properties of ferromagnetic materials is anisotropic

magneto-resistance (AMR). This effect was the basis of the first non volatile random

access memories. However, recently AMR based technology replaced in the market by

giant magnetoresistance (GMR) based devices. This is because the magnitude of the

effect in ferromagnetic metal and alloys is very small, on the order of a few percent.

Due to the strong coupling between the spin-orbital-charge degrees of freedom in

manganites, the AMR in these materials could reach the much higher values desired

for the new generation of spin and charge based devices.We have shown that polycrys-

talline Sm0.55Sr0.45MnO3 samples exhibit large anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR).

The magnitude of the AMR strongly depends on the grain size of the samples. The

AMR in poly samples exhibits sizeable low field and low temperature AMR which is in

contrast to single crystal samples and epitaxial films.[11] This suggests that the well

established spin polarized transport model for understanding low temperature and
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low field MR in manganites is essentially anisotropic. Our results indicate that AMR

in manganite samples could be tuned for large temperature ranges at low magnetic

fields by controlling the crystallinity and defect structure.

Up to date, no report has been published on SSMO films which shows bulk like

properties. In early reports by Tokura’s group SSMO films with compositions from

x=0.4 to 0.6 were grown (thickness of the films were around 100 nm) by pulse laser

deposition (PLD) on SrTiO3 (100) substrates. None of the films with composition of

x ∼ 0.5 exhibited metal insulator transition at fields up to 7 Tesla.[1] The main rea-

son for insulating behavior in as grown films was attributed to the lattice mismatch

between the substrate and SSMO. Our group attempted to make Sm0.55Sr0.45MnO3

films using various substrates. Our films grown on SrTiO3, LaAlO3, MgO and YSZ

(100) substrates showed insulating behavior down to 80 K with negligible CMR effect

at low magnetic fields consistent with the previous reports on SSMO films and prop-

erties of the films were far from the bulk SSMO. Our film thicknesses ranged from 60

nm to 1000 nm. At these thicknesses one can expect a strong relaxation of the strain

due to the lattice mismatch between the film and substrate. This suggests in addi-

tion to the mismatch between the lattice parameters, mismatch in thermal expansion

coefficient and the chemical reaction between the substrate and the film could be the

reason for insulating behavior in Sm0.55Sr0.45MnO3 films. In order to circumvent these

problems we used a different approach in this study: We have used another type of

manganite (Nd0.55Sr0.45MnO3) as a thin buffer layer between the substrate and the

Sm0.55Sr0.45MnO3 film. In the resulting films we have obtained bulk like properties

and a giant response to the relatively small magnetic fields.

La1−xCaxMnO3 is the most studied manganite in the scientific community due to

its tunability to a wide range Curie temperatures (100-270 K), and its rich phase dia-

gram as a function of hole doping x. Although a vast amount of literature is dedicated

on this type of manganite, there are only a few studies to the magneto-resistivity of

epitaxial thin films of La1−xCaxMnO3, During the course of the thesis we have made

a comprehensive study on the anisotropic properties of this compound. The magneto-
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transport properties of strained La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 thin films with thickness between

10 and 1000 nm were investigated at temperatures near the metal-insulator transi-

tion and in magnetic fields up to 0.7 Tesla. The reduction of the thin film thickness

which, in turn, produces an increasing epitaxial lattice strain dramatically increases

the in-plane magnetic anisotropy and the magnetoresistivity. Furthermore, we inves-

tigated the anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) in ultrathin La-based manganite

films grown on various substrates. It was found that depending on the strain state,

the AMR in some of these systems exceeds 100% and can even change sign. These

changes are very dramatic when compared to the few percent change in AMR in

conventional ferromagnets. The mechanism behind these large changes in the AMR

is discussed

We also investigated the effect of lattice disorder in La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 (LCMO)

thin films. We formed the disorder with low power ion bombardment of the film. In

addition to the ion bombardment induced point defect type disorder formation, we

also reduced the thickness of the film. Therefore we were able to study the effects

of point defect type disorder on the magnetotransport properties of disordered films

and as grown (point defect disorder free) films as a function of thickness. The results

suggest that, for films less than 20 nm thick, an increase of the magnetoresistivity and

a reduction in the magnetoresistive anisotropy of the ion-beam-milled films are gov-

erned mostly by point-defect-induced deformation, in contrast to the as-grown films

where an increase of both the magnetoresistivity and the magnetoresistive anisotropy

are determined by the epitaxial strain.

We analyzed the origin of the disorder-induced resistive peak broadening in LCMO

manganites at the MIT using a simple percolation model based on the theory of

Alexandrov.[9] The resistivity around the metal insulator transition temperature in

the La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 single crystal and films can be described by a Gaussian distri-

bution of transition temperatures. The width of the Gaussian distribution, which

defines the temperature range where the metallic and insulating clusters simultane-

ously exist, increases with an increasing lattice disorder. We calculated the tempera-
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ture dependence of resistivity using the temperature dependence of the fraction of the

metallic phase obtained from the Gaussian distribution. The results show a very good

agreement with the experimental data for La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 crystal and films, suggest-

ing that the disorder induced multi-phase coexistence and the large distribution of

transition temperatures contributes significantly to the resistive peak broadening in

manganites.

We have shown that strain associated with a lattice mismatched substrate in ultra

thin films can cause new electronic behavior, not found in bulk materials or thicker

films of the same chemical composition of La0.65Ca0.35MnO3. Resistivity of the ultra

thin films exhibits strong relaxation effects when measured as a function of time in

a constant magnetic field. Moreover, ultrathin films age dramatically faster than the

thicker counterparts causing a upturn in the temperature dependence of the resistivity

at lower temperatures where material is supposed to be ferromagnetic.

The content of the dissertation has contributed to understanding of the func-

tional magnetic and magnetotransport properties of manganites for further device

applications by studying an important issue, namely disorder in the form of oxygen

redistribution, grain boundary, point defects or strain in polycrystalline samples and

epitaxial thin films of different types of manganites.

Furthermore, the author of the dissertation studied many other topics related to

manganites. Some of the results of these topic will be given in the coming section.

14.1 Future work

14.1.1 Correlation between the structural phase transition

and the electrical transport properties of manganite

films on SrTiO3

Magnetic phase transition in the manganite films has been found to be induced by

the structural phase transition of the SrTiO3 substrate at Ts = 105 K. However, no
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Figure 14.1: (a) Temperature dependence of ∆TCR of LCMO films obtained by
subtracting the background from the temperature dependence of TCR shown in Fig-
ure 1. (b) Temperature dependence of ∆TCR normalized to its maximum value. The
lines are guides for the eye.

change in the electrical transport properties has been detected at this temperature.

We for the first time reported the observation of satellite peaks in the temperature

dependence of the temperature coefficient of resistivity (TCR) at temperatures around

105 K in ultra-thin manganite films grown on SrTiO3 substrates, triggered by the

cubic-to-tetragonal structural phase transition SrTiO3. The TCR peak’s magnitude

decreases with an increasing thickness of the manganite film and with an increasing

applied magnetic field. Our results demonstrate the strong coupling between the

structural and transport properties in the manganite films.
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In order to detect the very small changes in the resistivity of these films at Ts

we calculated the temperature coefficient of resistance TCR = (1/ρ)(dρ/dT ) for the

LCMO films. The temperature dependence of the TCR clearly exhibits two peaks,

a prominent one at the metal-insulator transition temperature of the LCMO films,

and a small sharp peak at Ts a temperature which characterizes the structural phase

transition temperature in in SrTiO3. The amplitude of the peak at Ts ≈ 102-105

K increases as the LCMO film is made thinner. In Fig 14.1 we have plotted ∆TCR

at Ts. ∆TCR was obtained by subtracting the background from the temperature

dependence of the TCR. Fig 14.1 (a) shows an increase of the ∆TCR with a decreasing

thickness of the film. ∆TCR peaks normalized to their maximum value reveal that

the ultra-thin films exhibit a broader transition at Ts (see Fig 14.1 (b)).[12]

14.1.2 Oxygen-isotope exchange and quenched disorder ef-

fects on magnetotransport properties of

(Sm1−yGdy)0.55Sr0.45MnO3

(Sm1−yGdy)0.55Sr0.45MnO3 manganites exhibit a transition from a metallic ferromag-

net ground state (at y = 0) to an insulating spin-glass state (at y = 1). We performed

detailed systematic studies of the effects of both the quenched disorder and the oxygen

isotope exchange 16O −→ 18O on the magneto-transport properties of this system for

y between 0 and 1. The data revealed that for both 16O and 18O samples an increas-

ing quenched disorder converts the ferromagnetic metal state into the charge-ordered

antiferromagnetic insulating ground state characterized by a high magneto-resistance

and a field-induced ferromagnetism. We observed very pronounced effects of the oxy-

gen isotope substitution on the magneto-transport properties of samples with a high

magneto-resistance including the oxygen-isotope exchange induced metal-insulator

transition. Very large quenched disorder leads to formation of the insulating spin-

glass state in which no colossal magneto-resistance or field-induced ferromagnetism

occurs. There is also no significant effect of the oxygen isotope exchange on samples
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in the spin-glass state.

If a ferromagnetic state appears in the temperature dependence of magnetization

graphs, one could estimate the magnitude of the Curie temperature Tc as the tem-

perature at which the derivative of the temperature dependence of the magnetization

is minimum. This allowed us to evaluate for all the samples the isotope exponent[13]

defined as αo=-∆ln(Tc)/∆ln(M) where M is the isotopic mass.[14] The calculated

αo for the 16O and 18O samples in which a ferromagnetic transition takes place are

shown in Fig 14.2. Here σ2 is the measure of the quench disorder in our samples,

for details see the original publication.[15] For comparison, we also plotted the data
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for La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 with σ2=0.0003 Å
2

(relatively small quenched disorder) as well

as Eu0.55Sr0.45MnO3 with σ2=0.0104 Å
2

on this graph. These data appear to be

consistent with those obtained for our samples.

14.1.3 Magnetotransport in Nd0.55Sr0.45MnO3 films

We also studied a large number of (Nd)0.55Sr0.45MnO3 (NSMO) type manganite films.

The large lattice mismatch between these films and the LaAlO3 and SrTiO3 substrates

makes it difficult to grow films with bulk like properties. We have optimized the film

fabrication after systematic studies of controlled post annealing processes. Fig 14.3

illustrates the temperature dependence of resistance of NSMO/LAO films for different

post annealing conditions. As seen from the figure the response of the electrical

transport to post annealing at higher temperatures is anomalous. We have obtained

bulk like properties in 900oC oxygen annealed films.

We also found very large magnetoresistive anisotropy in NSMO films. Strain re-

laxed films exhibits metal insulator transition (MIT) around 250 K which is very

similar to the metal insulator transition temperature of La0.65Sr0.35MnO3 films. How-

ever, we found large differences in AMR values between two different compounds

with similar MIT. Fig 14.4 represents a typical angular dependence resistance data

for NSMO/STO films.

14.1.4 Magnetic tunnel junctions with MgO tunnel barrier

Magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJ) are of great interest to the data storage based

companies such SEAGATE Technologies and IBM due to their potential in magne-

toresistance based devices since their discovery in 1995.[16] The new generation data

storage medias recently started to use MTJ read head sensors. A magnetic tunnel

junction is generally formed from two ferromagnetic electrodes separated by a thin

insulating tunnel barrier. Recently, it has been shown that very high tunnel magne-

toresistance values can be achieved if MgO is used as the tunnel barrier. Definition
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Figure 14.5: Definition of tunnel magnetoresistance.

of the tunnel magnetoresistance is given in Fig 14.5.

As being one of the most interesting family of ferromagnetic materials, manganites

attracted great interest as a ferromagnetic electrode in development of new genera-

tion magnetic tunnel junctions. Although a number of studies were published on

the TMR effect in manganites, there is not many studies dedicated to the tunneling

anisotropic magnetoresistance (TAMR) effect in manganites. We fabricated a num-

ber of manganite tunnel junctions (similar to the cartoon representation shown in

Fig 14.5). Some of the results from La0.65Sr0.35MnO3/MgO/La0.65Sr0.35MnO3 junc-

tions are given from Fig 14.6-Fig 14.9. We observed multiple discontinuities in the

current voltage characteristics of our samples. One such example is given in Fig 14.6

and Fig 14.7; the low voltage and high voltage curves exhibit two clear discontinuity

at different voltages. Origin of this behavior is still not fully understood. As seen from

Fig 14.8 and Fig 14.9, LCMO/MgO/LCMO junctions exhibit large TAMR and TMR.

More interestingly, the angular dependence of the tunneling current in our junctions

exhibited a discontinuity at certain angles where several orders of magnitude changes
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Figure 14.6: Bias voltage dependence of the tunneling current in
LCMO/MgO/LCMO junctions for relatively low voltages.

occurred o in low magnetic fields.

We also discovered that in stacks of tunnel junctions such as LCMO / MgO /

LCMO / MgO / LCMO.. the TAMR and TMR could be improved when compared

to the three layer structures. Due to the over loaded content of the dissertation, we

did not find it convenient to include these new results.
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Figure 14.7: Bias voltage dependence of the tunneling current in
LCMO/MgO/LCMO junctions for relatively high voltages.
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Figure 14.8: Bias voltage dependence of the TMR in LCMO/MgO/LCMO junctions
for 3.4 and 6.8 kG.
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Figure 14.9: Angular dependence of the tunneling current LCMO/MgO/LCMO
junctions for different bias voltages in a constant field of 6.8 kG. At some certain
angles the carriers starts to tunnel across the junction causing a discontinuities in the
data.
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